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Nightingale, Lloyd Turner, Florida: The Strange and the Curious, reviewed, 91
Oklawaha River, front cover, April 1971
Ole 93, by Lowry, reviewed, 311
Once to Every Man, by Good, reviewed, 426
On St. Andrews Bay, 1911-1917: A Sequel, by Dean, reviewed, 163
One-Gallused Rebellion: Agrarianism in Alabama, 1865-1896, by
Rogers, reviewed, 306
Onis, Luis de, Memoria Sobre las Negociaciones Entre Espana y
los Estados Unidos de America, reviewed, 74
Onto Pensacola: Retracing the Trail Andrew Jackson Once
Blazed Across West Florida, by Carswell, reviewed, 91
Opening of the West, ed. by Sosin, reviewed, 189
Orange County Historical Commission, 102, 191, 326, 433
“Orange County Historical Quarterly” (Orange County Historical Commission), 191
Orlando area records, 396
Osborn, George C., The First Baptist Church, Gainesville, Florida, 1870-1970, reviewed, 185
Our Red Brothers and the Peace Policy of President Ulysses S.
Grant, by Tatum, reviewed, 318
Owens, Harry P. (Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in
Florida History), 97, 200
Owsley, Harriet Chappell, ed., The South: Old and New Frontiers-Essays of Frank Lawrence Owsley, reviewed, 171; Guide
to the Processed Manuscripts of the Tennessee Historical
Society, reviewed, 313
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida,
books, maps, microfilm, 397
Pace, Tom, Afternoon of a Loser, reviewed, 312
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Paisley, Clifton, “Thirty Cent Cotton at Lloyd, Florida,” 219;
Clifton Paisley Collection, 395
Palm Beach County Historical Society, 102, 434
“Palmetto Grove Site on San Salvador, Bahamas,” by Hoffman,
Jr., reviewed, 185
Panagopoulos, E. P., “Chateaubriand’s Florida and His Journey
to America,” 140
Panther! by Caras, reviewed, 426
Papers: Jacksonville Historical Society, Volume V, by Snodgrass,
reviewed, 69
The Papers of Andrew Johnson: Volume II, 1852-1857, ed. by
Graf and Haskins, reviewed, 411
Parker, William N., ed., The Structure of the Cotton Economy of
the Antebellum South, reviewed, 302
Parks, Joseph H., book review by, 77
Partisan War: The South Carolina Campaign of 1780-1782,
by Weigley, reviewed, 93
Patrick, Rembert W., Memorial Book Award, 97, 200, 430, 438
Peace River Valley Historical Society, 98, 103, 326, 434
Peden, William and George Garrett, eds., New Writing in South
Carolina, reviewed, 428
Pedro Menendez de Aviles and the Founding of St. Augustine, by
Stone, reviewed, 184
Peninsula Archaeological Society, St. Petersburg Chapter, 327
Penial Historical Society, 191
Pennekamp, John D., book review by, 89
Pensacola Historical Society, 103, 434
Pensacola Little Theatre Papers, 398
Pensacola Printing Company Papers, 399
Peterson, Merrill D., Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation, reviewed, 297
Pinellas County Historical Commission, 192, 327, 434
Pioneer Museum, Zolfo Springs, 326
Planter’s Northern Bride, by Hentz, reviewed, 95
Pleas Papers, 398
Prefaces to History, by Catton, reviewed, 182
Prince, Richard E., Seaboard Air Line Railway: Steamboats,
Locomotives, and History, reviewed, 91
Prior, Leon O., “Nazi Invasion of Florida!” 129
Privateers in Charleston, 1793-1796: An Account of A French
Palatinate in South Carolina, by Jackson, reviewed, 186
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Proby, Kathryn Hall, book review by, 161
Proceedings, Third Library History Seminar, Florida State University, reviewed, 91
Prucha, Francis Paul, American Indian Policy in the Formative
Years, reviewed, 318
Quarles, Benjamin, Black Abolitionists, reviewed, 173
Rabun, James Z., book review by, 174
Rammelkamp, Julian S., book review by, 177
Rea, Robert, book review by, 295
Reconstruction: The Ending of the Civil War, by Craven, reviewed, 95
Redding, David A., Flagler and His Church, reviewed, 310
Redford, Polly, Billion-Dollar Sandbar: A Biography of Miami
Beach, reviewed, 161
Reese, Trevor R., Frederica: Colonial Fort and Town, Its Place
in History, reviewed, 92
Reiger, John F., book review by, 304
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award, 97, 200, 430, 438
Reps, John W., Town Planning in Frontier America, reviewed,
318
Richardson, Joe M., book review by, 300
Riparian and Littoral Rights, by Dunscombe, reviewed, 424
Ripley, C. Peter, “Intervention and Reaction: Florida Newspapers and United States Entry in World War I,” 255
Ripley, Dillon, The Sacred Grove: Essays on Museums, reviewed,
309
Rise of Massive Resistance: Race and Politics in the South During the 1950’s, by Bartley, reviewed, 87
Ritcheson, Charles R., Aftermath of Revolution: British Policy
Toward the United States, 1783-1795, reviewed, 295
Roberts, Elda May, The Stubborn Fisherman, reviewed, 312
Rogers, William Warren, The One-Gallused Rebellion: Agrarianism in Alabama, 1865-1896, reviewed, 306
Royal Poinciana Hotel, front cover, January 1971
Royal South Carolina, 1719-1763, by Bargar, reviewed, 313
Rundell, Walter, Jr., In Pursuit of American History: Research
and Training in the United States, reviewed, 181
Sacred Grove: Essays on Museums, by Ripley, reviewed, 309
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society, 103, 192, 327, 435
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Saga of Coe Ridge: A Study in Oral History, by Montell, reviewed, 427
St. Augustine Historical Society, 103, 197, 397, 435
St. Lucie Historical Society, 104, 192, 328
St. Marks Lighthouse, 200
St. Petersburg Historical Museum, 193
St. Petersburg Historical Society, 193, 328, 436
Sanford as I Knew It, 1912-1935, by Schaal, reviewed, 184
Santa Fe River Historical Society, 432
Savannah Revisited: A Pictorial History, by Ships of the Sea
Museum, reviewed, 314
Schaal, Peter, Sanford as I Knew It, 1912-1935, reviewed, 184
Seaboard Air Line Railway: Steamboats, Locomotives, and History, by Prince, reviewed, 91
See Yankeetown: History and Reminiscences, by Knotts, reviewed, 293
Sherwood, Adiel, A Gazetteer of Georgia, reviewed, 94
Ships and Seamen of the American Revolution, by Coggins, reviewed, 315
Ships of the Sea Museum, Savannah Revisited: A Pictorial History, reviewed, 314
“Sidney J. Catts: The Road to Power,” by Wayne Flynt, 107
Silver, James W., Mississippi: The Closed Society, reviewed, 94;
James W. Silver Collection on Southern Public Opinion, 398
Slaughter, Frank G., Countdown, reviewed, 311; book review by,
416
Slave Power Conspiracy and the Paranoid Style, by Davis, reviewed, 174
Smith, C. Lynwood, Jr., Strengthening the Florida Legislature:
An Eagleton Study and Report, reviewed, 401
Smith, Julia F., “Cotton and the Factorage System in Antebellum
Florida,” 36; book review by, 302
Snodgrass, Dena, Papers: Jacksonville Historical Society, Volume
V, reviewed, 69
Social Welfare in the South: From Colonial Times to World
War I, by Wisner, reviewed, 415
Some Family Origins of Fred Lyman Adair, M.D. and his wife,
Myrtle May Ingalls, by Adair, reviewed, 429
Sosin, Jack M., ed., The Opening of the West, reviewed, 189;
book review by, 405
Sounds and Sights of Cross Creek (movie), 192
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“Sources for the History of the Spanish Borderlands,” by William
S. Coker and Jack D. L. Holmes, 380
South: Old and New Frontiers-Essays of Frank Lawrence Owsley,
ed. by Owsley, reviewed, 171
South and the Nation, by Watters, reviewed, 307
South Carolina Tricentennial Commission, 101
Southern Genealogist’s Exchange Society, 193
Southern Historical Collection: A Guide to Manuscripts, ed. by
Blosser and Wilson, reviewed, 187
Southwest Florida Historical Society, 193, 328, 436
Spanish-American Frontier:
1783-1795, The Westward Movement and the Spanish Retreat in the Mississippi Valley, by
Whitaker, reviewed, 95
Squall Across the Atlantic: American Civil War Prize Cases and
Diplomacy, by Bernath, reviewed, 409
Stafford, Frances J., book review by, 75
Starobin, Robert S., Industrial Slavery in the Old South, reviewed,
300
Stewart, George R., American Place Names: A Concise and Selective Dictionary for the Continental United States of America,
reviewed, 429
Stone, Elaine Murray, Pedro Menendez de Aviles and the Founding of St. Augustine, reviewed, 184
Story of St. Augustine: 400 Years of America’s Heritage (movie),
103
Strangest Summer, by Bosley, reviewed, 426
Strengthening the Florida Legislature: An Eagleton Study and
Report, by Smith, reviewed, 401
Structure of the Cotton Economy of the Antebellum South, ed.
by Parker, reviewed, 302
Stubborn Fisherman, by Roberts, reviewed, 312
Sun Coast Archaelogical Society, 431
Switzer, Richard, transl., Chateaubriand’s Travels in America,
reviewed, 93
T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Museum of Pensacola, 432
“Tamiami Trail Blazers,” by Russell Kay, 278
Tampa of My Childhood, 1897-1907, by Dean, reviewed, 163
Tatum, Lawrie, Our Red Brothers and the Peace Policy of President Ulysses S. Grant, reviewed, 318
Texada, David Ker, Alejandro O’Reilly and the New Orleans
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Rebels, reviewed, 312
Their Tattered Flags: The Epic of the Confederacy, by Vandiver,
reviewed, 175
Their Words were Bullets: The Southern Press in War, Reconstruction, and Peace, by Carter, reviewed, 177
They Built A City, by Kaucher, reviewed, 422
They Came to Louisiana, by McCants, reviewed, 429
“Thirty Cent Cotton at Lloyd, Florida,” by Clifton Paisley, 219
Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation, by Peterson, reviewed,
297
Thompson, Arthur W., Memorial Prize in Florida History, 97,
200, 430
Tiger-Lilies, by Lanier, reviewed, 95
Toups, Neil J., ed., Mississippi Valley Pioneers, reviewed, 187
Town Planning in Frontier America, by Reps, reviewed, 318
Trade and Privateering in Spanish Florida, 1732-1763, by Harman, reviewed, 66; American Association for State and Local
History Award, 435
Trefousse, Henry L., ed., Background for Radical Reconstruction,
reviewed, 317
Tucker, George, The Valley of Shenandoah or Memoirs of the
Graysons, reviewed, 314
Tucker, Glenn, book review by, 175
Tyler, O. Z., Jr., book review by, 69
United States Department of Interior, The National Register of
Historic Places, 1969, reviewed, 90
Valley of Shenandoah, or Memoirs of the Graysons, by Tucker,
reviewed, 314
Van Buren, Martin, Papers, 329
Vandiver, Frank E., Their Tattered Flags: The Epic of the Confederacy, reviewed, 175
Varner, John Grier, El Inca: The Life and Times of Garcilaso
de la Vega, reviewed, 70
Vogel, Virgil J., American Indian Medicine, reviewed, 428
Volusia County Historical Society, 191
Voyages of Giovanni da Verrazano, 1524-1528, by Wroth, reviewed, 423
Walker, Jonathon, The Branded Hand: Trial and Imprisonment,
reviewed, 184
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Walker, George Keith and George Wythe Papers, 396
Walser, Richard, Literary North Carolina, reviewed, 316
“War Averters: Seward, Mallory, and Fort Pickens,” by Ernest
F. Dibble, 232
War Cries on Horseback: The Story of the Indian Wars of the
Great Plains, by Longstreet, reviewed, 72
Ware, John D., book reviews by, 67, 163
Waring, Joseph I., The First Village and Settlement at Charles
Town, 1670-1680, reviewed, 93
Watkins, Floyd C., The Death of Art: Black and White in the
Recent Southern Novel, reviewed, 418
Watkins, Richard Ellis, Collection, 396
Watson, Alice, ed., America Was Beautiful, reviewed, 425
Watters, Pat, The South and the Nation, reviewed, 307
Weaver, Herbert, and Paul H. Bergeron, eds., Correspondence
of James K. Polk: Volume I, 1817-1832, reviewed, 77
Weir, Robert M., “A Most Important Epoch,” the Coming of the
Revolution in South Carolina, reviewed, 93
Weigley, Russell F., The Partisan War: The South Carolina
Campaign of 1780-1782, reviewed, 93
What to Look For in Florida and What to Look Out For! by
Cowles, reviewed, 424
Wheeler, Richard, In Pirate Waters, reviewed, 80
Whitaker, Arthur Preston, The Spanish-American Frontier:
1783-1795, The Westward Movement and the Spanish Retreat in the Mississippi Valley, reviewed, 95
White Chief: James Kimble Vardaman, by Holmes, reviewed, 411
Whitney, Phyllis A., Lost Island, reviewed, 426
Wild Refuge: Story of National Wildlife Refuges, by Laycock,
reviewed, 89
Williams, T. Harry, Huey Long, reviewed, 84
Wilson, Clyde N., and Susan L. Blosser, ed., Southern Historical
Collection: A Guide to Manuscripts, reviewed, 187
Winthrop Family Papers, 395
Wirt, William, The Letters of the British Spy, reviewed, 95
Wisner, Elizabeth, Social Welfare in the South: From Colonial
Times to World War I, reviewed, 415
Wright, J. Leitch, Jr., “Lord Dunmore’s Loyalist Asylum in the
Floridas,” 370
_______, a n d J a c k D . L . H o l m e s , e d s . , “ L u i s B e r t u c a t
and William Augustus Bowles: West Florida Adversaries in
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Wroth, Lawrence C., The Voyages of Giovanni da Verrazano,
1524-1528, reviewed, 423
Wood, Gordon S., The Creation of the American Republic,
1776-1787, reviewed, 317
Woodman, Harold D., King Cotton and His Retainers, reviewed,
314
Worcester, Donald E., book review by, 166
World the Slaveholders Made, by Genovese, reviewed, 301
Yesterday in Florida, by Howard, reviewed, 310
Yetman, Norman R., Life Under the “Peculiar Institution,”
Selections From the Slave Narrative Collection, reviewed, 315
Yonge, Anthony, The Yonges of Caynton, Edgmond, Shropshire,
reviewed, 316
Yonges of Caynton, Edgmond, Shropshire, by Yonge, reviewed,
316
Zook, Nicholas, Museum Villages, reviewed, 421
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FRONT COVER
The hand colored lithograph “The Florida Coast” is one of almost 7,000
known to have been published by Currier & Ives. Nathaniel Currier, lithographic printer and publisher, was a native of Boston but spent most of his
life in New York. He had his office at 115 Nassau Street, New York City.
James Ives joined the firm in 1857, and all prints thereafter were marked as
Currier & Ives.
Probably the most prolific of American lithographers, Currier & Ives
published scenes of every phase of nineteenth-century American life, and
they employed many of the best-known artists of the day. Credit was
usually noted only on the larger prints, although the smaller folios, “The
Florida Coast” for example, were probably drawn by skilled artists also.
The print is in the collection of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida.
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NEGRO TROOPS IN FLORIDA, 1898
by WILLARD B. GATEWOOD, JR. *
War with Spain in 1898 elicited a mixed
T reaction among Negro
Americans. Enthusiastic pro-war
HE OUTBREAK OF THE

advocates viewed the conflict in terms of its benefits to Negroes.
Their argument maintained that the black man’s participation
in the military effort would win respect from whites and therefore enhance his status at home. They also emphasized that the
islands likely to come under American influence would open
economic opportunities for black citizens. Opposing such views
were the highly vocal anti-war, anti-imperialist elements within
the Negro community. Though sympathetic with the plight of
Cuba and especially with Negro Cubans, these black Americans
argued that the Spaniards, for all their cruelty, at least had not
fastened upon the island a system of racial discrimination
comparable to that in the United States. Many contended that
only when the American government guaranteed its own black
citizens their full constitutional rights would it be in a position
to undertake a crusade to free Cuba from Spanish tyranny. l
Confronted by lynching, disfranchisement, and segregation at
home, Negroes had little difficulty in appreciating the attitude
of the black Iowan who declared: “I will not go to war. I have
no country to fight for. I have not been given my rights here.” 2
The extreme positions of anti-war and pro-war spokesmen
did not, however, represent the predominent sentiment among
the black population. A majority of Negroes seemed to consider
participation in the military struggle an obligation of citizenship
and manifested an intense pride in the black units of the
regular army called to take up “the white man’s burden” in
*

Mr. Gatewood is professor of history at the University of Arkansas.

1. Topeka Colored Citizen, February 24, March 3, 1898; Indianapolis Freeman, February 26, 1898; Washington Colored American, March 19,
April 30, 1898: Richmond Planet, March 26, April 2, 23, 1898; Washington Bee, March 5, 29, 1898; Springfield Illinois Record, March 12,
April 23, 1898.
2 . Des Moines Iowa State Bystander, May 20, 1898.

[1]
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Cuba. Yet, they recognized the irony and incongruity of a
policy to liberate a foreign people, especially “little brown
brothers,” when so many “Americans of color” remained oppressed. Although Negroes hoped that a display of patriotism
would help dissipate prejudice against them, they were never
free of misgivings about a war launched in the name of humanity by a nation so enamored of Anglo-Saxon supremacy. 3
The experience of Negro soldiers stationed in Florida in 1898
only served to increase their doubts about the war blotting out
prejudice against black Americans.
Negro troops concentrated in the South during the SpanishAmerican War were of two types, regulars and volunteers.
Although most volunteers did not enter federal service until
mid-1898, the four black regiments of the regular army-Twentyfourth and Twenty-fifth Infantry and Ninth and Tenth Cavalry
- were among the first units dispatched to southern camps in
preparation for the invasion of Cuba. Commanded by white
officers and long stationed in the West, these regiments began
to arrive at Chickamauga Park, Georgia, and at Key West,
Florida, even before the official declaration of war. During the
first two weeks in May 1898, all black units of the regular army,
including the infantrymen originally sent to Key West, arrived
at Tampa, Florida, the port selected as the one best suited for
embarkation to Cuba. 4 During the next month of what the
correspondent Richard Harding Davis called “the rocking chair
period” over 4,000 Negro troops were among the invasion army
concentrated in the area around Tampa. Choas and confusion
prevailed in every quarter, and as one historian has noted, the
“logistics snarl was too complicated” for the commander, General William R. Shafter, to unravel. 5 At Tampa, as at Chickamauga, the Negro units continued to receive an influx of new
3. Baltimore Ledger, April 23, 1889; Coffeyville (Kansas) American, June
11, 1898; Washington Colored American, April 9, May 23, June 25,
1898; Cleveland Gazette, April 23, 30, May 14, 1898; Milwaukee Wisconsin Weekly Advocate, May 7, 14, 1898; Mifflin W. Gibbs, Shadow and
Light: An Autobiography (Washington, 1902; reprinted New York,
1968), 283-84.
4. Regimental Records, Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Infantry Regiments, “Record of Events,” April-June, 1898, National Archives, Record
Group 94. For a description of Tampa during the Spanish-American
War, see Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and
the Tampa Bay Region of Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 206-11.
5. Richard Harding Davis, The Cuban and Porto Rican Campaigns (New
York, 1962), 49.
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3

recruits, because the war department had ordered all regiments
to have three battalions of four companies, which meant an
additional 750 men for each regiment. The arrival of so many
raw recruits only compounded the confusion at the embarkation
point. The Negro troops of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth
Infantry pitched camp at Tampa Heights, and the Ninth Cavalry was located nearby. But when the Tenth Cavalry arrived,
it could find no suitable camping-ground, and it was ordered to
Lakeland along with several white cavalry units. 6
Scarcely had the first companies of black soldiers arrived in
the Tampa area when white citizens began to lodge complaints
against them. Undoubtedly earlier reports from Key West that
the Negro infantrymen had forced the release of one of their
fellows from a local jail enhanced the existing antipathy toward
black soldiers. 7 Indicative of the atmosphere in Tampa was
the hostile attitude of the local press. Within a few days after
the arrival of the Negro troops, the Tampa Morning Tribune
reported: “The colored troopers are splendid horsemen and
show off to great advantage. The colored infantrymen stationed
in Tampa and vicinity have made themselves very offensive to
the people of the city. The men insist upon being treated as
white men are treated and the citizens will not make any distinction between the colored troops and the colored civilians.” 8
While the Tribune treated the rowdiness of white soldiers with
tolerance or levity, it viewed similar behavior by Negroes as
evidence of their immunity to military discipline. Almost daily,
from the time they arrived until they departed for Cuba, the
local press gave front-page coverage to every incident involving
Negro troops. Sensational accounts of “rackets” and “riots” by
“these black ruffians in uniform” appeared regularly in dailies
throughout the South. 9
White citizens in Tampa, disturbed by “the insults and
mendacity perpetrated by the colored troops,” demanded that
the city provide them greater police protection against so many
6. Marvin Fletcher, “The Negro Soldier and the United States Army,
1891-1917” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin,
1968), 187, 191-92; John Bigalow, Jr., Reminiscences of the Santiago
Campaign (New York, 1899), 33.
7. William J. Schellings, “Key West and the Spanish-American War,”
Tequesta, XX (1960), 25-26.
8. Tampa Morning Tribune, May 5, 1898.
9. Ibid., May 7, 10, 12, 1898.
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undisciplined black soldiers “with criminal proclivities.” Although the new recruits obviously did not display the same
degree of discipline as the veterans, there was little inclination
by whites to accord either a semblance of the tolerance shown
white soldiers. Negro troops resented what they interpreted as
deliberate attempts to malign them and to cast aspersions upon
the distinguished record which they had compiled during the
Indian wars in the West. 10 In a letter to a friend, a black
infantryman in Tampa declared: “Prejudice reigns supreme here
against the colored troops. Every little thing that is done here
is chronicled as Negro brazeniness, outlawry, etc. An ordinary
drunk brings forth scare headlines in the dailies. Some of our
boys were refused a drink at one of the crackers’ saloons . . .
and they politely closed him up. That was put down as a
‘nigger riot’ and the commanding general was appealed to in the
interest of the ‘respectable white citizens.’ ” 11 From the beginning the Negro troops in the Tampa area made it clear that they
had no intention of submitting to the discriminatory treatment
accorded black civilians.
The black soldiers in Lakeland, no less than those in Tampa,
were convinced that they had been stationed in the midst of “a
hotbed of rebels.” Within a few days after their arrival in
Lakeland, the Negro cavalrymen demonstrated their unwillingness to abide by local racial customs. Angered by the refusal of
the proprietor of Forbes Drug Store to serve one of their comrades at the soda fountain, a large group of armed black soldiers
returned to the store and to a barbershop next door. When
the white barber yelled obscenities at a Negro trooper who
requested a shave, they “shot up the barbershop.” Moving into
the streets where a sizeable crowd had assembled, the soldiers
began to fire indiscriminately and to threaten anyone who challenged them. Joab Collins, a white civilian in the crowd, was
killed. Although Collins had been hurling insults at the troops,
his death was apparently caused by a stray bullet. Several white
officers of the Tenth Cavalry arrived on the scene and finally
quieted the disturbance. After an investigation, they turned
over two black cavalrymen, James Johnson and John Young,
10.

Ibid., May 10, 12, 18, 1898; Jacksonville
Citizen, May 13, 1898.
11. Quoted in Baltimore Ledger, June 4, 1898.
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to local authorities for trial.
Although the incident gave the
Tenth Cavalry a “bad name” and inspired numerous reports
of misconduct by the black soldiers, Corporal John Lewis later
explained that the shooting of “Collins, the white bully” was
an “act of Providence” because it taught the white people of
Lakeland to respect black men in uniform. 13 But clearly whatever respect they displayed was based upon fear rather than
upon any basic change in racial views.
Accurate information about clashes involving Negro troops
in the Florida camps was all the more difficult to obtain because
of the rigorous censorship exercised by the war department over
all telegraphic news involving military personnel. It appears,
however, that such clashes usually resulted either from insults
by whites or from attempts by black soldiers to break segregation barriers. The mere sight of smartly dressed, precision
drilled Negro soldiers was sufficient, it seemed, to arouse envy
and hostility among some whites. But animosity toward black
troops was even more evident whenever they were placed in
positions to exercise authority over white soldiers. White
citizens protested loudly, for example, when Negroes on military patrol duty arrested white soldiers. 14 Regularly taunted by
epithets such as “all niggers look alike to me,” the black soldiers
quickly concluded that nowhere was anti-Negro prejudice more
virulent than in Florida. In time they also came to understand
that such prejudice was by no means confined to whites from
the South. A committee of city officials from Philadelphia, in
Tampa to inspect Pennsylvania volunteers, publicly expressed
concern about the “continual fighting” between white and black
soldiers which they blamed upon “the insolence of the negroes”
who were trying “to run Tampa.” 15 In the opinion of black soldiers, racism even pervaded the gospel dispensed to the troops
by Dwight L. Moody and other northern evangelists. “Dwight
Moody is here galore,” a Negro soldier wrote home, “but the
colored boys care nothing for his color prejudiced religion.” 16
12. Tampa Morning Tribune, May 18, 19, 21, 25, 1898; Springfield Illinois
Record, June 11, 25, 1898; Bigalow, Reminiscences, 36-37.
13. Corporal John E. Lewis to editor, Springfield Illinois Record, June 25,
1898.
14. Fletcher, “The Negro Soldier and the United States Army,” 191; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union and Citizen, May 31, 1898.
15. Atlanta Constitution, June 13, 1898.
16. “Letter from Tampa,” Baltimore Ledger, June 4, 1898.
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Those black troops unaccustomed to the racial mores of
the South were appalled at the humiliating treatment to which
all Negroes were subjected. Some expressed utter dismay at
learning that many mercantile and business establishments in
Tampa refused to allow Negroes to make purchases across the
same counters as whites. Saloons and cafes which insisted upon
maintaining the color line became the special targets of the
black soldiers’ ire, and several were forced to close “to prevent
bloodshed.” 17 John Bigalow, white captain of a black cavalry
unit, claimed that the white Floridian’s lack of subtlety in
race relations was the principal cause of friction with the black
troops. He insisted that if whites treated colored soldiers with
civility, “however much they might discriminate against them,”
there would be little trouble. Whether or not his analysis was
correct, there seems to have been little inclination for white
merchants to accept his substitute, “we don’t deal with colored
people,” for their more customary, “we don’t sell to damned
niggers.” 18 Regular encounters with such prejudice solidified
the determination of black troops to force whites to respect them
as soldiers and as men. A Negro soldier in Tampa wrote a friend:
“Our fellows think it is h--- to have a fight in defense of people who are so prejudiced. They are determined to make these
crackers ‘walk Spanish’ while here or else be treated as men.” 19
The black troops were obviously in a more favorable position
than others of their race to insist upon equitable treatment.
They not only possessed arms and whatever legal protection was
inherent in their uniforms but also existed in sufficient numbers
to risk forceful action against their detractors. Yet their display
of restraint was perhaps more remarkable than their occasional
use of force to combat discrimination and to retaliate against
insults. At least one factor which helped prevent more frequent
17. Chaplain George W. Prioleau, Ninth Cavalry, to the editor (May 13,
1898), Cleveland Gazette, May 21, 1898; Tampa Morning Tribune, May
12, 1898; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union and Citizen, May 13, 1898;
Washington Colored American, August 20, 1898, declared: “The trouble
between the Negroes and whites at Tampa . . . is due almost without
exception to the fact that narrow-minded cads and short-sighted shopkeepers insisted upon making a difference in the treatment of U.S.
soldiers when the law did not recognize any. The black boys stood upon
their rights, and the blame for the disorder rests wholly upon those
who denied them what was legally theirs.”
18. Bigalow, Reminiscences, 36-37.
19. “Letter from Tampa,” Baltimore Ledger, June 4, 1898.
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and violent reactions on their part was their feeling of being
on trial and the conviction that their actions had consequences
for all black Americans. 20 Because of this belief, Negro soldiers
were all the more resentful of what they considered the sensational and distorted publicity lavished upon “every little thing”
done by them.
For the black troops nothing so clearly dramatized the
paradox and incongruity bred by racial prejudice as the experience of the men of the Twenty-fourth Infantry in charge of
Spanish prisoners during their transfer from Tampa to Fort
McPherson, Georgia. In several towns along the route crowds
of whites gathered presumably to view the Spaniards, but what
attracted their attention and became the target of their insults
and taunts were the Negro soldiers. A Catholic priest from
Atlanta, who was granted permission to minister to the Spaniards at Fort McPherson, concisely expressed the sentiments of
those disturbed by the appearance of black soldiers in a position
of authority over white men, even though such men were prisoners of war. “It is an outrage,” the priest declared, “that
white men [Spaniards] have been subjected to the humiliation
of having negro guards over them.” 21 Such venting of prejudice
by white Americans, according to Chaplain George W. Proileau
of the Ninth Cavalry, served to emphasize the hypocrisy involved
in the American crusade in behalf of Cuba, a nation whose
population was “predominantly colored.” “Talk about fighting
and freeing poor Cuba and of Spain’s brutality . . . ,” the black
chaplain observed, “is America any better than Spain?” 22 The
recognition of such hypocrisy which became evident in the expressions by Negro soldiers in Florida clearly had a psychological
impact. The restraint of these troops in the face of continued
discrimination and insults wore increasingly thin.
On the eve of the army’s embarkation for Cuba, Tampa was
the scene of the most serious racial clash that occurred in a
20. The Negro editor of the Savannah Tribune concisely expressed a view
common among Negroes when he wrote: “Our colored soldiers must be
very careful of their actions. They must keep in mind that they are on
trial and more is expected of them than any other class.” See Savannah
Ttibune, December 3, 1898.
21. Quoted in S a v a n n a h T r i b u n e , May 21, 1898; see also Omaha AfroAmerican Sentinel, May 7, 1898.
22. Chaplain George W. Prioleau, Ninth Cavalry, to editor, May 13, 1898,
Cleveland Gazette, May 21, 1898.
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military encampment during the Spanish-American War. Known
as the Tampa riot, this disturbance on the night of June 6, 1898,
came as a climax to the tension that had been steadily mounting
for over a month. The arrival in the city of large contingents
of free-wheeling white volunteer regiments only served to
worsen the situation. Although the war department’s heavy
handed censorship of military news made it difficult to ascertain
the details of the riot, the story ultimately seeped through the
censor and appeared in the press throughout the nation. Letters
from black soldiers in Tampa published in Negro newspapers
presented their version of the affair. Apparently the riot was
triggered by a group of intoxicated white volunteers from Ohio
who “decided to have some fun” with a two-year old Negro boy.
The child was snatched from his mother by a white soldier who
entertained his comrades by holding him in one hand and
spanking him with the other. Then, held at arm’s length with
his head down, the child served as a target for several soldiers
to demonstrate their marksmanship. Presumably the winner was
the soldier who sent a bullet through the sleeve of the boy’s
shirt. Having had their “fun,” the soldiers returned the dazed
child to his hysterical mother. Already angered by an accumulation of “outrages,” the black troops of the Twenty-fourth and
Twenty-fifth Infantry regiments viewed the behavior of the
Ohio volunteers as anything but sporting. In fact, the incident
set them off on a wild destructive rampage. They stormed into
the streets firing their pistols indiscriminately, wrecking saloons
and cafes which had refused to serve them, and forcing their way
into white brothels. 23 Apparently they clashed not only with
white civilians but also with white soldiers. The reaction of
the Tampa Morning Tribune to reports that black soldiers had
“outraged” white prostitutes was ironic in view of its disregard
for the legal rights of Negroes. “While these women are of the
lowest type,” the Tribune editorialized, “the law gives them
protection.” 24
23. For several somewhat different versions of the Tampa riot see Atlanta
Constitution, June 12, 13, 1898; Augusta Chronicle, June 11, 1898;
Tampa Morning Tribune, June 8, 1898; Cleveland Gazette, June 25,
July 2, 1898; Richmond Planet, June 18, 1898.
24. Tampa Morning Tribune, June 8, 1898. Actually, the account of the
riot in the Tribune was not totally biased against the black soldiers.
A front page story, entitled “Inhuman Brutes,” told how the Ohio
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The provost guards and the Tampa police tried in vain to
restrain the rioters. Finally, troops from the Second Georgia
Volunteer Infantry, a white regiment, were assigned the job of
restoring order. The relish with which the Georgia soldiers
performed the task was equalled only by their deadly efficiency.
Near daybreak on the morning of June 7 the riot was quelled.
The Tampa paper which published the highlights of the disturbance came to regret the publicity given the affair, apparently
out of fear that it would reflect adversely upon the city. The
newspaper later denied that there had been any riot and classified as “sheer rot” reports that the streets of Tampa “ran red
with negro blood.” 25 Yet, twenty-seven black troops and several
white Georgia volunteers from Tampa, all with serious wounds,
who were transferred to Fort McPherson near Atlanta, corroborated rumors of a bloody race riot. 26
Despite the sketchy nature of the news reports, the disturbance in Tampa played into the hands of whites who objected
to the use of Negro troops in the war with Spain. White Southerners, as well as other Americans, contended that the decision
to mobilize black troops was a serious error because it made the
Negro “forget his place” and presume “that he was changed or
benefitted his social condition by wearing a blue coat and carrying a gun.” 27 The Atlanta Constitution argued that the Tampa
affair clearly demonstrated that “army discipline has no effect
on the negro.” “ There was no need to send Negro troops to
Cuba,” the Constitution concluded, “and now to send them,
after this event, is criminal.” 28 Other white Southerners who
objected to the use of black soldiers were nevertheless uneasy
about sending only whites off to war lest the Negroes at home

25.
26.
27.
28.

volunteers amused themselves by shooting at the child. An editorial
criticized the behavior of the volunteers as compared to regular army
units; nothing was said about race. The story on the race riot appeared
on page four of the paper, and the headlines referred both to Negro
and white soldiers as participants.
Ibid.; June 8, 25, 1898.
Atlanta Constitution, June 11, 1898.
Memphis Commercial Appeal quoted in The Voice of Missions, VII
(January 1899), 1.
Atlanta Constitution, June 12, 1898. The Constitution, June 14, 1898,
urged that in view of the “wild and demoniac conduct of the negro
regulars at Tampa” they should be “ordered back to the Indian
reservations” lest they “assault white Cubans.”
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seize the opportunity to stage a mass uprising in their absence. 29
A white West Virginian resolved the dilemma by suggesting that
“all niggers ought to be sent to Cuba where they will be
killed.” 30
If the Tampa riot allowed whites to vent their prejudice
against black troops, it served to magnify misgivings about the
war among Negroes, especially those whose support of the
military effort had rested upon the conviction that black citizens
would benefit by participating in it. The Negro press generally
accepted without question reports that the streets of Tampa
“ran red with Negro blood” and that “many Afro-Americans
were killed and scores wounded.” Convinced that the white
press had unjustly blamed black troops for precipitating the
disturbance, Negro newspapers hastened to point out that the
unbelievably crude behavior of white volunteers had been the
source of trouble and condemned the “slaughter of black troops”
by the Georgia regiment as “inhuman and uncalled for.” 31
“Spaniards have done about as badly at times with Cubans,” a
Negro editor in Cleveland observed, “and the country is waging
war with the former because of it. Our door sill seems to be
equally as bloody, at least the Southern half.” 32 Other Negroes
who speculated about the meaning of the Tampa riot were no
less concerned about the display of prejudice by northern white
soldiers than about the “slaughter” perpetrated by the Georgia
troops. They were particularly disturbed by the fact that white
volunteers from Ohio had caused the fracas and that white
soldiers from Michigan had openly expressed disappointment
that a Georgia unit, rather than themselves, had been chosen
“to get the niggers.” 33 Increasingly, Negroes came to agree
with the view expressed by a black editor in Norfolk, Virginia,
who insisted that “the closer the North and South get together
by this war,” the harder Negroes “will have to fight to maintain
a footing.” 34
29. New Orleans Daily Picayune, June 11, 1898; Savannah Tribune, April
30, August 20, 1898.
30. Martinsburg (West Virginia) Pioneer Press quoted in Cleveland Gazette,
September 17, 1898.
31. Ibid., June 25, July 2, 1898; Savannah Tribune, July 2, 1898; Richmond
Planet, June 18, 1898; Parsons (Kansas) Weekly Blade, August 23, 1898.
32. Cleveland Gazette, July 2, 1898.
33. Augusta Chronicle, June 11, 1891.
34. Quoted in Cleveland Gazette, August 13, 1898. S e e also Richmond
Planet, July 9, 1898.
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Within a week after the riot, the troops in Tampa embarked
for Cuba. With the exception of a few units of new recruits
which remained in Florida, the Negro regiments formed a part
of the invasion force. Despite the confusion which attended the
departure from Tampa, the color line was rigidly maintained.
A white officer of the Tenth Cavalry tried in vain to make
arrangements for his men to secure meals in local restaurants
prior to sailing for Cuba. The typical response to these enquiries
was voiced by a lady proprietor who refused on the grounds that
“to have colored men eat in her dining room would ruin her
business.” 35 Even on board the transports arrangements were
made for the segregation of the black soldiers, who were invariably assigned to the lowest decks. On at least one vessel the
color line was maintained by placing white troops on the port
side and the men of the Twenty-fifth Infantry on the starboard
side. 36
Despite such conditions, or perhaps because of them, the
Negro troops distinguished themselves in combat during the
Santiago campaign. Their performance, according to Professor
Rayford W. Logan, “not only gave to Negroes a much needed
feeling of pride” but also gained from “some other Americans
a respect for Negroes that was rarely manifested.” 37 Few black
Americans, however, were misled by the momentary praise
heaped upon the Negro troops for their part in the Santiago
campaign and insisted that words of commendation would have
meaning only if followed by promotions and rewards. Convinced that black soldiers failed to receive recognition commensurate with their combat record, many Negroes despaired
that patriotism and valor counted for so little in improving
the plight of the race. 3 8 In fact, a black Georgian insisted that
the bravery of Negro soldiers in the war had intensified, rather
than lessened, prejudice against black people. 39 To support his
contention he had only to call attention to the situation in Flor35. Bigalow, Reminiscences, 50.
36. Fletcher, “Negro Soldier and the United States Army,” 195.
37. Rayford W. Logan, The Great Betrayal of the Negro from Rutherford
B. Hayes to Woodrow Wilson (New York, 1965) 335.
38. Hiram Thweat, What the Newspapers Say of the Negro Soldier in the
Spanish-American War (Thomasville, Georgia, n.d.); New York Age,
May 11, 1899; Richmond Planet, April 22, 1899; Emma L. Thornbrough, The Negro in Indiana Before 1900 (Indianapolis, 1957), 314-15.
39. Savannah Tribune, March 18, 1899.
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ida at the time of the black soldiers’ return from Cuba. The
white volunteers stationed in Jacksonville, Miami, and other
cities in the state, who were disappointed at being denied opportunities to share in the glory of combat, seemed to take out their
frustrations upon black civilians. A Negro paper in Jacksonville
noted that “the cry of ‘lynch him’ is heard often here issuing
from the throats of certain U. S. volunteer soldiers in this city.” 40
White volunteers in Miami virtually terrorized the black population of the city. Reports claimed that they “had shot down
Negroes like dogs and driven others from their homes.” 41
Under the circumstances it was hardly to be expected that
the black veterans of the Cuban campaign would receive a
heroes’ welcome in Florida. During August 1898, when these
troops returned to Tampa and Lakeland prior to permanent
assignment elsewhere, they were involved in racial incidents
almost daily. The attitudes of both white civilians and Negro
soldiers seemed to have undergone changes that made such
clashes inevitable: the determination of whites to keep black
troops “in their place” obviously had become more pronounced,
while the soldiers displayed more aggressiveness in combatting
what they considered racial injustices. The local white press,
less restrained in its treatment of Negro soldiers, described them
as “ruffians” and as “black brutes dressed in the uniform of
United States soldiers.” 42 Such rhetoric scarcely improved the
relationship between local whites and the Negro troops. A black
cavalryman wrote: “It is hard to submit to all that is published
about us, not one word of which is contradicted, yet our officers
[white] know it is not so.” 43 Captain John Bigalow of the Tenth
Cavalry claimed that the gallantry of the black troops had enhanced “the self-respect and stimulated the aspirations” of colored people in general and of black soldiers in particular. 44
At any rate, Negro soldiers were obviously in no mood to
tolerate abuses of themselves or of black civilians. With greater
regularity than earlier they defied Jim Crow restrictions on
public transportation and in cafes, saloons, and similar estab4 0 . Florida Evangelist quoted in Cleveland Gazette, August 27, 1898.
41. “Letter from Lakeland,” Springfield Illinois Record, August 20, 1898;
Helen Muir, Miami, U.S.A. (New York, 1953), 78-79.
42. Tampa Morning Tribune, August 7, 1898.
43. “Letter from Lakeland,” Springfield Illinois Record, August 20, 1898.
44. Bigalow, Reminiscences, 36-37.
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lishments. Their activities assumed even more serious proportions in the view of white Floridians when they involved the
defense and protection of Negro civilians. For example, a group
of men from the Tenth Cavalry in Lakeland became concerned
about the fate of a Negro arrested for violating the liquor laws.
While he was in the company of Sheriff J. D. Tillis on a train
bound for Bartow, the soldiers came aboard and restrained the
sheriff so that the prisoner was allowed to escape. 45 At about
the same time in Tampa the arrest and imprisonment of a member of the Ninth Cavalry for carrying a concealed weapon
created much excitement within the regiment. The censensus
was that he had been arrested on a trumped-up charge. Succinctly expressing the sentiment of his comrades, a Negro soldier
declared: “He is black [and] that is enough to convict him.” 46
On the eve of their departure for Montauk Point, New York, the
cavalrymen stormed the county jail and rescued their comrade.
A large crowd of white citizens and policemen who arrived at the
jail thought better of attacking “five companies of well-armed
negroes.” Reports that the Tenth Cavalry in Lakeland planned
to stage a similar rescue in the Polk County jail prompted
Circuit Court Judge Barron Phillips to order the prisoner’s
transfer to another undisclosed location. Some whites objected
to the court order on the grounds that it indicated “to the negro
soldiers that they are feared.” 47 Disclaiming any intention of
condoning “lawless action” of any kind by black or white soldiers, a Negro clergyman in Baltimore noted with regret that
the incidents in Tampa and Lakeland only proved “how well
colored men have learnt the oft-repeated lesson taught them by
brutal and coarse white men of the South who have made a
‘fine art’ of the mob business.” 48
The bold activities of the black troops prompted the white
citizens to begin in earnest a search for means of maintaining
“law and order.” In the vanguard of this moment was the
Tampa Morning Tribune which warned that “the citizens of
Hillsborough and Polk counties are getting tired of the lawless
45. Tampa Morning Tribune, August 10, 1898. As it turned out, Sheriff
Tillis had also arrested a white man on a similar liquor charge that
same day.
46. “Letter from Lakeland,” Springfield Illinois Record, August 20, 1898.
47. Tampa Morning Tribune, August 7, 12, 1898; Atlanta Journal, August
8, 1898.
48. Baltimore Ledger, August 20, 1898.
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manner in which the negro soldiers . . . are acting and another
attempt to rescue a prisoner from a county or city jail will result
in the shooting of one or more of the rescuing party.” 49 Groups
as well as individuals appealed in vain to Governor William D.
Bloxham, the war department, and the white officers of the
Negro units. Finally, on August 12, 1898, the white citizens of
the Tampa area held an “indignation meeting.” A succession
of speakers who indulged in a great deal of inflammatory
rhetoric made ominous threats against the black soldiers and
bitterly denounced Governor Bloxham for his failure to take
effective action against their “lawlessness.” Florida Congressman
Stephen M. Sparkman who presided at the gathering promised
to lay the matter before the war department in person and if
necessary to seek relief from Congress. 50 But the departure of
the Negro troops for Montauk Point on August 17, 1898, five
days after the mass meeting, relieved Sparkman of the necessity
of taking up the matter in Washington. Whether their transfer
to New York was a source of greater satisfaction to the black
soldiers or to white Floridians is difficult to determine. From
Montauk Point, a black cavalryman wrote of his pleasure at
having finally escaped the repressive environment of Florida.
“On every side,” he declared, “you hear Cuba in preference to
the South as the boys all dread that section of Uncle Sam’s
domain.” 51
The presence of Negro troops in Florida during the SpanishAmerican War had a significant impact upon the attitudes of
both black and white Americans. The Jim Crowism which the
troops encountered especially after their return from Cuba
tended to undermine the optimism of Negroes who had predicted that the war would emphasize their “title to all the privileges of citizenship.” Even the usually cautious Booker T.
Washington expressed doubts that the Negro’s contribution to
the war effort had made any headway “in blotting out racial
prejudice.” 52 Other prominent Negroes, particularly those
who had never been enthusiastic about the policy of imperialism, maintained that the treatment of the black soldiers in
49. Tampa Morning Tribune, August 12, 1898.
50. Ibid., August 13, 1898.
51. Quoted in Illinois Record, October 8, 1898.
52. Ibid., October 22, 1898.
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Florida was but a sample of what the colored populations of
Cuba and the Philippines could expect under American rule.
In the words of a Negro chaplain, who had experienced the discrimination against black soldiers, the Cuban Negro faced the
“glorious dilemma” of being relieved of Spanish tyranny in
order to be pushed “into the condition of the American
Negro.” 53
If the treatment of black soldiers affected the view of Negroes toward the war and imperialism, their presence in Florida
contributed to the final capitulation of the white South to
extreme racism. Restraints against blatant Negrophobia had
deteriorated throughout the decade prior to 1898. During the
war the nation’s commitment to the white man’s burden marked
the end of any external restraints 54 and the presence of so large
a contingent of Negro soldiers in the South hastened the collapse
of whatever remained of internal resistance to racism. T h e
tendency of the black troops to resist discrimination and to
defy regional customs regarding race conjured up frightful
prospects in the minds of white Southerners. The notion that
the behavior of the black soldiers had disturbed “the peaceful
race relations” of the region won widespread acceptance and
was used to justify lynchings and other crimes against Negroes. 55
In mid-1898 a Negro editor in Virginia scarcely exaggerated
when he declared: “Negrophobia is getting as prevalent here
as is the yellow fever in Cuba.” 56 In such an atmosphere racist
demogogues throughout the South came into their own.
53. Chaplain T. G. Steward of the Twenty-fifth Infantry quoted in The
Nation, LXVI (May 5 ,1898), 335.
54. C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York, 1955),
51-55.
55. Washington Bee, March 25, 1899; Savannah Tribune, April 1, 1899;
Des Moines Iowa State Bystander, March 24, 1899.
56. Richmond Planet, June 18, 1898.
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EDUCATING THE SEMINOLE INDIANS
OF FLORIDA, 1879-1970
by HARRY A. KERSEY, JR. *

I

the 1920s that Seminole Indian children in
Florida began to attend federal and public schools on a
regular basis. The Seminoles were among the last tribes to accept
the benefits of public school education. Much of the basis for this
long resistance is found in the cultural and geographic isolation
of the Seminoles. Following a series of devastating confrontations
with the government between 1817 and 1858, collectively known
as the Seminole Wars, most of the Seminoles who had not been
killed were sent to the Indian Territory in Oklahoma. Those
few Indians who remained in Florida withdrew to the wild
interior swamplands of the southern part of the peninsula.
They rarely ventured from their isolated camps in the deep
Everglades except to trade at such frontier villages as Fort
Myers, Miami, and Fort Lauderdale. They had little use for the
settlers who had usurped their lands, and they kept contacts
to a minimum. A few males learned enough English to facilitate
their commerce in hides, pelts, and plumes, but beyond that
there was no desire to become acquainted with white man’s
ways. Nor were there many positive overtures on the part of
the white settlers to acculturate the Seminoles. Throughout the
last quarter of the nineteenth century there were isolated instances of informal efforts by missionaries and concerned citizens
to teach the basic elements of learning to Seminoles, but there
were few federal or state efforts in this direction.
The first person to investigate seriously the educational
status of the Seminole was Captain Richard Henry Pratt,
founder of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School and one of the
most significant figures in the history of Indian education. In
1875, Pratt was placed in charge of seventy-two Indians from
the Southwest who were incarcerated at Fort Marion in St.
T WAS NOT UNTIL

* Mr. Kersey is associate professor of education at Florida Atlantic
University.
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Augustine.
He was sincerely interested in his charges and believed that training and education would help them to withstand their period of confinement; moreover, they would be a
good influence when they returned to their tribes. Pratt believed that the most important element in educating Indians
was to remove them from the reservations so they could learn
the white man’s culture and to teach them a useful trade. Thus
equipped, the Indian’s problem of assimilation into white society would be lessened. Four years would pass before Pratt was
able to acquire the funds and facilities necessary to implement
his revolutionary plan for educating Indians, but in the meantime, “women in St. Augustine, some of them school teachers,
undertook to educate some of the Indians in a part of the old
fort that was fixed up as a kind of crude classroom.” 2 Reading
and moral instruction were taught, and tools were introduced
to help the Indians acquire carpentry skills. Quite a few, it was
reported, blended artistic skill with their carpentry work. It
was “this educational work,” according to a teacher at the fort,
“that was the beginning of the Carlisle School.” 3 The Indians
at Fort Marion learned about the white world in numerous
ways; many went into town and “served as guides to tourists,
did all sorts of odd jobs, worked in saw mills, and picked
oranges.” 4 Yet, this afforded little opportunity for the Indian
to learn a trade, and Pratt continued to work for a regular
school. His efforts were rewarded in 1879 when the Carlisle
School opened with 147 students.
In the spring of 1879, Pratt was in Washington trying to
obtain permission to open his school. At that time the United
States Commissioner of Indian Affairs, knowing of the young
officer’s success with Indians, requested that he undertake an
investigation of the Florida Seminole. It was hoped the Seminoles could be induced to join their tribesmen in Oklahoma,

1. Jessie Hamm Meyer, “Development of Technical-Vocational Education
at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School” (unpublished M.A. thesis,
University of Florida, 1954), 12. Omega G. East, “Apache Indians in Fort
Marion, 1886-1887,” El Escribano (St. Augustine Historical Society),
January 1969, 11-27; April 1969, 3-23; July 1969, 4-23; October 1969,
20-38. Fort Marion is the Castillo de San Marcos.
“Development of Technical-Vocational Education,” 19.
4. Ibid.
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and Pratt was to ascertain how the Indians remaining in Florida
would view their removal. He agreed to go to Florida, and
submitted his report in August and September of that year.
The document gives a vivid account of his experiences in the
Indian camps and provides one of the earliest studies of postremoval Seminole culture in Florida. The information gained
on this trip enabled Pratt to draw a number of conclusions
about the Seminole, and led him to make the following suggestions concerning their education:
It is probable that so long as the old Indians remain, who
passed through the war of 1835 to 42 and the later wars of
1852-56 & 57 (who are justly suspicious of the United States
Govt.) no great progress can be made in the education and
civilization of these people. . . .
Their removal to the civilized portion of their tribe in the
Indian Territory would more for their advancement than
any other plan, but, except by some unworthy trick, they
could not be procured to go there. . . .
Their spirit of independence and self help should not be
destroyed.
I would recommend that the Department begin the work of
redeeming these people from their savage state, by sending
among them a responsible man as teacher, having special
reference to gathering their children into school. That he
be instructed for the present to visit and remain at least
ten days in each village, once every three months, gradually
inculcating educational ideas, instructing and encouraging
them to enlarge their agricultural and stock resources. . . .
By these, and other means, he will gain their good will and
so their consent to let their children attend school.
A boarding school with manual labor features would be the
only school of real value, in which so far as possible the
youth should reap tangible rewards for their labor. Old Ft.
Brooke at Tampa is probably abandoned for military uses,
and would furnish an admirable place for such a school,
ready for immediate use. 5
It should be noted that Captain Pratt’s recommendations
for solving the “Seminole problem” contained essentially the
same educational ideas which he envisioned for Carlisle: an offreservation boarding school was to offer basic education along
5. William C. Sturtevant, “R. H. Pratt’s Report on the Seminole in 1879,”
Florida Anthropologist, IX (March 1956), 14-15.
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with industrial vocational training. Such a program, he believed,
was the essential first step in helping the Seminoles to help
themselves in preparing for assimilation into white society. Judging by the rather negative response which he received from the
Indians, it is surprising that he believed the Seminoles might
welcome itinerant teachers in their camps, much less attend a
federal boarding school. Nevertheless, Pratt was a humanitarian
intent upon helping the Indians, and he evidently viewed his
educational program as the starting point for all tribal groups,
regardless of their state of acculturation.
Pratt’s report “was finally printed in 1888 as one of the documents accompanying the report of special agent A. M. Wilson
on his investigations among the Seminole.” 6 Perhaps because
of this oversight, there were no further government efforts to
contact and to educate Seminoles for another decade. However,
informal efforts to facilitate Indian schooling did not cease after
Pratt’s visit. Captain Francis A. Hendry of Fort Myers, whom
Pratt described as “one of the largest cattle owners in the state,
a worthy and warm friend of the Indians, and one of the few in
whom they confide,” 7 had accompanied the young army officer
to the Seminole camps and had aided in the negotiations. In
August 1879, Hendry wrote to Pratt informing him of the first
breakthrough in getting a Seminole into school:
Fort Myers Aug. 10/79
Dear Capt Pratt
Your esteemed favor of 22 July to hand glad to hear
of your safe arrival home.
I am pleased to acknowledge the receipt of Indian Comm
report, I read it with much interest. I am happy to state
that little Billy Fewel (Tonapacho) is now stoping [sic]
with me & going to school, our school having commenced
since your departure.
Mrs. H having surrendered [?] the point & is quite willing to have him as her Guest. He has clothed himself in a
decent suit of civilized clothing & looks nicely. I hope to
keep him, although I am sure he must take his wild Indian
Rambles he learns fast and attends promptly not missing
an hour. 8
6. Ibid., 2.
7. Ibid., 6.
8. F. A. Hendry to Richard H. Pratt, August 10, 1879, ibid., 17. Interpolations are those of Sturtevant.
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Billy Conapatchee, the young Seminole whom the Fort
Myers townspeople called by a combination of his anglicized and
Indian names, lived with the Hendry family for three years. He
attended the Fort Myers “academy,” which opened in 1878,
along with the Hendry children and other white students from
the town. There are no extant records of his school work, these
having been lost when the “academy” burned in 1886; however,
it was thought that Billy had done creditable work and had
been fully accepted by the people of the town. An article in the
Fort Myers Press relates: “He is an exceptional Indian, havng,
through the benevolent action of Capt. Hendry, received a fair
common school education in Fort Myers. . . . Like most of his
race he is reserved and taciturn, but by no means deceitful or
a double dealer. He dresses, when he visits Ft. Myers at least,
much more like the white men than do the others of his race.
He has numerous friends here who all respect him and speak
well of him.” 9
When the Reverend Clay MacCauley conducted a survey of
the Seminoles for the Smithsonian Institution in 1880, Billy
Conapatchee served as his guide and interpreter. MacCauley
noted in his report that the boy had been studying the white
man’s language and ways for more than a year, and “at that
time he was the only Seminole who had separated himself from
his people and had cast in his lot with the whites.” 10 This
decision to learn the white man’s ways placed Billy Conapatchee
in grave conflict with his own people; the tribal elders condemned him and only the pleas of his father saved his life.
Even so, MacCauley reported at least one threat against the
young man’s life by another Seminole, and the need of Captain
Hendry to intervene in the matter. Evidently Billy had just
begun his schooling when he served MacCauley, and his limited
English fluency occasionally caused frustration for both men.
Billy often did not understand the ethnographer’s inquiries
concerning Seminole social and political traditions or family
relationships; thus the main valve of MacCauley’s investigation
lay in the description of physical culture. Following one particularly taxing interrogation session on Seminole language, the
9. Fort Myers Press, March 7, 1885.
10. Clay MacCauley, “The Seminole Indians of Florida,” Fifth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology (Washington, 1887), 492.
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following dialogue took place between MacCauley and Billy:
“ ‘Doctor, how long you want me to tell you Indian language?’
Why?’ I replied, ‘are you tired, Billy?’ ‘No,’ he answered, ‘a
littly. Me think me tell you all. Me don’t know English language. Bum-by you come, next winter, me tell you all. Me go to
school. Me learn.’ ” 11 In part because of the perseverance and
alertness shown by Billy, the Reverend MacCauley made the following assessment of Seminole intellectual ability: “In range
of intellectual power and mental processes the Florida Indians,
when compared with the intellectual abilities and operations of
the cultivated American, are quite limited. But if the Seminole
are to be judged by comparison with other American aborigines,
I believe they easily enter the first class. They seem to be
mentally active. . . . Those with whom I particularly dealt were
exceptionally patient under the strains to which I put their
minds. Ko-nip-ha-tco, by no means a brilliant member of his
tribe, is much to be commended for his patient, persistent,
intellectual industry.” 12
By 1885, Billy Conapatchee had returned to his home in the
Everglades, and no other Seminole - not even his children came seeking the white man’s school. The tribal leaders had
decided that education was not essential to their well being and
discouraged any further incursions in this direction.
Nevertheless, there was renewed interest in aiding the Florida Seminoles after MacCauley’s report was published in 1884.
In March 1891, Amelia S. Quinton, president of the Missionary
Committee of the Women’s National Indian Association, accompanied by two other ladies and the ubiquitous Captain Hendry,
visited the Indian camps on the western edge of the Everglades.
By June of that year, the Indian Association had established a
mission for the Seminoles just west of Immokalee. Shortly after
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Brecht, a missionary couple, arrived from St.
Louis to begin their nine year apostolate among the Seminoles,
the federal government purchased eighty acres of the land and
appointed Dr. Brecht as Indian agent. His charge was “to draw
the Indians from their swampy and scattered camps to this
better location where they might be grouped more closely and
thus more successfully drawn into industrial work, with school
11. Ibid., 494.
12. Ibid., 493.
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facilities and the making of better homes.” 13 To help Brecht
accomplish this goal, a staff of six employees was sent to work
at the station. The government also supplied a sawmill, farm
implements, a millhouse, a planing mill, and several mules and
oxen. The stage was set to provide industrial education for
the Seminole as Pratt had suggested a decade earlier.
The plan failed however. From time to time a few Indians
visited the station briefly and then returned to their camps in
the Everglades. One observer later reported, “The Indians
steadily refused to accept any of the freely offered benefits of the
school and other material aid, even so far as refusing to accept
a board from the mill or a handful of nails from the warehouse.” 14 Excerpts from the agent’s reports during these years
chronicle the Seminole’s deep seated resistance to change: “I
am sorry to say progress is much slower than one could wish,
but they are not standing still. . . . More of the younger men
are putting on citizen’s dress. . . . The older Indians are holding
back the young men and girls. Many, especially the boys seem
anxious to learn to read, but have not the courage to break
away from the influences brought to bear upon them. . . . No
organized school work has been carried on at the station.” 15
In his final accounting just prior to leaving Immokalee in 1899,
Dr. Brecht set down his views on the educability of the Seminoles: “In conclusion, I would say that, although the efforts of
the earlier years of this service to win the Indians to organized
school work were not successful, the evidence of the good result
of the camp work was sufficient to make us feel that persistent
and continued effort in that line would accomplish the desired
result, and I have such faith in these Indians as to believe that
by a constant mingling among them of earnest workers they
would be brought out of their aversion and stolid indifference to
education and progress.” 16
The failure of the government station and school at Immokalee to reach the Seminole could not be laid to any lack of
effort on the part of the Brechts. There is ample evidence that
they were well liked by the Indians who often visited in their
13. Roy Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,” February 28,
1931. 71 Cong., 3rd Sess., Senate Document No. 314, 62.
14. Ibid., 6 1 .
15. Ibid., 62.
16. Ibid.
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home, and the couple occasionally attended the Green Corn
dance as guests of the Seminoles. Moreover, from the mention
of their work in the camps it would seem that the Brechts took
seriously Pratt’s admonition to send teachers out among the
Seminoles to lay the ground work for formal schooling. Even
so, this relationship could not overcome the general resistance of
the Seminoles to accepting the white man’s ways. Two factors
militated against the success of the station: it was too far removed from the Indians it was to serve, and it promoted a lifestyle they were not ready to embrace. The Seminole camps
and hunting grounds were some twenty to forty miles distant
from Immokalee and traders were closer. As long as there was
a demand for the products of hunting, the Seminoles did not
find it feasible to take up industrial pursuits. But perhaps even
more important was the existence of the large number of older
Seminoles mentioned by Pratt, who still harbored great animosity toward anything connected with the United States and
this foredoomed the success of the venture. Thus, the first
substantive attempt by the government to entice the Seminoles
into a more domesticated way of life ended in failure. For the
next quarter century the greatest educational headway would
be made, not by organized governmental efforts, but through the
earnest endeavor of dedicated private citizens who, like Captain
Hendry, were acknowledged friends of the Seminoles and were
accepted as such by the tribe.
The first white person to have notable success in befriending
and educating small Seminole children was Ivy Julia Cromartie
Stranahan, who came to the frontier village of Fort Lauderdale
in 1899 as the first school teacher. Her school opened with nine
students attending a small clapboard building which the townspeople had erected in a clearing among the palmettos; the enrollment reached eleven students by the end of the term - but
none were Indian children. The following year the young school
teacher resigned her position to marry Frank Stranahan who
operated a trading post and stage coach stopover on the New
River. Seminoles from camps in the Big Cypress swamp trusted
Stranahan and frequented his post to trade their pelts and hides,
so over the years his wife came to know and respect the Indian
people, and she gave unstintingly of her time and energies in
their behalf. She was instrumental in establishing the first
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permanent reservation for the Seminoles. She also ministered
to their health needs, promoted education for their children,
and served as their spokesman with the white community at
large for over half a century.
Mrs. Stranahan has often recounted her experiences in
attempting to teach Seminole children their ABC’s early in this
century. 17 For the first year or so the Indian children would not
come near the white woman at the trading post, but ultimately
a rapport was established, and the small Seminoles roamed the
Stranahan household freely during their frequent visits. At this
point Mrs. Stranahan felt that it was her Christian duty to work
with the youngsters so that they might be better prepared to
cope with the ever encroaching white culture. Shunning the
traditional school materials such as the Webster blueback speller
and McGuffey readers, she used large brightly colored religious
posters supplied by the Presbyterian church in Fort Lauderdale.
These posters contained pictures of saints, apostles, and other
scriptural figures with their names printed underneath. The
Seminole children learned their letters by examining such
materials as they gathered on the Stranahans’ back porch, or
around her Model-T Ford when she drove to nearby camps.
These visits became more frequent when a number of Indian
families settled in the Fort Lauderdale area.
The educational forays by Mrs. Stranahan were not always
well received. “The parents frowned upon education,” she recalled, and the “Medicine Men detested it.” 18 Therefore, she
concentrated on the children and did not attempt to change
their elders’ mode of living. Moreover, she realized that the
ways of the white man were not necessarily the best for Indians,
and she always told the children, “we don’t want to make you
like us. We just want to give you education, so that you can
make the best of what you are.” 19 Despite the resistance of some
tribal elders and the hardships involved, Mrs. Stranahan continued her informal teaching for over twenty-five years, ceasing
only when a federal day school was opened on the Dania Seminole Reservation in 1927. Even so, she continued to offer aid
17. Interview with Mrs. Frank Stranahan, February 12, 1968. See also August
Burghard, Watchie-Esta/Hutrie ( T h e L i t t l e W h i t e M o t h e r ) ( F o r t
Lauderdale, 1968), passim.
18. Fort Lauderdale News, September 29, 1968.
19. Ibid.
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and counsel to her Indian friends and organized a group known
as Friends of the Seminoles to carry on her work. Today, in
her late eighties, Mrs. Stranahan is recognized as “the first lady of
Fort Lauderdale,” and has received numerous accolades for her
humanitarian work among the Indians of Florida.
It was primarily through the exertions of Mrs. Stranahan
that Tony Tommie, a Seminole lad of fifteen, entered the Fort
Lauderdale elementary school in 1915. The reminiscences of
his teachers and schoolmates, many of whom still reside in the
area, show that Tony was an affable and intelligent youngster
who was well liked by the townspeople. He cut a dashing figure
in his brightly-hued Seminole shirt and long pants (this at a
time when schoolboys still wore knickers), and was invariably
barefooted even in school. He entered the third grade and made
rapid progress. “He was a good student,” one teacher recalled,
“and he was very anxious to learn and especially did he want to
learn how to read and spell. He learned to read and write and
to spell down here . . . he went fast because of his age . . . he
had the intelligence, he just hadn’t had the opportunity.” 20
Although Tony was older than his classmates there was no
friction and the white children seemed to be proud of him.
After two terms at the public school, Tony Tommie was sent
to a federal boarding school for Indians in Oklahoma; upon his
return he became the acknowledged leader of the Seminole
people in the Fort Lauderdale area - although tribal leaders in
other parts of the state disputed his claim to speak with any
authority. 21
The entry of this young Seminole into the white man’s school
marked a significant departure from tradition, as was pointed
out in a report by the agent, Reverend Lucien A. Spencer: “Tony
B. M. Tommie completed the work of two grades in the public
school of Fort Lauderdale during the past year. The fact that
we have one boy in school by tribal permission is an advance.
. . . The time is not far distant when the tribal law forbidding
education and providing that persons learning to read and write
shall have their ears cropped will be repealed.” 22 There was
apparently no serious repercussions from Tony Tommie’s
20. Interview with Eleanor Boyd Miller, April 19, 1969. Tape in files of
author.
21. St. Petersburg Daily News, February 15, 1927.
22. Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians of Florida,” 34.
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schooling, for by 1920 the agent could report, “Fort Lauderdale
camp for several years has had representation in the public
schools; the county school at Indian Town has also enrolled
several Indian children.” 23 These entries should not lead one
to assume, however, that the tribe had totally reversed itself
and had embraced white man’s education per se. Sam Tommie
recalls that his older brother Tony was ostracized by many of
his people and won only the grudging permission of the tribal
council to attend school. Only a handful of Seminoles cared
about learning to read and write, and there remained a hostility
toward schooling that would manifest itself in various forms
when federal day schools were established on the reservations.
The first Seminole reservation in Florida was established west
of Dania in 1926, and an elementary day school was opened in
February of the following year. From the first all did not run
smoothly. According to the agent’s report: “On the Sunday
preceding Tony Tommie, a self-styled chief of all the Seminoles,
and certain white friends professing great friendship for and
interest in these Indians, visited the camp in my absence and
impressed upon the Indians that the children would all have to
submit to vaccination as the first step when school opened.
Thereupon all the Indians fled from the camp except one family
and the school opened with but three pupils.” 24 A Seminole
woman, Mrs. Lena King, was the first teacher at the school. Enrollment rose to eighteen by the end of the year; however, there
were twenty-five desks available in the school. Agent Spencer
was determined to expose more Semiole children to the benefits
of education, and he attempted to persuade a number of families living some distance from the reservation to move there.
When he met with resistance from some of the headmen of
the tribe, the agent proved to betough and resourceful. In 1927
he reported: “The Indian Town camp which I was preparing
to move here refused to come on account of the above interference, and I promptly cut off their ration supply. At the end of
three weeks of starvation they moved here and placed their
children in school.” 25
In 1928 the day school opened for a second year with Mrs.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid.
25. Ibid., 2.
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John Marshall, Captain Spencer’s daughter, as the teacher. The
school under her care was described by Nash in his 1931 report
to the United States Senate: “Two sessions were held daily, one
in the morning for half a dozen children and two women;
another in the evening for two men who are eager to learn to
read but too old to make much progress. The school term is
six months.” 26 He also gave a frank appraisal of the educational
status of the Seminole tribe: “The net result of all this education, formal and informal, is perhaps four Seminoles who can
carry on a conversation in fairly fluent English, three who can
write an understandable though ungrammatical letter and keep
simple accounts.” 27
Evidently this low level of attendance and achievement prevailed as long as efforts to educate Seminole children were centered exclusively in the reservation school. Most of the tribe
remained apathetic toward schooling, and parents did not force
their children to attend classes. The quality of the educational
program was uneven, and there was a rapid turnover of teachers.
The general atmosphere of the school can best be gauged from
this account by a former student:
Some of them (parents) sent their children to school. We
weren’t forced to go. We could go if we want to, but we
didn’t have to go. They didn’t tell us to go. But once in
a while the curiosity got us so that we would get there. I
think we were pretty loud or mean or something that they
didn’t stay too long, the teachers didn’t. In those days
we didn’t know what school life was and we just won’t cooperate, that’s all. . . . I remember that they tried to make
us sit down and teach the books and all that. Of course,
our Grandmother told us that we were not supposed to go
to school and all that. So we just . . . give the mysteries, I
guess, or mean or whatever you want to call it, to the
teacher until one leaves and then the other one comes.
Mrs. DeVault was the last teacher I know that was there,
but she didn’t stay too long. . . . We don’t know what
school was because the Indian kids didn’t go to school,
and we just didn’t care whether we went to school or not.
We’d rather be out swimming somewhere. . . . None of us
didn’t stay too long. We come and spend a few hours,
and we would just walk out when we feel like it. I went
to school all right, but it is just that I didn’t stay long
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid., 35.
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enough to know what it was all about. That’s why I didn’t
know nothing until I went to (boarding) school on my own.
. . . I would go home and tell my mother that the teacher
was mean to me and she would get mad at them instead of
getting after me, see, that’s the way it was and we didn’t
care. 28

With incidents such as these to report, government officials
probably had grave misgivings about ever educating Seminole
children. Thus when the depression years brought a paucity
of federal funds, it was decided in 1936 to close the Dania day
school. It was held that any Indian child desiring an education
could attend the public schools or go away to a federal boarding
school. Moreover, it was deemed desirable that Indian children
be assimilated into the life of the community through attendance at the public schools. However, there was no rush by
Seminole parents to enroll their offspring in schools off the
reservation, nor were the local schools anxious to accept Indian
children; in fact, none actually attended until the 1940s. When
the day school closed a few of the children, under the auspices
of Mrs. Stranahan’s group, were sent away to the Cherokee
Indian School in North Carolina. Two of the girls remained
there until they graduated from high school in 1945.
There is some question whether Seminoles were ever excluded from public schools due to segregation policies - and the
answer is not clear cut. Undoubtedly, the greatest factor retarding the school attendance of Indian children throughout most
of this century has been the tribe’s indifference toward education. This was most pronounced among the Seminoles living in
the Everglades south of Lake Okeechobee. On the other hand,
there have been numerous instances of Indians, either singly
or in small groups, attending public schools along the East
coast since 1915. This did not represent a mass ethnic influx
and by most accounts they did not stay long or encounter
undue hostility. However, by the early 1950s the situation had
changed. A relatively large number of Indian children were
ready to enter public school, and some counties were fearful
that this might set a dangerous precedent for integrating the
schools. In one instance Glades County, where the Brighton
Reservation is located, refused to take Seminoles and they were
28. Interview with Betty Mae Jumper, June 17, 1969. Tape in files of author.
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bussed to Okeechobee City for a number of years. There were
similar problems in Hendry and Collier counties as well. Today,
the Indian children are accepted in the schools of the counties
where they reside. How adequately the schools have met the
special educational needs of these children is another question
that must be investigated elsewhere.
When Seminole children began to attend public schools
regularly, mainly through the efforts of the Friends of the
Seminoles organization, they encountered some problems of
adjustment to a new environment. The principal of the Dania
elementary school at that time recalls: “I think we would be
putting it mildly if we said they were still a little wild! They
were a little bit clannish and they were not used to being restricted by the four walls of a classroom, and they had very
little knowledge of or use of restroom facilities and things of
this sort, so we had some rough moments in the beginning. . . .
We tried not to discipline them in the very beginning for the
simple reason that we did not want to discourage the Indians,
and I think it was through patience of the teachers really that
they started to adjust in the classrooms and to make proper use
of restroom facilities and things of this sort. I think one of the
things that we were most conscious of at that particular time
was the fact that if we were going to make them feel welcome
in the school, we couldn’t do it by punishing them for things
that were really no fault of their own, because they were not
used to these things on the reservations and they had to learn
to use them while they were attending school.” He also remembers that “the students accepted them quite well.” 29 The
greatest problem that confronted the school faculty then as now
was to get the Seminole parents interested in education; for the
first year no parents came to the school to see how their children
were getting along.
Although it was feasible to close the Dania day school,
ostensibly to transfer the children to nearby public schools, this
was not the case on the two outlying reservations which were
very remote. Therefore the Bureau of Indian Affairs established
elementary day schools on the Brighton Reservation in 1938 and
on the Big Cypress Reservation in 1940. The story of these two
29. Interview with Myron Ashmore, May 12, 1969. Tape in files of author.
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schools reflects to a great degree the acculturational differences
which exist within the Seminole tribe today.
The approximately 300 people who live on the Brighton
Reservation north of Lake Okeechobee are Cow Creek Seminoles. They speak the Creek language which was the major
tongue of the Seminole when they migrated to Florida in the
eighteenth century. The people from this reservation are excellent cattlemen and farm workers who are well accepted in the
nearby agricultural communities where they have long been employed. Because of their contacts with off-reservation society,
these Indians are generally more advanced socially than the rest
of the tribe. They were the first to accept the value of education
and the Brighton day school was well attended. The teacher
who ran the school throughout the sixteen years of its existence
has given the following account of the situation which he
encountered:
We opened the school with eight children. . . . We helped
with the building and also became acquainted with the
people . . . a few could speak some English and understand
some, but neither my wife nor I could speak the Creek
language which the Indians at Brighton use. . . . They ranged
in age from six years to about sixteen, and only one of these
had ever been in school. One of the boys spoke fairly good
English, the one who had attended public school. . . .
There really was not much support for the school at the
beginning. The people on the Brighton reservation are
good workers; they are hard working people. If there was
not work on the reservation they would go out to ranches
and farms, sometimes thirty or forty miles away, to work;
and when the winter’s truck farming season opened they
often would take the whole family and go to these farms
until the crop was harvested, and take the children along. In
fact, the children worked too. . . . Our attendance for the
first two or three years probably ranged in seventy-two
to seventy-five per cent attendance. B u t a t t i m e w e n t
on the parents learned that the children did not learn
unless they were in school; they had to attend regularly
in order to continue to progress. The parents saw this,
and later on they would go to the farms for work, but
they would leave the children at home with an aunt or
grandmother or somebody to take care of them. . . . 1954
was the last year that we had school. . . . The program
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs was to place children in
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public schools wherever it was possible, because the feeling was that they would be assimilated into the dominant
culture better this way than if they were kept in segregated
schools. . . . We had 100 per cent enrollment, every child on
the reservation was in school. The average attendance for
the last several years was ninety-five - ninety-six percent,
which was better than most public schools had. 30
When the elementary school was closed in 1954 the children
were transferred to the Okeechobee City schools. Today students
from Brighton attend the public schools in Moore Haven. The
first Seminole to graduate from a public high school in Florida
was a Brighton youth, and the people from this reservation
have supplied most of the current leadership for the Seminole
tribe.
The people of the Big Cypress Reservation are Mikasuki
speakers, many of whom have until recently been resident in the
deep Everglades and have had limited contacts with white
culture. Consequently, those tribal members who live on this
virtually inaccessible site - there was no all-weather road into
the area until the late 1950s - are the least acculturated and
least prepared to accept change or adapt to the dominant culture. A third of the population still lives in the primitive
thatched roof “chickee” which has served the tribe for over a
century; few homes have adequate sanitation facilities; running water is a rarity. Adults work on nearby farms and ranches
or for the tribe; the average annual income is extremely low,
and there are numerous families on welfare. Many of the parents are illiterate and have little conception of the need for
formal education. In such conditions it is difficult to foster a
climate of opinion that is conducive to formal schooling of even
the most rudimentary level. Nevertheless, because this settlement is over forty miles from the nearest town, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has continued to operate a four-year elementary
day school with a resident teacher and staff. In addition to
the normal school work, the staff provides two meals a day and
tries to meet the major physical and health needs of the children.
Beginning with the fifth grade the students are bused into the
Clewiston public schools - a round trip of some ninety miles
each day. The result has been low achievement, erratic attend30. Interview with William Boehmer, January 23, 1969. Tape in files of
author.
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ance, and a high drop-out rate; there was not a high school
graduate from Big Cypress until 1963.
Today, the Hollywood Reservation (formerly Dania) presents yet another problem of Seminole social and economic assimilation. Although it is now surrounded by a metropolitan
area, serves as the seat of tribal and Bureau of Indian Affairs
offices, and offers the most modern living facilities, the people
of this reservation are still insulated from the local society
and economy. Very few Seminoles have moved off the reservation or hold full-time employment in nearby communities. The
children attend public schools, and many graduate from high
school; however, their social life, with the exception of organized
athletics for boys, is mostly centered within their own group.
There is little interracial dating and only a few mixed marriages
are known. A few women participate in PTA activities, but
most Seminoles take little part in off-reservation civic affairs.
Thus, access to formal education has not served as a social
or economic catalyst for these people to any appreciable degree.
A study of those Seminoles who have received a secondary
or higher education dramatically points up just how limited
their educational progress has been. The first members of the
tribe to complete high school did so in 1945 at the Cherokee
Indian School in North Carolina. However, it was not until
1957 that a Seminole graduated from a public high school in
Florida. By 1970, only slightly over 150 Seminoles have completed high school or trade school, or approximately ten per
cent of the tribe. Of this number fully a half are either unemployed or have great difficulty in securing and retaining permanent employment. Most of the others are employed either by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs or in various tribal enterprises such
as handicrafts or the cattle program. Only one Seminole has
graduated from college, and he is presently teaching in a public
school. This general lack of educational attainment has been
a major cause of Indian youths’ alienation from society. Their
contacts with the outside world have led them to desire economic
assimilation; however, they suffer from poor language facility,
limited social skills, and generally lack the marketable skills
which would allow them to be accepted by the dominant culture. This has created a great deal of frustration and interpersonal stress, often resulting in socially deviant behavior;
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alcoholism, glue and gas sniffing, sexual promiscuity, and illegitimacy are on the increase among young Seminoles. It will take
the best efforts of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and tribal leaders
to reverse this trend with educational and social programs that
allow these young Indians to become useful and productive
citizens.
Within the last few years tribal leadership has gravitated
to the few educated Seminoles. One of the youths who graduated
at Cherokee Indian School in 1945 now serves as tribal chairman, while the young man who was the first Seminole graduate
of a Florida public high school is president of the tribal enterprises. It took the Seminoles many years to rise above partisan
politics and tradition to call upon their best educated people
for leadership-the incumbents are the first to hold those posts
who were not functional illiterates. This accounts in part for
the lack of progress by the tribe, even though it enjoys many
potential economic advantages, notably valuable real estate
holdings, that are not available to other Indians in this nation.
A number of ill-starred business ventures in the past have left
the tribe in precarious financial position, but with more astute
management and an impending land settlement payment from
the federal government, the Seminole tribe could recoup its
losses and stake out a better financial future. This new leadership
also promises much for the educational progress of the tribe
through its full support of federal and state programs to upgrade
the schooling and home life of Seminole children.
During the last two decades there has been increasing pressure to have Seminole children attend school and continue on
to graduation. In the 1968-1969 school year there were 278
children aged six through eighteen attending school. Excepting
those children who required special institutional situations, this
represented ninety-five per cent of the children. Of this number
only forty attended the federal day school on the Big Cypress
Reservation, while forty-eight were away at federal boarding
schools. The remainder were enrolled in the public schools of
four south Florida counties. 3 1 In many instances this enrollment
31. School Attendance Report, Seminole Tribe, 1969. Seminole Indian
Agency Files. These figures do not account for all Indian children
attending school in Florida. In 1957 the U.S. Department of Interior
allowed the Seminoles to set up a tribal government; a few years later
about 400 dissidents elected to break away from the main body and
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has not been matched by diligent attendance, due in part to the
distances involved and the apathy of many Seminole parents.
To combat this, several programs have been initiated to make
schooling more palatable. At the Big Cypress day school, which
is within walking distance of most homes, free breakfasts are
served to those students who must make the long bus ride to
attend public school, as well as to the elementary schoolers.
These children also receive free medical and dental services.
Various federal welfare programs provide clothing and other
necessities for children attending school if the families will take
advantage of them. Since 1966 a Head Start program has operated on all three reservations to prepare the children for entry
into formal schooling. In 1968 an adult literacy program was
initiated on the Brighton and Big Cypress reservations to help
illiterate parents reinforce what their children learn in school.
As a last resort, children whose home situations preclude their
regular attendance in the classroom are sent to federal boarding
schools to continue their education. Even so, the drop-out rate
among Seminoles is extraordinarily high. In a report to the
U. S. Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education the Seminole
Agency found: “In 1956 thirty-eight children entered first grade
on the three reservations. Twelve years later, 1968, twelve
students graduated from high schools. Seven (7) from public
schools and five (5) from boarding schools. This would indicate
a ratio of one-third (1/3) graduates to two-thirds (2/3) dropouts.” 32
Despite these appalling statistics there is some cause for
optimism. Most of the Indian children presently in school
have a high probability of remaining to graduation due to the
efforts of the government and tribal officials. Moreover, a few
Seminole youths who graduated from high school in the last
three years have shown an interest in furthering their education;
there are federal scholarships available for this purpose, and
four Seminoles are currently enrolled in junior colleges and
establish their own tribal identity. This group, living along the
Tamiami Trail or squatting on federal land along the northern boundary of the Everglades National Park, call themselves the Miccosukee
Tribe. In 1962 a federal day school was opened to serve the children
of this group.
32. Eugene W. Barrett, Superintendent Seminole Indian Agency, to U.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education, January 21, 1969.
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universities. It is with this group that the future of the tribe
lies. One of the students, an articulate senior in a Florida university, has expressed the sentiments of the others. A public
administration major, she plans to return to the reservation
following graduation and aid the tribe in fiscal planning. Rather
than wanting to break completely with the old ways, she welcomes the opportunity to serve her people. “Sticking to the
reservation is good in that you don’t forget your traditions,”
33
she contends, “but you’ve got to keep up with the world.”
The problem is to develop the tribal enterprises to a point
where they offer some economic inducement to the educated
Seminoles who wish to stay and help their people, yet feel that
they should utilize the education already attained.
In addition to those Seminoles who are continuing their
education there are other signs that bode well for the future of
the tribe. A number of young men have joined the armed forces
where they receive valuable training as well as exposure to the
world. The first group of Viet Nam veterans has returned and
assumed responsible jobs in tribal enterprises. There is also an
increasing awareness of the necessity for education among some
younger parents on the reservations, many of whom regret
having not completed school. The parents who share this view
should be organized into an effective force to run the school
board that ostensibly functions in connection with the Big
Cypress day school, and to represent Indian viewpoints to the
public schools. At this point in time the lack of effective parental
organization is the greatest obstacle to educational progress on
the reservations.
Thus, the pendulum is slowly swinging away from parental
antipathy or indifference and toward acceptance of education
as Indians come to realize that it provides a key to their survival
in today’s world. If the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribal
leaders are able to improve social and economic conditions on
the reservations, involve parents in making educational decisions
effecting their children, and develop programs of remedial and
compensatory education at the federal day school as well as
vocational training for older youths, then perhaps a brighter
chapter in the history of Seminole education can be written in
the not too distant future.
33. Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, December 13, 1968.
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COTTON AND THE FACTORAGE SYSTEM
IN ANTEBELLUM FLORIDA
by JULIA F. SMITH *
planters cultivated both short staple and Sea Island
F cotton. The
most common varieties of short staple cotton
LORIDA

grown throughout the lower South were Green Seed, Mexican,
Petit Gulf, and Mastadon. l Florida growers preferred the Mexican to other “short” cotton seed. Under favorable conditions, it
yielded about 1,500 pounds of cotton to the acre. In other cotton
culture areas the yield was not so great; for instance, in the
fertile black belt of Alabama yields of 800 to 1,000 pounds of
short staple per acre were obtained. The yield from less fertile
regions was not so great. In the South Carolina Piedmont, from
100 to 300 pounds was considered average. In 1852, J. D. B.
De Bow estimated the average for the whole South to be 530
pounds of short staple, or seed cotton, per acre. 2
Cotton growers in Florida soon discovered that the soil was
especially suited for the growth of Sea Island cotton. It was
superior to the short staple, and because of the length of its
fiber it was used for the finest fabrics and sewing thread. French
manufacturers used it to adulterate their silk fabrics. Though
the Sea Island variety required more space for cultivation and
took about four weeks longer to mature, its market price per
pound was about twice that of short staple. Hardy Bryan Croom,
the noted Florida botanist and owner of Goodwood Plantation
in Leon County, Florida, wrote in The Farmer’s Register in
1834 that an average of 600 pounds of Sea Island cotton was
produced per acre and that it was not uncommon for 800 pounds
to be realized. In South Carolina, the average yield of Sea
Island cotton was 300 pounds per acre. 3
*

Mrs. Smith is associate professor of history at Georgia Southern College,
Statesboro.

1. John Hebron Moore, Agriculture in Ante-Bellum Mississippi (New
York, 1958), 145, 233; The Farmer’s Register, II (June 1835), 2.
2. Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States
to 1860, 2 vols. (Washington, 1933), II, 708.
3 . The Farmer’s Register, II (June 1835), 3.
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Croom stated that it was necessary to prepare the Sea Island
cotton with roller-gins in order to avoid breaking the staple and
“destroying that length of fiber” which was its real superiority
over the other varieties. The short staple was prepared for
market with saw-gins, more commonly used than the roller type. 4
Cotton gins, presses, and other heavy plantation equipment
necessary to prepare cotton for shipping were expensive, and
many small planters could not afford them; they usually paid
a more fortunate neighbor for the use of such equipment. Alfred
Gatlin of Leon County had “doubtful notes and accounts
amounting to $111 and good notes amounting to $81” for the
use of his equipment during the year 1841. 5
Occasionally, planters allowed their cotton to be fraudulently packed. When the factor or broker discovered this condition, the planter was notified and penalized by being offered a
lower price. Oscar Fillyaw of Gadsden County received such a
notice in 1850 from Robert Mason, a Liverpool broker, who
had discovered that two of Fillyaw’s seven bales were “falsely
packed and unmerchantable, the whole of said two bales
throughout consisting of alternate layers of Saw Gin and Sea
Island cotton, and short staple Upland Cotton.” Mason declared
that “the value of said cotton in its present mixed condition”
was worth only seven cents per pound. 6
In the antebellum years in Florida, cotton instead of cash
was sometimes used as a medium of exchange. An account book,
dated 1829, kept by the firm of Laudaman and Sheffield in Tallahassee, lists entries showing cotton, corn, and tobacco as the
medium of exchange for merchandise. 7 Plantation accounts
found among county courthouse records, dated 1845 to 1860,
show that corn and hides were frequently used by planters as
payments for merchandise.
When cotton was ready for shipment, “six-mule team”
wagons hauled it to the warehouse in Tallahassee or on to St.
Marks. Wagons from several plantations often traveled in

4. Ibid.
5. Sarah A. Gatlin Dower Assignment Letters, 1842-1845, Florida State
Library, Tallahassee.
6. Miscellaneous papers, Oscar Fillyaw’s Estate File, 1848-1855, probate
records, Gadsden County Courthouse, Quincy, Florida.
7. Laudaman and Sheffield Store Account Book, 1829, Florida State Library.
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groups. 8 Prices covering the cost of marketing cotton varied
according to localities, depending on the distance to port and
methods used to move the cotton. During the early 1820s,
total costs for handling and shipping cotton from a Georgia
plantation averaged six dollars per bale. Improved conditions
in handling and shipping reduced costs slightly during the next
decade and the average appears to have been nearer four dollars.
Charges for marketing cotton increased after 1840, again averaging six dollars per bale. 9 As an example, total charges for shipping and selling forty-eight bales of cotton from William Bellamy’s plantation in Jefferson County through St. Marks to New
York in 1850 were $287. 10
Whether cotton was destined for Europe or New England
manufacturers, it was usually bought by New York speculators,
factors, and commission merchants who represented Liverpool
or New York houses. 11 Some Florida planters shipped their
cotton directly to Liverpool, but the vast majority shipped either
directly to a factor in New York or through a commission merchant in Middle Florida to a factor in New York. 12 Planters were
dependent upon New York since almost everything connected
with their operations was bought on credit. The factorage system constituted the main source of that credit. The foundation
of the system depended on the potential value of the unharvested
crop, the bank, the factor, or the commission merchant gambling
on the fickleness of cotton futures. No matter what the price of
cotton might be, the planter had to have his supplies. As a
consequence, mortgages increased as debts mounted against him.
It was not uncommon for the planter to go for months without
any cash even though he owned large amounts of acreage and
1 3
had valuable crops in the field. Often his factor or commission
merchant advanced cash payments to overseers, advanced cash
for the hiring out of slaves to another plantation, paid debts
due other persons, and made many other advances to and for
8. Susan Bradford Eppes, The Negro of the Old South (Tallahassee,
1925), 89.
9. Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 716.
10. Cotton sale, July 16, 1844, William Bellamy Estate File 33-43, probate
records, Jefferson County courthouse, Monticello, Florida.
11. Robert R. Russell, Economic Aspects of Southern Sectionalism, 1840-1860
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1922), 101.
12. Probate records, located in county courthouses of Gadsden, Hamilton,
Jefferson, Leon, and Madison counties.
13. Gray, History of Agriculture, I ,460.
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14

the planter.
Sometimes loans as small as twenty-five or fifty
cents were tendered. 15
Even though bagging, rope, sugar, coffee, and molasses
apparently were the most frequent plantation purchases, sundries of various kinds were nearly always included. The firm of
Laudaman and Sheffield offered a variety of services in addition
to general merchandise. Some of their accounts read: “to digging
grave, furnishing plank, $10, to making coffin $30; to keeping
mare 5 weeks for Jesse Hines, deceased, no charge.” 16 Jesse
Willis, Turbot Betton, Robert Butler, and other well-known
Florida persons had accounts with Laudaman and Sheffield.
Some accounts were not paid and had to be taken to court for
collection. A complaint made in 1831 states that the “small
coffin and rough box that Laudaman charged $15 for was not
worth 75 cents.” 17
The method of paying an account with a factor was quite
simple. The planter ordered the necessary supplies, and they
were charged against his account with the yearly interest added.
If the merchant was also a factor and handled his cotton, the
commission charged for this service was entered against the
planter’s account. If the planter dealt with a cotton factor who
was not his commission merchant, the merchant usually forwarded the bill to the factor for payment, charging a commission
for this service. The whole system was most inequitable since
the planter paid a high interest charge in addition to a markedup price for supplies. 18 The commission merchant always kept
14. Probate records, dated 1845-1860, Gadsden, Hamilton, Jefferson, Leon,
and Madison counties. Plantation accounts with merchants and factors
found among estate inventories have proved to be the best sources
for information showing the workings of the factorage system.
15. Weymouth T. Jordan, Hugh Davis and His Alabama Plantation (Montgomery, 1948), 120.
16. Laudaman and Sheffield Store Account Book, 1829.
17. A letter written to W. I. Laudaman, 1831, probate records Leon County
courthouse, Tallahassee.
18. Jordan, Hugh Davis and His Alabama Plantation, 123; Lewis E. Atherton, “T h e P r o b l e m s o f C r e d i t B a t i n g i n t h e A n t e - B e l l u m S o u t h , ”
Journal of Southern History, XII (November 1946), 534-66. Atherton
studied records of a country storekeeper in the old South and found
that two-thirds to three-fourths of the goods were sold to the planter
on credit. Just before the Civil War $131,000,000 represented credit
extended planters by factors. Philip S. Foner, Business and Slavery: The
New York Merchants and the Irrepressible Conflict (Chapel Hill, 1941).
Foner shows how the South depended upon the North for credit.
The New York business house would contact the local lawyer or storekeeper to check the credit rating of the planter before extending credit
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his ledger sheets itemized and up to date, indicating the standing
of a particular planter at a given time. When the planter’s
cotton was sold, the merchant sent him a bill of sale indicating
the number of pounds (in cotton) involved in the transaction.
Also included was an itemized list of charges made, which when
deducted, showed the net profit to the owner. Cash payments
to the merchant for amounts owed by the planter seem to have
been rare, and accounts were extended yearly or longer depending on the success of the planter’s crops. 19
Supplies for plantations in Florida were furnished by general
merchandise stores located at Quincy, Tallahassee, Monticello,
Madison, and White Springs. Such articles as shoes, blankets,
hats, bagging, rope, muslin, drugs, and other items were shipped
in from Apalachicola, Cedar Key, and St. Marks to the general
stores. The stores played an important role in the financial life
of the planter, for they took his cotton or established credit on
his crop before it matured, supplying him with commodities
necessary for the plantation.
One such store was Smallwood, Gibson, and Harris at
Quincy. This firm served as cotton factor and commission merchant for Oscar Fillyaw, whose account showed lists of purchases
necessary for his plantation and cash advances made against his
crops. Since the firm acted as merchant and factor for Fillyaw,
a rate of two and one-half per cent interest was charged for
purchases made and cash paid out for plantation expense; six
per cent was charged for handling Fillyaw’s cotton. Entries in
the firm’s ledger for 1851 show: “cash to pay Dr. Jarrett, $15;
cash paid C. M. Harris bill of bacon from New Orleans, 6 mos.,
$180; cash paid Harris and Lines bill for storage and frt., $16;
amount paid boy, $1.00.” Other entries indicate purchases of
a variety of items including osnaberg, kersey, whiskey, gunny
for merchandise from New York. The local lawyer acted as a collecting
agency for New York and charged a commission. It was necessary for
the Southerner to have a letter of recommendation from the lawyer
when shopping in New York to receive credit. After the panic of 1837,
this informal system of credit changed, and credit agencies were
established in the South, though they were not effective until after
the Civil War.
19. Francis J. Ross’s estate account with John B. Spencer, commission merchant at White Springs, extended from April 15, 1858 to February 11,
1862. Usually accounts did not run this long and were settled at the
end of a year and a half. See probate records in Gadsden, Hamilton,
Jefferson, Leon, and Madison counties.
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bagging, blankets, shoes, “colonial” coffee, and castor oil.
the period January 1 to December 23, 1851, Fillyaw’s (now
deceased) account with Smallwood, Gibson, and Harris for
plantation supplies, cash paid out for plantation operation, and
commissions (or interest) charged for handling cotton and the
plantation account totaled $1,486. The firm sold Fillyaw’s
cotton and credited his estate with the proceeds amounting to
$4,007. The amount due the firm was then deducted from the
cotton proceeds, leaving a balance due the estate of $2,521. 21
When the firm of Smallwood, Gibson, and Harris dissolved,
Smallwood went to Tallahassee and opened his own business.
Harris continued to operate at Quincy as cotton factor and commission merchant under the name of J. R. Harris and Company.
William E. Kilcrease’s account with Harris was considerably
larger than Fillyaw’s. Harris supplied Kilcrease’s two planations,
including one in South Georgia, and sold his cotton and tobacco. 22 It was not unusual for planter and factor to have a close
friendship with each other, and there was such a relationship
between Kilcrease and Harris. In his will Kilcrease directed that
his crops be turned over to Harris “that he may from the proceeds reimburse himself for all advances received by me through
his kindness.” 23
Kilcrease’s account with Harris exemplifies the manner in
which the merchant financed the planter. Harris acted as Kilcrease’s banker. All money transactions were made through
Harris; he paid notes and interest due for Kilcrease and advanced cash on his crops. From July 1859 to April 1860, Kilcrease’s account amounted to $22,434. The value of cotton and
tobacco sold is not shown on the ledger sheets. A notation, dated
May 1860, listed $2,313 as being the balance due Harris, the
20. Inventory and appraisement of the Oscar Fillyaw estate, 1850-1854
probate records, Gadsden County courthouse.
21. Ibid.
22. Inventory and appraisement of the William E. Kilcrease estate,
1856-1864 (no file number), probate records, Gadsden County courthouse; see Alfred H. Stone, “The Cotton Factorage System of the
Southern States,” American Historical Review, XX (April 1915), 557-65.
Stone writes that the factorage system existed before 1800; only after
cotton became important did the factor appear at Charleston, Savannah,
Mobile, and other southern ports. The factor sold only cotton; the
commission merchant bought or sold anything for the planter. They
were often one and the same.
23. Record of Wills, Book 6, 1005, probate records, Gadsden County courthouse.
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remainder of Kilcrease’s account having been paid. Typical
entries made by Harris read as follows: “To commissions on
advances, $250; to D. G. Raney, charges on 119 bales of cotton,
$488.82; cash handed you, $5.00; cash handed you, $150.00;
cash paid bal. of int. to Telegraph, $50.00; To A. K. Allison for
your draft on us, $5,238.57.” 24
Other Quincy stores catering to planters in the general area
and offering “yankee notions” of every description were A. L.
Smith and Company and Munroe Muse and Company. Kilcrease
traded with both these firms, and he was charged the usual
commission of two and one-half per cent. Entries on Kilcrease’s
account with Munroe Muse read: “To A. L. Smith for Mr.
Boykin’s note against Fenley, $117.32; one colt pistol, $10.00;
one pair black silk gloves, $1.00; one umbrella, $2.25.” A credit
of thirty-two dollars was deducted from Kilcrease’s bill of ninetynine dollars for “hides auctioned” by Munroe Muse and Company. 25
Leon County planters shipped their cotton from St. Marks
to New York through a commission merchant at Tallahassee.
John W. Cotton and James Whitehead were among the planters
who did this. A bill of sale for thirty-one bales of cotton sold
from the late John W. Cotton’s plantation in 1856, shows the
net amount received by his estate after charges for handling
the sale were deducted:
Account Sales for 31 Bales Cotton Rec’d, per Bark
Culloma from St. Marks and sold per Acc’t. and risk of
the Estate of J. W. Cotton
Dec. 11, Cash, Utica Mills Est JWC Blwg, 16449 lbs.
at 12 1/8
$1,994.44
Charges
Marine Insurance
$ 29.85
$109, Exp. $4.38, Weighing $2.48 115.86
Cartage, $3.87, Labor, $3.88
Storage, $3.87, Barkage, $3.88
15.50
Fire Insurance, $4.98, Weighing,
$2.48, Mending, $2.17
9.63
Commissions 2 1/2 per cent
49.86
Net pct. due Dec. 26th
$1,773.74
24. Kilcrease estate; D. J. Raney was a factor at Apalachicola. Among the
manuscripts in Kilcrease’s file is a bill of sale showing fifty-six bales of
cotton shipped directly to Liverpool by D. J. Raney in the bark I. A.
Bishop.
25. Ibid.
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E. E.
New York December 26, 1856
Smallwood Anderson & Co.

26

The system practiced by Florida planters of lending money
and securing notes for other planters, small farmers, and industrial interests was a lucrative business. A rate of interest from
six to ten per cent was charged, and the net return on large
amounts loaned out was profitable. In some instances, the planter
sold his cotton to a local buyer, securing the buyer’s note at a
rate of interest. Abram Bellamy made such a transaction in 1839
when he sold seventy-six bales of cotton to Darius Williams in
Monticello for $5,560 (32,708 pounds at seventeen cents).
Williams did not pay for the cotton, but gave Bellamy a note
secured by Martin Palmer. The rate of interest was eight per
cent per annum for the first year and ten per cent thereafter.
When Williams paid the note in 1846, the amount due was
$9,137. Bellamy’s estate made a profit of $3,627 on the transaction. 27 Another similar transaction was made in 1839 when Williams and Martin Palmer bought fifty-five bales of “upland cotton” from John Bellamy (Abram’s father). This lot of cotton
(21,882 pounds at seventeen cents) sold for $3,720. Bellamy secured Williams’ and Palmer’s notes due twelve months later
with interest added at a rate of eight per cent. 28
The Bellamy family dealt directly with their factor in New
York, the firm of Taylor and Ritch, which acted also as commission merchant. Abram Bellamy’s twin daughters, Theodosia
and Victoria, attended boarding school in New York, and they
even received their allowances from the firm. This covered all
of their expenses, including travel to and from New York; and
such items as “Godey and Leslie Magazines, $6.00; For Tiffany
26. Book of Sales of Personal Estates, 1846-1860, 244, Leon County courthouse. The above figures do not include transportation charges to St.
Marks. Many planters hauled their cotton to the port, avoiding
freight charges from Tallahassee. Others hauled their cotton as far as
the railroad warehouse at Tallahassee to have it transported. In either
instance, the cotton moved through a merchant who charged his commission, entering the amount in his ledger book along with other
services and supplies rendered the planter.
27. A bill of sale and due note found among the Abram Bellamy estate
papers, File 59, probate records, Jefferson County courthouse, Monticello.
28. A bill of sale and due note found among the John Bellamy estate
papers, File 33-43, probate records, Jefferson County courthouse.
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and Co., $134.50; For amount paid to herself, $50.00; For expense covering trunk insurance, cartage, $26.81; Bill for washing, $9.99; Arnold Constable & Co., $389.89; For Madam Aubrey,
$13.75; For I. A. Paul, $2,500.” Theodosia’s expenses from
April 1856 to June 1857 amounted to $3,389, which included the
interest and commission $165, charged by the firm for handling
Theodosia’s account. Victoria’s expenses from August 1858 to
September 1859 were $4,839, of which $213 was interest and
commissions. 29 Taylor and Ritch kept a separate account for
all cotton sold from Abram and John Bellamy’s estates for the
Bellamy children who were beneficiaries.
In some instances, cotton growers acted as commission merchants and planters. Reddin W. Parramore of Madison County
acted as both. In addition to his two plantations from which
he received profitable returns, he owned half partnership in a
mercantile business with L. B. Thomas at Madison. Parramore,
though a commision merchant, had a New York factorage house
-Madison and Company-to sell his cotton. The inventory listing of his assets at the time of his death in 1851 showed $4,656
due him for the sale of his cotton. 30
The John B. Spencer firm at White Springs was typical of
the general merchandise store which catered to the planters of
the area. Francis J. Ross’s account with Spencer is typical. Ross’s
purchases in 1860 included shoes for his slaves, eighteen straw
hats, which cost thirty cents each, one dozen bottles of wine at
twelve cents a bottle, onions, potatoes, tomatoes, bacon, flour,
lard, salt, cutlery, nails, hoes, harnesses, raisins, cheese and
butter.” 31 Spencer also made cash advances for Ross and charged
these to his bill. These entries read: “Cash paid repairs on buggy,
$30.83; cash to Smiley and Moore, $21.00; cash sent to Mr. Reice,
$115.” When Ross died in 1861, Spencer supplied the lumber
and black velvet for his coffin, and cash was advanced to Cribbs
and Mobley for making the coffin. The cost, $25.20, was charged
to Ross. His son, General William B. Ross, paid a portion of it
in cash and the remainder by ginning 387 pounds of cotton for
29. John Bellamy’s estate papers, File 33-43.
30. Record Book of Annual Returns, 36, 92, 95, probate records, Madison
County courthouse, Madison.
31. Francis J. Ross’s estate papers (no file number), probate records,
Hamilton County courthouse, Jasper.
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Spencer. 32 Spencer continued to supply the plantation and made
cash advances for various services until March 1862. These advances included: “Amount paid D. L. Duke, Overseer, $284.65;
Hire a boy Peter, 6 mos. @ $35.00, $210.00; Cato for 7 mos.
@ $20.00, $140.00 cash for 12 beef cattle @ $12.00, $144.00.”
Spencer was the typical merchant who supplied the plantation.
He advanced cash to the planter and charged a commission of
two and one half per cent for his services. The Ross plantation
account from April 1858 through March 1862 came to $3,823,
including a credit of $959 for payments made in hides, cotton,
corn, mules, and a small amount of cash. The balance due at
the end of the four year period was $2,864. 33
Ross also had an account with the D. J. and J. W. Sheffield
firm at White Springs. Although Ross was widowed, most of the
items purchased from January through December 1860 were
women’s and children’s clothing, accessories, toys, and medicine,
including “11 yds. velvet ribbon, $1.82; 2 pr. wo’s Booties, $2.76;
8 yds. print, $1.20; 3 pr. Misses Botties, $3.00; 3 1/2 Yds. blk.
Doe Skin Cassimere, $3.50; 1 pr. ladies blk. Guitors, 1 wax
doll .50; 1 pr. child’s kid shoes, .88; 1 bottle worm S. drops,
.38.” 34
Factors and merchants advertised in Florida newspapers
offering their services to planters. The following notice appeared in a Tallahassee newspaper in 1838:
The subscriber informs his friends and public that he
has commenced business as cotton broker and commission
merchant in the city of New York and is now prepared to
receive cotton and other produce which he will dispose of
on commission.
J. F. Davis
60 Waters St., New York
References: R. W. Williams and Sam Reid at Tallahassee
James Lanier & Co. at Quincy
John B. Collins at Monticello
William J. Bailey at Magnolia
William G. Porter at Apalachicola
Craig and Daffin at St. Joseph 35
32.
33.
34.
35.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Tallahassee Florida Watchman, February 17, 1838.
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Another advertisement in the same paper offered cash
advances on cotton if it were stored for shipment at Magnolia:
The subscribers still continue the storage and commission business at this place and will advance CASH ON
COTTON stored with them for shipment to New York,
New Orleans, or Charleston, and attend with promptness
. . . all business entrusted to their care. Their charges:
Storage for cotton for season, .25 per bale
Marking and weighing each, 6 1 /4 per bale
Filling up Bills of Lading per set, .50
First months storage on goods, .121/2 per bush.
Each succeeding month, .6 1 /4
Benjamin Bird & Co. 36
The panic of 1837 had caused some factors and merchants to
become insolvent. But with the improvement of economic conditions throughout the South, these firms became more numerous
than ever. Florida papers after 1845 carried many advertisements
offering to sell cotton. F. R. Ely’s Marianna company promised
“cash advances on all cotton shipped on the barge General
Taylor and placed in my charge with orders for insurance,
consigned to my friends in Apalachicola, at usual rates.” 37 At
Tallahassee, D. C. Wilson advertised for 3,000 bales of cotton
in 1851, offering “liberal cash advances” if it was “shipped to
[his] friends in New York.” 38
Factors and merchants at New Orleans, Charleston, and
Savannah sometimes had agreements with planters in Florida
who acted as agents for them. Post and Mel of New Orleans
advertised in Tallahassee newspapers suggesting that planters
“refer to Thomas J. Perkins and Company at Tallahassee, J. R.
Harris and Company at Quincy, Denham and Palmer at Monticello, and Beard and Denham at St. Marks” when selling their
cotton. Another New Orleans factor, Nathaniel Hamlen, had
as his agent in 1859 at Tallahassee former Governor James E.
Broome. Other persons who acted as agents for Hamlen were
A. B. Noyes and R. M. Spencer at Newport, John J. Snelling at
Quincy, General William Bailey at Monticello, J. G. Putnam

36. Ibid.
37. Marianna Florida Whig, January 6, 1849; Tallahassee, January 30, 1855;
January 30, 1955; Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, April 5, 1856.
38. Tallahassee Florida Sentinel, December 2, 1851.
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at Madison, and Daniel Bell at Jasper.
James Gadsden and
Company at Charleston acted as factors and commission merchants for many Middle Florida planters. Another Charleston
firm, Walters and Walker, were factors, commission merchants,
and agents for “The Pioneer Line of Packets” which ran between Charleston and Newport. The William M. Tunno firm,
with offices in Charleston and Savannah, acted as factors and
commission merchants for planters in South Georgia and Middle
Florida. 40
The cotton weigher’s position was also very important. In
1845, the Florida legislature provided for the governor to appoint certain persons from time to time to serve as public
cotton weighers. Usually the appointment was made upon
recommendation of interested persons in the area. Apalachicola
was such a thriving port that six cotton weighers were appointed
to serve that area in 1846. 41 In some instances, cotton weighers
were merchants. This dual role enhanced their position, and
they seldom wanted to relinquish their appointment as weigher.
William H. Hughes, a weigher at Apalachicola, petitioned
Governor Thomas Brown in 1853 to have his appointment as
weigher renewed, and he supplied recommendations from
“buyers and sellers” at Apalachicola and friends in Tallahassee
who would vouch for his “honesty and capabilities.” John F.
Broome, Governor Broome’s brother, was a cotton weigher in
Tallahassee. 42 At the height of the season when cotton was
moving, a shortage of weighers could cause delay and inconvenience. A letter written by T. J. Eppes to Governor Madison
S. Perry in 1859 from Apalachicola recommended that Reuben
L. Harrison be appointed cotton weigher to relieve the situation
caused by the shortage of weighers. Eppes assured Perry that
“one of our first and largest commission houses joined in the
request for the appointment. At times, some one or two of the
cotton weighers have been taken sick during the press of the

39. Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, August 6, 1859, February 25, 1854.
40. Ibid., February 25, 1854; Tallahassee Florida Sentinel, June 19, 1855.
41. Petitions from the citizens of Apalachicola for the appointment of
Cotton weighers, January 9, 10, 1846, Division of Archives, History and
Records Management, Tallahassee.
42. A letter to Governor Thomas Brown from William H. Hughes, January 20, 1853, Office of Secretary of State.
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business season, leaving too few to attend to the weighing.” 43
Apalachicola was the largest cotton outlet along the Gulf
of Mexico east of Mobile. Merchants and factors hetre handled
and sold cotton for planters in Alabama, Georgia, and the
western section of Middle Florida. In 1849, between $2,000,000
and $3,000,000 worth of cotton passed through the port. 44 This
figure rose considerably after 1850. Apalachicola merchants
vied with the merchants of other Gulf ports for the cotton trade
of Alabama and western Georgia.
Like Apalachicola, Tallahassee was a bustling center for
Middle Florida cotton planters. During the summer months,
merchants went to northern markets to purchase supplies for
the coming season, and by September they were ready for active
trading. A typical fall scene in downtown Tallahassee was
described by a contemporary: “The streets of our city are
becoming more and more lively as the business season progresses.
The mule team and wagon so long regarded as a peculiar
institution of Tallahassee, still maintains its ground and is now
evincing a disposition, as heretofore, of taking possession of
the streets this fall. Our merchants . . . have returned and
their familiar faces appear in the business haunts, giving
welcome assurance that the dull season is passing away.” 45
Supplying planters and marketing their cotton was a profitable business. The factorage system was the financial arrangement upon which it was based. That the system enriched the
factor and merchant is evidenced by the various charges made
for handling cotton, financing the planter, and supplying his
needs. The system by no means deprived the planter of his
share of the profits from his crops, though a contrary concept
has often been suggested.
43. A letter to Governor Madison S. Perry from T. J. Eppes, November
24, 1857, office of Archives, History and Records Management.
44. A petition to the General Assembly of Florida from the citizens of
Apalachicola, December 9, 1848, office of Archives, History and Records
Management.
45. Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, October 3, 1857.
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LUIS BERTUCAT AND WILLIAM AUGUSTUS
BOWLES: WEST FLORIDA ADVERSARIES
IN 1791
translated and edited by
JACK D. L. HOLMES *

I

AND

J. LEITCH WRIGHT, JR. **

to check the expansion of the American frontiersmen onto Indian lands after the American Revolution,
William Augustus Bowles, self-styled head of the Creek-Cherokee
Nation, and later “Director-General of the State of Muskogee,”
wrote the Spanish minister of state, the Conde de Floridablanca,
in 1791. Bowles asked for Spanish protection for the Creeks
and Cherokees and urged a wider alliance or confederation of
the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees and Creeks. 1 He also
suggested that Spain modify its commercial restrictions and
remove the monopoly which had been granted the firm of
William Panton, Thomas Forbes, and Robert Leslie, and instead
open Florida ports to all nations - especially Muscogee - on a
free and unimpeded basis. 2 Spain not unnaturally refused to
grant this request.
Bowles returned to West Florida from London by way of
Nassau in the early fall of 1791 and began to stir up the Creeks
against the cession of any land to the United States as specified
N AN EFFORT

* Mr. Holmes is professor of history at the University of Alabama in
Birmingham.
** Mr. Wright is associate professor of history at Florida State University.
1. Spain had already signed treaties with the Creeks, Talapuches, Alibamons, Choctaws and Chickasaws at Pensacola and Mobile in 1784. In the
Treaty of Nogales (1793), Governor Manuel Gayoso de Lemos of the
Natchez District brought in the Cherokees with these other tribes in
an offensive-defensive alliance such as that suggested by Bowles in 1791.
Jack D. L. Holmes, “Spanish Treaties with West Florida Indians, 17841802,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVIII (October 1969), 148-49.
2. Bowles to Conde de Floridablanca, London, March 25, 1791, Archivo
General de Indias (Sevilla), Papeles procedentes de la Isla de Cuba
(hereinafter referred to as AGI, PC), legajo 2352. Transcripts are in
the Mississippi Provincial Archives, Mississippi State Department of
Archives and History (Jackson), Spanish Dominion, 9 vols, (hereinafter referred to as MPA), III, 493-502. On Bowles’s early career, see
J. Leitch Wright, Jr., William Augustus Bowles: Director General of
the Creek Nation (Athens, 1967), 1-54.

[49]
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in the unpopular 1790 Treaty of New York, by which Alexander
McGillivray appeared to have joined forces with the United
States. Bowles also opposed Spanish influence with these Indians
and optimistically boasted he would drive the Spaniards out of
West Florida. 3 With tacit and overt aid from John Miller, a
wealthy merchant in the Bahamas, and the British governor,
John Murray, fourth Earl of Dunmore, Bowles developed selfconfidence. Spanish frontier officials, however, regarded Bowles
as an adventurous interloper whose influence among the Florida
Indians had to be checked if Spain was to develop its own Indian
policy and check American expansion. The governor-general of
Louisiana, Luis Francisco Hector, Baron de Carondelet, ordered
the Pensacola commandant, Lieutenant-Colonel Arturo O’Neill,
to capture Bowles. Anticipating these instructions, O’Neill had
already sent several expeditions under the command of Captain
Luis Bertucat, a skilled engineer temporarily stationed at Fort
San Marcos de Apalache in West Florida.
Born in France in 1739, Bertucat had studied mathematics
and civil and military architecture at the Royal Paris School,
and as a sublieutenant, he continued his studies in Italy. With
the idea of joining a scientific corps, he arrived in Spain in 1763
and became a professor (academico de merito) at the Royal
School of San Fernando in Madrid. He was appointed lieutenant
in the Luyano Militia on May 27, 1776, and served in that unit
and that of the Provincial Dragoons of Arispe until 1780. Promoted to the regular army rank of lieutenant on July 7, 1780,
he served for two years as voluntary engineer with the American
Army of Operations, although officially a member of the Louisiana Infantry Regiment, in which latter unit he rose to the rank
of captain on November 22, 1786. 4
Bertucat’s engineering schooling endeared him to the governors and commandants in America because there were never
3. Daniel M. Smith, “James Seagrove and the Mission to Tuckaubatchee,
1793,” Georgia Historical Quarterly, XLIV (March 1960), 44.
4. Service records of Luis Bertucat, June 30, 1793, AGI, PC, leg. 161-A;
and December 31, 1792, Archivo General de Simancas (Spain), Guerra
Moderna, leg. 7291, VIII, 25. See also Jack D. L. Holmes, Honor and
Fidelity, the Louisiana Infantry Regiment and the Louisiana Militia
Companies, 1766-1821 (Birmingham, 1965), 95; and Jack D. L. Holmes,
“Some French Engineers in Spanish Louisiana,” in The French in the
Mississippi Valley, ed. by John Francis McDermott (Urbana, 1965),
139-40.
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enough skilled engineers to go around. After having served for
three years as a volunteer engineer in Havana, he was sent for
six months’ duty in the Provincias Internas on New Spain’s
northern frontier. In Havana he had developed a type of body
shield for use against Indian arrows. Awarded the franchise of
supplying this ancestor of the modern “bullet-proof vest,”
Bertucat invested $2,000 in its production and shipment to New
Spain. 5 He also spent two years in an engineering capacity in
Louisiana where he was given command over defensive works
at the post of Balize, near the mouth of the Mississippi River,
and at Natchez. On two occasions he served as military and
political commandant at the San Marcos de Apalache post where
he rebuilt the ancient Spanish fort and defended the post
against an attacking Indian war-party.
In addition to his military plans of the Balize post, Bertucat
was ordered to explore the mouths of the various passes of the
Mississippi River. He took soundings and made numerous reports concerning the feasibility of widening and deepening the
channels. He selected the most convenient location for a twostory blockhouse to guard the entrance of the river and another
battery for protecting the southeastern pass. Upon these recommendations, plans and specifications, Captain Gilberto Guillemard, one of Louisiana’s outstanding architects and engineers,
continued the work at the Balize. 6 Bertucat also examined the
weak defenses of Natchez with a view toward making them able
to withstand the type of siege which had enabled the Natchez
Tories to capture it with ease in 1781. 7 Behind him at Natchez
he left a bell which ultimately came to serve as the church bell

5. Service records of Luis Bertucat.
6. Thomas Hutchins, An Historical Narrative and Topographical Description of Louisiana and West-Florida (Philadelphia, 1784. Facsimile
edition, Gainesville, 1968), 31-34; Stanley Clisby Arthur and George
Campbell Huchet de Kerniou, eds, Old Families of Louisiana (New
Orleans, 1931), 253-54; Esteban Miro, Instructions to Bertucat, New
Orleans, April 30, 1784, AGI, PC, leg. 2352, and transcript in MPA,
II, 97-99; Miro to Bernardo de Galvez, No. 133, New Orleans, October
1, 1784, AGI, PC, leg. 2352. On Guillemard, see Holmes, “Some French
Engineers in Spanish Louisiana,” 124-28; and Jack D. L. Holmes,
“Dramatis Personae in Spanish Louisiana,” Louisiana Studies, VI (1967),
175-77.
7. Service records of Luis Bertucat. On Fort Panmure de Natchez, see
Jack D. L. Holmes, Gayoso: The Life of a Spanish Governor in the
Mississippi Valley, 1789-1799 (Baton Rouge, 1965), 164-66.
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upon the dedication of the Church of Our Savior of the World
at Natchez. 8
On June 12, 1787, Bertucat became commandant of the new
fort of San Marcos de Apalache. He assumed command on
June 24 and remained in charge until the end of that same year. 9
It seems that his successor, Lieutenant Josef Portillo, was chosen
so as to leave Bertucat more time to direct the fortifications.
His major assignment was the design and construction of a
solid frontier-style fort at San Marcos. This post was to help
establish Spanish dominion over a remote part of Florida,
awe the neighboring Indians, and guard the trading post of
Panton’s firm several miles up river. 10 Bertucat performed other
services as well. In 1791 he drew up plans for a royal hospital
which was built at this post. 1 1 On at least one occasion Bertucat
led an attacking force of troops against marauding Indians,
presumably Seminoles, who had threatened the post, and his
service sheets carries the notation that he acted with great
courage in the brief encounter. 12
His superiors recognized that he had mastered frontier-style
military fortifications, and, as a result, on August 28, 1792, he
was named director of works for a military post of two batteries
to be constructed at Placaminas (Plaquemine) Turn below New
Orleans. 13 This was a pet project of Governor-General Caronde8. Ibid., 74.
9. Service records of Luis Bertucat; O’Neill’s instructions to Bertucat,
Pensacola, June 12, 1787, AGI, PC, leg. 614 and leg. 2352. Correspondence from Bertucat to O’Neill from Apalache in 1787 may be found in
AGI, PC, legajos 40, 118 and 1393; from Bertucat to Josef de Ezpeleta,
ibid., legajo 2361.
10. Three plans dated July 18, 1787, August 18, 1790, and February 1791,
are in AGI, Planos, Luisiana y Floridas, Nos. 115, 135 and 139 respectively. The February 1791 plan, with side views of the buildings under
construction, is in Arthur P. Whitaker, ed., Documents Relating to the
Commercial Policy of Spain in the Floridas, with Incidental Reference
to Louisiana (DeLand, 1931), between 97 and 98. The 1787 plan is
reproduced in Mark F. Boyd, “The Fortifications at San Marcos de
Apalache (St. Marks, Wakulla co., Florida),” Florida Historical Quarterly, XV (July 1936), 17.
11. The plan is dated June 26, 1791. The chart is presently in AGI, Planos,
Luisiana y Floridas, No. 141. A document concerning it is in AGI
PC, leg. 178; Bertucat to O’Neill, Apalache, June 26, 1791.
12. Service records of Luis Bertucat. Bertucat felt that Bowles was responsible for the aggressive attitude of the Indians; Bertucat to
Zespedes, San Marcos, January 10, 1788, Archivo Historico Nacional
(Madrid), Seccion de Estado, leg. 3901.
13. Service records of Luis Bertucat; pay records of Bertucat, AGI, PC,
leg. 538-B.
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let, who had taken charge of Louisiana and West Florida in
December 1791. Stout defenses below New Orleans, he felt,
would protect the vulnerable approaches to the city, and Palcaminas, where the Mississippi made a sinuous, hairpin curve,
forcing ships to expose themselves to the land batteries, was an
ideal location. 14
In 1787, while Bertucat had been constructing Fort San
Marcos, another Spanish engineer, Joaquin Peramas (who had
also been at San Marcos earlier), was designing plans for the
Placaminas and Mardi Gras Bayou. 15 Construction was delayed,
however, until Bertucat took over the engineering project in
1792. Accompanied by his faithful Negro Joaquin, Bertucat
remained on the job, earning an extra salary of twenty-five dollars monthly in addition to his regular captain’s pay. On
August 18, 1793, when a disastrous hurricane struck lower
Louisiana and ravaged shipping and the low-lying bottom lands,
both Bertucat and his aide were drowned, thus ending the career
of a responsible and dedicated officer. 16
Apparently Bertucat, like most officers in Spanish Louisiana,
was in debt at the time of his death, and numerous individuals
lodged lawsuits against his estate. 17 A family man with a wife
and at least two children, Bertucat showed his benevolent
treatment of his Negro slaves when he granted his slave
Martona her freedom plus a cash payment of $150 and two
silver services. John Forbes of the house of Panton, Leslie and
14. George H. V. (“Victor”) Collot, A Journey in North America . . . ,
transl. by J. Christian Bay (Florence, 1924), II, 100-03, and plan in III,
plate 36.
15. Four charts dated March 20, 1787, at New Orleans, are in AGI, Planos,
Luisiana y Floridas, Nos. 106-09. See Jack D. L. Holmes, “Maps, Plans
and Charts of Louisiana in Spanish and Cuban Archives: A Checklist,”
Louisiana Studies, II (1963), 200.
16. In 1793 Bertucat drew up his “Plan for the Distribution of Lodgings
for the main barracks of Fort San Phelipe de Placaminas,” which
was approved by Governor-general Carondelet, ibid., 200-01. His death
is recorded in his pay records, AGI, PC, leg. 538-B: Phelipe Trevino to
Carondelet, Fuerte San Phelipe de Placaminas, August 19, 1793, and
Carondelet to Duque de Alcudia (Manuel de Godoy), No. 14, confidential, New Orleans, August 27, 1793, Archivo Historico Nacional
(Madrid), Seccion de Estado, leg. 3890.
17. Suits against his estate for collection of debts were lodged in 1793
and 1794 by Jose Turcoty, Miguel Olivera, Santiago Lebaudaiz, Matheo
Osten (Mathew Austin?), the free Negro Gabriel, and Sebastian Burat.
His close friend, Jose Piernas, sued for delivery of the legacy which
Bertucat had willed him. These cases are in AGI, PC, legs. 167, 168,
169, 170, 172, and 173.
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Company, was named executor with power-of-attorney. Retired
Sublieutenant Joseph Piernas, an old friend of Bertucat who
had been a cattle rancher in Texas and southwest Louisiana, was
left an inheritance. Unfortuately, there was much litigation over
Bertucat’s 1790 will, and the intendant, Joan Buenaventura
Morales, set aside some of Bertucat’s bequests. 18
When Bowles had entered the Ochlockonee River near the
post of San Marcos in the early fall of 1791 he had caused
uneasiness among the Spanish officials here as well as settlers
19
Although Bertucat never captured Bowles,
throughout Florida.
at the end of the year he led a party which apprehended David
McLeash, one of Bowles’s men. 20 The following year Bowles successfully captured Panton’s St. Marks trading post, and then went
to New Orleans to negotiate with Governor Carondelet. The
Louisiana governor was pleased that Jose de Evia had brought
Bowles to New Orleans, but Captain-General Luis de las Casas
in Havana had misgivings, because Bowles had been treated not
as an independent Indian leader but as a “prisoner of state.” 21
Sent on to Spain and later to the Philippines, Bowles eventually
escaped, returned to West Florida, and in 1800 captured the
fort at San Marcos which had been built under Bertucat’s
direction. In 1803 Bowles was captured in a plot hatched by
Benjamin Hawkins, Esteban Folch, and John Forbes, although
it was the promise of the Spanish reward that persuaded a faction of the Creeks to turn Bowles over to the Spanish authorities. Taken to Morro Castle in Havana, Bowles died in prison,
leaving the southern Indians without their beloved “Eastajoca”
when hostilities commenced against the United States during
the War of 1812. 22
While supervising the construction of. new fortifications for
18. Piernas vs. estate of Bertucat, 1794, ibid., leg. 173; case of the Negress
Martona, 1794, ibid., leg. 169; case of Maria Luisa, free Negress vs.
estate of Bertucat, 1793, ibid., leg. 168.
19. Luis de las Casas to Conde de Floridablanca, No. 18, Havana, April 21,
1792, AGI, Audiencia de Santo Domingo, leg. 9, and translated in
Lawrence Kinnaird, ed., Spain in the Mississippi Valley, 1765-1794,
Vols. II-IV, American Historical Association Annual Report for 1945,
3 parts (Washington, 1946-1949), Pt. III, 29.
20. The interrogation of McLeash took place before Governor Gayoso, New
Orleans, December 29, 1791, MPA, III, 778-85.,
21. This is recounted in Jack D. L. Holmes, ed., Jose de Evia y sus reconocimientos del Golfo de Mexico, 1783-1796 (Madrid, 1968), 193-230.
22. Wright, William Augustus Bowles, 77-174.
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San Marcos, Bertucat had made several attempts to intercept
Bowles and his ships during the fall of 1791. The second, unsuccessful, expedition to the Ochlockonee River and the third, more
rewarding, mission to the Apalachicola River, are described
below. 23
Luis Bertucat to Arturo O’Neill, No. 63, Apalache, November 14, 1791.
By my dispatch of September 29 last I advised you of my
second sortie in search of the schooner of the Englishman
Bowles, having secured from the English commercial house a
half-breed pilot of the river on which the said schooner was
discovered anchored. I was unable to secure him on my first
sally, although I asked for him.
My expedition was composed of a large canoe and the king’s
boat on both of which I mounted two swivel-guns, plus a small
canoe with two of my Negroes, to patrol ahead; fourteen regular
troops, a sergeant, and the subaltern. The said half-breed,
having led me to the mouth of the Kilacny [Ochlockonee] River,
which I had visited on my first sortie up to a distance of three
miles into the interior, and this said pilot having said that
he had ascended it very far and that along its course one could
navigate more than three days and that he found at its headwaters Indian villages, where it was feasible that along the
river the schooner might be hidden. At dawn the following day
I embarked alone with him and my two Negroes in my small
canoe, leaving orders for the rest of my expedition to follow
me at a distance of one league 24 in the event that I might
discover the said schooner I would be able to return and take
the most opportune measures to surprise the crew which comprised it. Likewise, in order not to expose my men by leading
them into some ambush that might have been set along the
dense-covered banks of the said river in the event that [the
English] might have had news of my advance, and being easier
to avoid them with a small canoe due to its speed, and likewise,
to inspect the area itself, for this purpose I did it in this manner.
Having traveled until five in the afternoon and gone about
23. Bertucat to O’Neill, No. 63, Apalache, November 14, 1791, copy by
O’Neill, AGI, PC, leg. 2352. There is a transcript in MPA, III, 765-78.
24. The Spanish nautical league was roughly 2.75 miles, although the
French league was only 2.42 miles.
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eight leagues without discovering anything, we landed on high
ground so as to protect my rearguard, and having spent more
than an hour there without seeing them appear, I inferred that
they had strayed or gotten lost along one or another branches
of the river, which compelled me to return again to its mouth,
and in a little while the row-boat and the canoe arrived; they
had, in fact, followed another branch which flows to the north. 25
The pilot, having informed me that after going up this
river more than three days, he had come to another exit or
mouth to the south called Kislacny Chico, 26 I decided the
following day to order eight men and a sergeant with sufficient
rations in the row-boat to follow all the turns of the river and
continue until they had reached some Indian settlement and
invite one or two of them to come with them in search of
deserters by offering them rewards. Also, I advised them to
proceed cautiously and to post a good guard at night and permit
no fires and order a pair of men to go along the banks at
suitable places to examine the tracks and other things that might
occur to them. In the event they might have sighted from afar
the mast of the schooner above the head of the river, they were
not to double the head, but, avoiding discovery, were to return
and give me word. Meanwhile, I ordered the officer with the
rest of the men in the large canoe to inspect another branch
that I had seen the evening before flowing toward the south,
with orders to take only that day, while the guide, the two
Negroes and I in the small canoe lay to across the mile width
of this river. Having set foot on land on the southern bank
I walked for the distance of five leagues and examined the lay
of the land, its coves and anchorages as far as West Point [sic],
from where we observed, at the distance of four or five leagues
to the east-southeast, a schooner that seemed to be plying the
windward, which made me suspect that it could be the one we
were looking for and might have received word that we were
going in search of it. Not having any craft of sufficient draught,
I could not inspect it. Having completed my operation, I
returned to destroy the road by the edge of the beach up to
the canoe when we began to encounter nightfall. The wind,
which had increased, augmented considerably the swell while
25. This is probably the Sopchoppy River.
26. This is probably one of the mouth of the Sopchoppy River.
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we were making our tack, and, with the nightfall, darkness led
us between oyster banks and the shore and threatened to run
us aground. We didn’t know where to point our bow to leave
this labyrinth of banks which criss-crossed our route until one
reached the channel. Since at the same time we were shipping
water in a heavy sea, each moment increased our danger, but
the officer having arrived at the camp with those who accompanied him and having lit fires, we were able to guide ourselves
through the bad straits in which we found ourselves.
Thus, those from my canoe obtained no other success in
inspecting the southern branch than acquiring a knowledge of
its meandering course and direction. On dawn of the following
day we left by water in search of Little Kislacny [Kislacny Chico],
having assembled the row-boat and the rest of the expedition
which should leave with it. At four o’clock in the afternoon of
the second day of navigation we arrived there, and a little while
later spotted the row-boat which came to join us, without having
found either the schooner or a solitary Indian from whom we
might be able to learn anything. Not being able to learn anything more from the said half-breed, I suspected that he had
led me astray in order to give the schooner time to set sail,
having been informed in some way of our presence. Otherwise
this employee of the mercantile house lied to me. I had ordered
the guide the first time that I asked for him to take me without
delay directly to the mouth of the Apalachicola River where
the said schooner was anchored twenty-nine leagues from this
fort, and where the said half-breed went to the Indian villages,
and when he came that far, I decided to return to the fort at
the end of eight days counting from my departure.
It is significant that there have been no Indians at the
fort since the arrival of Bowles or I might have obtained more
accurate news during the second expedition. A chief from the
village of Chiaja 27 did come and said he had been informed
that I had left with swivel guns and soldiers in search of
Bowles and his schooner, which proves my suspicions were correct: having conferred before my departure with Foraster, 28 a
27. Chiaja (Chiaha, Chehaw, Chewaws, Geehaws) was a Lower Creek town
on the Chattahoochee River.
28. Edward Forrester was an employee of Panton’s store. See Wright,
William Augustus Bowles, 66, 68.
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factor of the said house, asking him for assistance, which he
did not give me, and charging him to keep silent. It was only
through the said company where the Indians meet daily that I
was able to get word about the said Bowles, but the said factor
having lived as if married with a half-breed squaw, the daughter
of the half-breed Indian Esperiman, 29 in whose home the said
Bowles used to lodge and who previously had lived with the
same half-breed squaw, I discovered in the intervening time she
had left Foraster and had gone to join the said Bowles, so he
had been informed by the indiscretion of Foraster of what we
were about. Nevertheless, I saw to it that it was publicized
that I had gone in search of four deserters from the Pensacola
garrison, of whom I had received news.
Some days after my return the Indian Birli’s 30 large canoe
came with various goods for the English settlement and, on his
return, I persuaded him to come to the fort to confer with
the chief of them. Having learned from him that the schooner
had set sail from the place where it was when it had news that
I had gone in search of it shortly after I had first spotted it,
as I mentioned above; I tried to dissaude him, repeating that
there were deserters from the Pensacola garrison that I was
looking for and that I feared they might board the said schooner
to flee to Providence, 31 and that I would give them generous
presents if they would help me to capture them. This seemed
to me convincing to them, and I proposed that I accompany
them to the mouth of the river that leads to their villages. They
showed no reluctance, so I gave the necessary orders to leave
the following morning. I was also informed that the Indians
had granted to Bowles and to those who accompanied him, a
land grant on which to live, which had water and firewood near
the mouth of the river, as I was able to discover. On the other
hand, I had been informed that he was bringing various arms
with which to fortify himself and that the schooner mounted
various bronze cannon for firing three-pound balls, was com-

29. Esperiman (Perryman) is the influential Lower Creek chieftain whose
village was just above the forks of the Apalachicola River.
30. Bully, Buly, Birli, was another prominent Lower Creek chief whose
village was on the lower Flint River.
31. A reference to New Providence Island on which Nassau, the present
capital of the Bahamas, was located.
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manded by a captain with a crew of six sailors, a Negro, and
a half-breed with another Negro who accompanied Bowles, as
well as several Indians who had made the journey to London
with him. 32
In addition, I inferred that the departure of their schooner
was precipitous, that it had landed doubtless to finish unloading
the supplies and loading the peltry that the half-breed trader
Esperimens had been promised. By which information, I formed
anew the project of taking advantage of this circumstance to
learn the true entry into that river, as well as the place where
the said schooner anchored, and so that the Indians would not
become frightened, I ordered the muskets hidden in the bottom
of the canoe which I armed with eight men and a sergeant, a
small canoe and two Negroes, all provisioned for twelve days;
and at dawn on the day of October 9th, I left at the head of
them, following the Indians who were returning to their village.
The fourth day of navigation in the afternoon we arrived
at a place one mile from the mouth of the sought-after river
where the Indians stopped to wait for one of their comrades,
who had left the camp during the morning on the pretext of
hunting, but probably his task was to go to the mouth ahead
of us and advise the schooner of our coming, and if it were
not there, make us pass slowly with them to another mouth of
the several which the Apalachicola has, whose principal entrance
is a considerable bay. Assured of the short distance which
remained from the mouth to the point where the Indians had
stopped to wait for their missing comrade, I took advantage of
this circumstance to go ahead, telling them that we were going
slowly and they could catch up with us. I set off with my little
canoe and making myself follow my men at the distance of two
or three hundred toeses, 33 I went ahead, doubling the points
in clear view of land to reconnoiter. Having arrived near the
spot, I spied several buoys which led to a deep channel that
runs close to the right bank of the mentioned bay, at which
place I discovered a considerable rise which stimulated my
32. Bowles and his Indian companions cut quite a fine group of figures
in London! On this portion of his life, see Wright, William Augustus
Bowles, 49-55.
33. The Spanish toesa or toise, based on the French measurement, varied
from 66.3566 inches in Missouri to 66.72 inches in West Florida and
lower Louisiana.
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curiosity. Having gone to it and given signal to the canoe to
step up the paddling, we arrived in time to the foot of it without
having been able to discover from without anything more than
a hill of trees and thickets, but we soon found a beaten track
with footprints of Indians and white men. I immediately
ordered the men to keep their arms handy and, with the sergeant
and four men, I climbed to the top of said elevation, having
left the rest of the men in charge of the canoes to insure us a
line of retreat in case we met resistance. Reaching the top, I
found the shape of an old fort surrounded by trees and branches
that time had caused to grow up around it. A bayou which
comes in from the sea surrounds the fort by water leaving only
a narrow neck of land measuring one league, which connects it
to the mainland. In the middle of this we found in a clearing
a hastily-constructed house which had been built by Bowles’s
men and, below it, covered with palmettoes, I found fourteen
weapons, two rammers and two muskets, as well as a piece of
oil-cloth hanging from the roof of the said house, in which I
found a letter from Bowles addressed to the captain of his
schooner, Louis Esqual, by which I had no doubt but that this
was the place where the schooner had anchored and that this
was the land that he had asked for from the Indians. It was
very strategic because his schooner was protected by the elevated
hill and he already had sufficient weapons to make a vigorous
defense.
Informed by the Indians that a century had passed without
the Spaniards ever coming to those spots, Bowles felt safe in
ordering the letter hung from that roof, certain that even if
we went in search of his schooner, we would not find it and
would pass at a distance. Advised by some signals that the
Indians with him had a number of torches at the coast so that
he could return [at night] to his anchorage, without losing an
instant I ordered the weapons brought aboard and placed in the
bottom of the canoe and covered with hides. This was done so
quickly that several Indians who were present at almost the
same time saw nothing of our handiwork and followed us to
our landing. After a little while, Buly’s canoe also appeared,
and unaware that we had landed, called us to follow him in
crossing the river, which proves what I have stated before that
they wanted to hide the true whereabouts of these Englishmen.
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We approached them bidding farewell to the others who doubtless remained confused, and after having given them some
provisions and liquor, I said goodbye to them and asked them
to turn over the deserters if they found them. Having lost sight
of them I continued apace heading for St. George’s Island
which lay dead ahead eleven miles away, 34 which would give
me protection against any possible attack from some Englishmen
associated with them. There I gave a day of rest to my men
and, at dawn of the following day, I broke camp and ran at
full sail and oar until onein the morning. I returned to the
fort on the eighth day after my departure, promising myself I
would go out again when I received word of the arrival of the
said schooner, or the arrival of another which they say Bowles
was waiting for.
Not having had a pilot cognizant of this coast with which
to guide me, I tried to guide myself by the French and English
maps, 35 the latter being the most recent. Although I tried to
guide myself by it, I found it bore no relationship to what
actually existed, so I became a draftsman and, availing myself
of available instruments, I drew up a chart which includes the
area embraced in the three voyages from here to which I have
referred. This, completed with the greatest precision and
accuracy, I have the honor to present to your Excellency. 36 It
includes the bays, coastline and inlets, rivers, islands, soundings,
and depths from Apalache Bay to Apalachicola. 37 This could
be of some usefulness and safety for the navigation of the ships
which the Government sends to this port.
I

34. The Spanish judicial mile was 4,635 feet.
35. On the eighteenth century cartography of the Gulf of Mexico, see
Holmes, “Maps, Plans and Charts of Louisiana in Spanish and Cuban
Archives: a Checklist,” 183-203; Jack D. L. Holmes, “French and Spanish
Cartography of Alabama,” Alabama Historical Quarterly, XXVII
(1965), 7-21; Jack D. L. Holmes, “Maps, Plans, and Charts of Louisiana
in Paris Archives: A Checklist,” Louisiana Studies, IV (1965), 200-21.
In 1803 a report noted that the maps and charts of the Gulf and of
Louisiana and West Florida were mere sketches and not at all accurate.
ibid., 200.
36. Bertucat’s map has not been located, unfortunately, but an interesting
map drawn presumably be Stephen Minor is in AGI, PC, and Planos,
Luisiana y Floridas, No. 201. Minor accompanied Andrew Ellicott in
1799 in drawing the southern boundary along the thirty-first parallel.
His map covers the area from Cape San Blas to Apalache Bay.
37. Cf. the charts of Jose de Evia made in 1783 in the appendix of Holmes,
Jose de Evia.
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I have given the august name of our Catholic Monarch
Charles IV to a luxuriant island measuring three and a half
leagues long by one league wide, which the geographers have
neither mentioned nor placed on maps of this area until now,
and it is found in the southeastern part of St. George’s Island. 38
This has given me a new opportunity to continue my patriotic
zeal and constant love for the royal service: the forces of Bowles’s
camp remain destroyed.
May God care for your Excellency many years.
Apalache, November 14, 1791. Luis Bertucat.
Sr. Don Arturo O’Neill. 39
P.S. When I conjecture in this dispatch on the word given
to Bowles’s schooner, I found my hunches on appearance and
guesswork, backed by actual circumstances, to be true: that
Forester has no part indirectly, but his actions seem opposed to
the interests of the company for which he works; therefore,
I ought to insert here this observation. (rubric). This is a copy
word for word of the original sent by O’Neill to the Governor
of Louisiana.
38. Bertucat apparently is none too accurate himself. Dog Island, to which
he was probably referring, lies to the north-east of St. George Island,
and St. Vincent Island is located north-west of the opposite end of
St. George Island. Both are located on Evia’s chart. Ibid.
39. Arturo O’Neill was commandant of Pensacola from 1781 until 1793.
For a sketch of his life, see Jack D. L. Holmes, “Some Irish Officers
in Spanish Louisiana,” The Irish Sword, VI (Dublin, 1964), 243-44.
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This selected bibliography includes scholarly articles in the
field of Florida history, archaeology, geography, and anthropology published in state, regional, and national periodicals in
1969. Articles, notes, and documents which have appeared in
the Florida Historical Quarterly are not included in this listing
since they appear in the annual index of each volume. A few
articles with a peripheral interest to Florida have also been
included. Since some journals were not published on schedule
in 1968, articles from them were not included in the list
published in the July 1969 issue of the Quarterly. The present
listing includes these journals with a notation that the article
was published in 1968.
BITTLE , GEORGE C., “Richard Keith Call’s 1836 Campaign.”
Tequesta: Journal of the Historical Association of
Southern Florida, 67 - 72.
BUSHONG , ALLEN D.,“Research on the Southeast by Geographers,
1946 - 1967.” Southeastern Georgapher (April), 48 - 84.
C APRON , L OUIS , “Florida’s Emerging Seminoles.” National Geographic (November) , 716 - 34.
CLARK, JOHN G., “New Orleans: Its First Century of Economic
Development” [c. 1731 - 1800s]. Louisiana History (Winter) , 35 - 47.
C LENDENEN , C LARENCE C., “President Hayes’ ‘Withdrawal’ of
Troops [from the South, 1877] - An Enduring Myth.”
South Carolina Historical Magazine (October), 246 - 50.
C ORLIS , C ARLTON J., “The Iron Horse on the Florida Keys.”
Tequesta, 17 - 26.
C OVINGTON , J AMES W., “A Seminole Census: 1847.” Florida
Anthropologist (December 1968), 120 - 22.
D IN , GILBERT C., “The Immigration Policy of Governor Esteban
Miro in Spanish Louisiana, (1785 - 1791).” Southwestern
Historical Quarterly (October), 155 - 75.
F AIRBANKS , C HARLES H., “Florida Coin Beads.” Florida Anthropologist (December) , 102 - 05.
FULLER , Walter P., “Who was the Frenchman of Frenchman’s
Creek?” Tequesta, 45 - 59.
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GAULD,

CHARLES A.,“A Scottish View of West Florida in 1769.”
Ibid., 61 - 66.
GIFFORD, G. E., JR., “John George F. Wurdemann (1810 - 49):
A Forgotten Southern Physician-Naturalist.” Journal of
the History of Medicine (January), 44-46.
HAMMOND , E. A SHBY , “Sketches of the Florida Keys 1829 - 1833.”
Tequesta, 73 - 94.
-----------, “Health and Medicinein Key West 1832 - 1845.”
Journal of the Florida Medical Association (August),
637 - 43.
HEFFERNAN ,, J OHN B., “The Blockade of the Southern Confederacy: 1861 - 1865.” Smithsonian Journal of History (Winter 1967 - 1968), 23 - 44.
HOLMES, JACK D. L., “Cotton Gins in the Spanish Natchez District, 1795 - 1800.” Journal of Mississippi History (August), 159 - 71.
-----------, “Louisiana Trees and Their Uses [Florida timber for
shipbuilding]: Colonial Period.” L o u i s i a n a S t u d i e s
(Spring) , 36 - 67.
H ULET , W ILLIAM H., “Nameless Rivers and Sunless Corridors
[of Florida].” Journal of the Florida Medical Association (August) , 609 - 14.
KLERER, LOUIS C.,“Spain and England in Florida, [1565 - 1818].”
History Today (January), 46 - 52.
N EILL , WILFRED T., “An Indian and Spanish Site on Tampa Bay,
Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (December 1968), 10616.
---------- and J. C. M C K AY , “A Supposed ‘Florida Folsom’
Point: A Reflutation.” Ibid. (December 1968), 122 - 24.
NIEDHAUK, CHARLOTTE, “Pioneering on Elliott Key, 1934 - 1935.”
Tequesta, 27 - 44.
O LSEN , S TANLEY J., “Examples of Colonial Spanish Hoes.”
Florida Anthropologist (December 1968), 117 - 20.
P RUCHA , FRANCIS P., “Andrew Jackson’s Indian Policy: A Reassessment” [Southern Indian removal policy]. Journal of
American History (December), 527 - 39.
REA, ROBERT R., “A New Letter [of Capt. Lt. James Campbell]
from Mobile, 1763.” Alabama Review (July), 230 - 37.
ROBERTS , WILLIAM I., III, “The Losses of a Loyalist Merchant
in Georgia During the Revolution.” (William Mass
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lived in St. Augustine, 1776 - 1783.) Georgia Historical
Quarterly (September 1968) , 270 - 76.
S HUBOW , D AVID , “Sponge Fishing on Florida’s East Coast.” Tequesta, 3 - 15.
S MITH , M ARY C ATHERINE , “Hospitals and the Practice of Medicine in Spanish Pensacola.” Journal of the Florida Medical Association (August), 630 - 31.
STILL, WILLIAM N., JR., “The Confederate States Navy at Mobile,
[Nov.] 1861 to August, 1864.” Alabama Historical Quarterly (Fall-Winter 1968), 127 - 44.
STRAIGT, WILLIAM M., ed.,“The Pensacola Campaign Through a
Nurse’s Eye.” Journal of the Florida Medical Association
(August), 632 - 36.
----------, “The Lady Doctor of the [Coconut] Grove.” Ibid.
(August), 615 - 21.
TEXADA , D AVID KER AND FERNANDO FARALDO , trans, and eds.,
“An Account of Governor [of La.] Alegandro O’Reilly’s
Voyage from Havana to New Orleans in July 1769.”
Louisiana History (Fall), 370 - 75.
VIGNERAS, L. A., “A Spanish Discovery of North Carolina in
1566” [expedition authorized and directed by Pedro
Menendez de Aviles from St. Augustine]. North Carolina
Historical Review (October), 398 - 407.
WEINERT , R ICHARD P., “The Neglected Key to the Gulf Coast”
[Ship Island off Biloxi] Journal of Mississippi History
(November), 269 - 301.
W ILKINSON , W ARREN H., “The DeSoto Expedition in Florida,”
serialized in The American Eagle (Estero, Florida), beginning January.
In addition to these cited articles, brief articles and biographical sketches dealing with various aspects of Florida history appeared in El Escribano (St. Augustine Historical Society),
The Village Post (Coconut Grove, Florida), Muse Notes (Museum of Science, Miami, Florida), and The Magnolia Monthly
(Crawfordville, Florida).
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Trade and Privateering in Spanish Florida, 1732-1763. By Joyce
E. Harman. (St. Augustine: St. Augustine Historical Society,
1969. viii, 99 pp. Preface, introduction, appendices, bibliography, index. $3.00.)
The history of St. Augustine during the First Spanish Period,
1565-1763, is the story of struggle, deprivation, and precarious
survival. Except for the short life of the Franciscan missionary
system in the seventeenth century, colonial efforts in the peninsula and the Gulf coast north of New Spain suffered from indifferent support and seemed to be often frustrated by foreign
and Indian intrigue and war. Spanish Florida in the eighteenth
century endured in the form of three frontier presidios - Apalache, Pensacola, and St. Augustine. Following the founding of
Charles Town and the inevitable attacks from South Carolina,
1702 - 1704, the last sixty years of the First Spanish Period were
probably the most desperate and dismal in the settlement’s
existence.
After Governor James Moore and English soldiers from
Carolina assaulted St. Augustine during the War of the Spanish
Succession, the colony only subsisted until the conclusion of
the Seven Years’ War when Florida was transferred from Spanish to British rule. In the wake of Moore’s destructive raids,
the port-city lay in ruins, the Franciscan missionary system suffered irreparable devastation, and Anglo-Indian alliances disrupted colonial life for the next six decades. But, Spanish San
Agustin persevered as an almost isolated seaport. It survived
even when the Spanish crown seemed apathetic to the colony’s
existence, and carelessly permitted the situado (subsidy) payments to lapse years behind the city’s everyday needs. Since the
agrarian efforts at St. Augustine were generally unproductive
the delays in subsidy payment forced the Florida governors to
direct a credit economy which was founded upon the purchase
of expensive and sometimes spoiled Cuban provisions at usurious
interest charges. As a consequence, Spanish Florida only existed
in the eighteenth century.
66
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The Spaniards in St. Augustine ultimately endured that
chaotic century with the help of supplies acquired in the British
colonies. Although typically illicit or prohibited, Anglo-Spanish
commerce in southeastern America supplemented the settlement’s meager agrarian production and inconsistent subsidy from
Cuba with shipments of foodstuffs. An impressive quantity of
edible goods was transferred from the English colonies to St.
Augustine as this informative little monograph graphically reveals to its readers. Such staples as bacon, beef, butter, cheese,
flour, pork, and salt appeared conspicuously in the cargoes of
vessels sailing south to Spanish Florida. Trade and Privateering
in Spanish Florida therefore presents a fine portrait of St. Augustine’s commerce in the last years of the colonial period.
Joyce E. Harman’s work is well researched and includes
statistical evidence and insights into intercolonial trade operations of the eighteenth century. Employing the papers of the
British Public Record Office, American Colonial Shipping Records, the East Florida Papers, and the South Carolina Gazette,
the author has narrated a fascinating story of Anglo-Spanish
commerce in Florida. Although the monograph might have
depended upon some other Spanish sources, e.g., the Stetson
Collection photostats, it shows careful scholarship and the
appropriate interpretation of all the archival materials under
scrutiny. Miss Harman’s book is also replete with maps, cargo
manifests, and shipping records relating to trade between
certain English ports and Spanish St. Augustine. Such a monograph must be considered a very useful contribution to the
historiography of colonial Florida.
Southern Illinois University

R OBERT L. G OLD

Holmes Valley: A West Florida Cradle of Christianity. By Elba
Wilson Carswell. (Bonifay: Central Press, 1969. 145 pp.
Preface, map, illustrations, index, selected references. $3.80.)
Anyone who might question that Holmes Valley was in fact
“a West Florida cradle of Christianity” need only read Mr.
Carswell’s book to be otherwise convinced. The author has
quoted liberally from the works of two early travelers, John
Lee Williams, the surveyor-historian, and the Rt. Rev. Michael
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Portier, first Vicar Apostolic of Alabama and the Floridas and
Bishop of Mobile. Drawing on these works and other source
material, the author has skillfully set the stage for a substantial
accomplishment: a history of the churches of the area from their
genesis to the present day. Contained within this six-chapter
blend are interesting and informative observations on the Indians of the Florida Panhandle and beyond, and the author’s
own conclusions on the derivation of the names of Choctawhatchee and Holmes Valley. In the latter instance neither is quite
what one would expect.
The remainder of this work is devoted largely to the earliest
religious denominations in the community, their houses of
worship - the Moss Hill Methodist and Ebenezer Baptist
Churches of Holmes Valley - and to those who served and
attended those churches. It does, however, touch on other
denominations and other churches of the neighboring hills and
valleys, including Orange Hill Baptist and the Presbyterian
Church of Euchee Valley. Sharing in this historical recognition
are the Orange Hill Male and Female Academy and the Knox
Hill Academy.
Absence of footnotes may well be greeted with mixed
emotions: disappointment by the scholar and relief by the
casual reader. Yet a careful examination of the selected references suggests that the author left no page unturned in his
search for historical accuracy. The illustrations and the index
are excellent, and the latter contributes materially to this book
as a research tool. Almost nine pages of names appear in the
text, and unquestionably these are valuable to the historian
and genealogist, yet these names would have been no less
useful assembled and categorized in an appendix. It is no reflection on this work to say that the physical properties of the book
leave something to be desired. Perhaps budgetary considerations
dictated the use of typewritten, offset-printed text along with
staple fasteners in the binding, neither of which contributes to
ease of reading.
The author has filled a void in a subject and a region of
the “other Florida,” the history of which has been little-known
and long-neglected. This book therefore deserves a place in the
library of the Florida history scholar and the casual reader alike.
Tampa, Florida
JOHN D. W ARE
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Papers: Jacksonville Historical Society, Volume V. By Dena
Snodgrass. (Jacksonville: Jacksonville Historical Society,
1969. iii, 120 pp. Preface, notes, bibliography, index. $3.00.)
From the time of its inception, the history of the “Cow
Ford” (Jacksonville), at the “S” bend of the “River of Many
Names” has been fairly well documented. The Jacksonville
Historical Society in addition had published previously four
volumes of papers. Now, to add both depth of detail and color
to the substantial writings of the past comes Volume V. It contains an interesting selection of sixteen sketches about Jacksonville and vicinity by Miss Dena Snodgrass, chosen and revised
from a series of forty-three published in the Florida TimesUnion, 1963-1967. Those who know Miss Snodgrass and her
background for this task will not be disappointed by this new
and discerning compilation.
After the lead article on “The River of Many Names,” the
St. Johns, there are others to prick any fancy. There is a sketch
on our redoubtable founder himself, Isaiah D. Hart, together
with a reproduction of his signature. This worthy compiled an
estate of some $55,000 in personal property plus extensive land
holdings, a considerable accomplishment for 1861. A letter
from his son Ossian B. Hart, the first native born Florida governor, is the subject of another article. Away from his home in
Tampa, where he practiced law, to settle his father’s estate, he
wrote to his wife. His letter penned from “Plantation” contains homey details and husbandly tenderness. No other personal letter of Ossian Hart is known to exist.
Fort George Island and the several fascinating residents it
harbored over the years were the gist of other articles. Starting
with the swash-buckling Don Juan McQueen, original Spanish
land grantee, to Spanish American War hero Admiral Victor
Blue whose family is still there, there has been a parade of colorful people. Most colorful perhaps were Zepheniah Kingsley and
his wife Madegigine Jai who later moved to Haiti. A Kingsley
granddaughter, Anna Matilda McNeill, was “Whistler’s Mother”
painted by the famous artist, James McNeill Whistler. The
“clang of the trolley” signalled a reminder of Jacksonville people
and politics in the 1900s. The early gunsmith and arms manufacturer, Calvin Oak, is appraised, and the Great House built
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by Lewis Fleming in 1857 at Hibernia, and so beautifully restored by the Ralph Gibsons, is recalled. The trading posts of
John Spalding along the St. Johns, visited by William Bartram
in the 1770s are described.
The author is well known in Florida historical circles. As
past-president of the Jacksonville and Florida Historical Societies, she has brought to this undertaking professional competence
and knowledge. The value of the papers is considerably enhanced by the addition of footnotes, bibliography, and index.
The latter is the work of Miss Audrey Broward. The footnotes
deserve attention since they contain suggestions for research
particularly on the Kingsleys and Fort George Island. James C.
Craig is editor and wrote the preface. As most historians know,
historical writing at the local level is often shamefully neglected.
Jacksonville is fortunate to have this new series of historical
vignettes by a working historian. The author of all these concerned with the production of the “papers” are deserving of
praise and credit.
Jacksonville, Florida

O. Z. T YLER , J R.

El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega. By Donald G. Castanien. (New
York: Twayne Publishers, 1969. xi, 154 pp. Preface, chronology, notes, bibliography, index. $5.95.)
El Inca: The Life and Times of Garcilaso de la Vega. By John
Grier Varner, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1968. xiv,
413 pp. Preface, illustrations, glossary, bibliography, index.
$10.00.)
Dr. Castanien’s study of the literary work of Garcilaso de la
Vega, el Inca (1539-1616), the Peru-born natural son of a
Spanish conquistador and a first cousin of the last emperor
of the Incas, is Volume LXI in Twayne’s World Author Series.
This series surveys the major national writers of the world and
their works. Dr. Varner, on the other hand, has written a
biography placing El Inca’s life in context with contemporary
events. Castanien presents a chapter each for the Peruvian background, the writer’s life, his works, his reputation as a historian,
and the meaning of his writings. El Inca’s production consisted
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of a 1590 translation of Leon Hebreo’s Italian Dialoghi d’amore,
La Florida del Inca (1605), the Comentarios reales (1609), and
the Historia general del Peru, published posthumously in 1617.
Varner divides his biography into a prelude, two parts, and
a postlude. The prelude tells about Peru before and during
the Spanish conquest. Part One records El Inca’s birth, his
ancestry, and his life in Peru until he left for Spain in 1560,
and part two narrates his residence near his father’s relatives in
Cordoba Province. The postlude covers the life of El Inca’s
natural son by a lowly Spanish woman, and the influence of the
Peruvian’s writings on events in his country 150 years later.
Castanien attempts to ascertain the purpose behind El Inca’s
work and the motives for his interpretation of Indian and Spanish life in Florida and Peru. On the other side, Varner wants to
relate El Inca and his work with the social and political events
and personalities existing in Peru, Portugal, and Spain.
Castanien and Varner agree in their views of El Inca’s work.
With Indians and mestizos in a lower rung of a caste-conscious
society, El Inca sought a sense of value for himself and the
Peruvians. The translation aimed at showing that he and his
compatriots possessed intellectual capacity. Indians were not
as barbaric as reputed by Spanish writers and were worthy of
conversion to Christianity. Spain owed this much to the natives
of Florida, Peru, and the rest of the New World. He wanted to
reveal the splended heritage of Peruvians by writing for the
first time the history of Incaic civilization, and he proclaimed it
to be equal to that of the Spanish except for the absence of
Christianity. Peru’s natives had undergone heavy tribulations
in enriching Spain materially, and therefore they should use
their natural abilities to demand their rights as human beings.
This exhortation quickened the spirit that eventually brought
political independence.
Castanien’s and Varner’s sources include most of the books
and articles written in Spanish on El Inca during the last
twenty years. These works provide new data to English readers.
Varner searched also for archival material in Peru, Mexico, and
Spain, particularly in Montilla (where El Inca resided) and
Cordoba. The authors have performed brilliant accomplishments. Castanien probes analytically and critically into the
writings of El Inca in a restrained style and reveals the extent
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that El Inca’s works mirrored the conflict of his life. Varner
expresses himself in controlled poetic and majestic sweeps
befitting his subject, and he creates a bigger-than-life portrait
of the introverted El Inca. These books conquer and will hold
a significant place in the literature on this first Peruvian historical writer.
LUIS RAFAEL ARANA
Castillo de San Marcos National Monument
St. Augustine, Florida
The Creek War of 1813 and 1814. By H. S. Halbert and T. H.
Ball. Edited by Frank L. Owsley, Jr. (University: University
of Alabama Press, 1969. lvii, 331 pp. Acknowledgments,
preface, introduction, notes, appendix, bibliography, index.
$8.00.)
War Cries on Horseback: The Story of the Indian Wars of the
Great Plains. By Stephen Longstreet. (New York: Doubleday and Co., 1970. xvii, 336 pp. Prologue, epilogue, list of
further reading. $7.95.)
The Creek War published in 1895 remains the only book on
that important episode known to this reviewer. Professor
Owsley, in his nine-page introduction to the new edition, indicates the book’s principal strength and weakness: that it does
a good job of presenting the Indian point of view, but that it
is not a complete history of the war because of its scant coverage
of the Georgia armies, and especially of Andrew Jackson’s decisive campaign against the Creeks. The redmen, “the free and
brave warriors of the great Creek nation” are presented in the
romantic style. (p. 203)
Professor Owsley helps by including in his introduction short
but pertinent biographies of the two authors. Those two gathered a good deal of their material through talks with survivors
or their descendents. Their product therefore is rich in local
lore, and it is especially useful in pinpointing on the ground, at
least as the ground was in 1895, the places where important
events occurred. The authors show traces of racism with regard
to blacks, but not reds. Professor Owsley and the University
of Alabama Press have performed a major service in making
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this rare and singular work available to more scholars. At the
same time they uncover the need for more recent scholarship
upon the same subject.
Stephen Longstreet’s War Cries on Horseback has nothing
in common with The Creek War except Indian fighting and
sympathy for the Indians. It is about the Plains Indians, whereas
The Creek War is about the forest Indians. The two had to
be fought in different ways. Longstreet cites Fairfax Downey’s
Indian Fighting Army in his inadequate bibliography, but not
Paul I. Wellman, who has written effectively on the warfare
against the Plain’s Indians. He copies neither Downey nor
Wellman; he conveys the brutality of Indian Campaigns better
than any other writer I have read. His tools are a detached
cynicism, which appears to respect neither folkmyths nor religion, and vivid, impressionistic phrases. In his account Americans
often killed Indian women and children without mercy; in it
certain Indian fighters, usually given respectable ratings, are
categorized as psychopaths, obsessed with killing. Of Colonel
Chivington after the massacre of the Cheyennes in 1864, which
bears the Chivington name, he writes, “Pleased as King David
bringing in the foreskins of the Philistines, the colonel returned
to Denver with . . . a hundred fresh scalps.” (p. 147) Another
example of the vivid, impressionistic sentence is, “There was
no mercy on either side in this brittle biting cold, a world of
white blotched with red stains.” (p. 173)
Longstreet indicts white Americans as the chief aggressors.
He communicates no romantic illussions about the Indian fighting army. He rehabilitates General Custer as a man of parts,
but says that like the rest of the army, officers and men, he was
“sexually fond of Indian girls.” He asserts that the main pleasure projects of frontier army life were drinking, gambling, and
fornication, with a good deal of adultery thrown in. Our Indian
wars offer a rare place where a writer can shown the United
States’ worst side without being labeled a Communist. Halbert
and Ball present this worst side gently and in the diction of a
more Romantic era, but Longstreet does it bluntly in the harsh
diction of Naturalism.
University of Florida
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Memoria Sobre las Negociaciones Entre Espana y los Estados
Unidos de America. By Luis de Onis. Introduction by Jack
D. L. Holmes. (Madrid: Ediciones Jose Porrua Turanzas,
1969. xl, 226. Coleccion Chimalistac, map, appendices.
Paper; ca. $30.00.)
If Luis de Onis y Gonzalez was not the most important
Spanish minister to the United States, he is certainly the best
known. Although the United States refused to recognize him
as minister from 1809 to 1815 because of the Napoleonic usurpation in Spain, Onis remained in the United States and defended
his country’s interests. He so ardently opposed the activities of
agents from Spain’s revolting American colonies that he was
once implicated in an assassination attempt upon Manuel
Torres, an agent from Colombia. Onis protested violation of
United States neutrality by Latin American revolutionaries and
influenced Congress to pass legislation to block loopholes in
the law. Legal remedies proved unsuccessful. The most significant act in his career, however, was the negotiation of the
famous Adams-Onis Treaty of 1819, by which the United States
received the Floridas and won recognition of its claims to territory to the Pacific Ocean. Samuel Flagg Bemis has concluded
that negotiation of the treaty “was the greatest diplomatic victory ever won by an American Secretary of State [John Quincy
Adams].” If this claim can be made for Adams, Onis staked no
less a claim for himself in his Memoria, since he saved for Spain
the vast territory of Texas and the Southwest to California.
When the Florida purchase treaty first reached Spain it was
favorably received, but opponents of ratification soon appeared
complaining that Spain had given up too much. The principal
obstacle to acceptance of the treaty, however, involved large land
grants in Florida made to certain royal favorites after the deadline for such grants had expired. Under the terms of the treaty
these grants would be null and void. Onis dismayed by the delay
in approving the treaty published his Memoria in 1820. It contained a summary of the treaty negotiations in which Onis
defended his actions, argued against the validity of the late land
grants, and urged approval of the treaty. The Memoria also
included a general treatise upon the United States and several
appendices among which were a draft of the treaty and copies
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of propaganda pamphlets written and published by Onis in the
United States under the pseudonym of “Verus.” A map by the
French geographer, Adrien H. Brue, printed with the Memoria
showed the demarcation line. The map of North America
used by Adams and Onis during their negotiations, an 1818
edition by John Melish, was not included. Onis’ Memoria
helped convince the new Spanish Cortes of the value of the
treaty. After due deliberation the Cortes nullified the questionable land grants and ratified the treaty. A few weeks later the
King shorn of much of his power by the recent Liberal revolution added his signature. Obviously, without Spanish approval
the treaty would have been lost. Therefore, if the Transcontinental Treaty as some call it was one of the most notable
accomplishments of United States diplomacy, Luis de Onis deserves a lion’s share of the credit for its successful conclusion,
and his Memoria must be considered an exceptional document.
The reproduction of the Memoria under review is a copy of
the 1820 Madrid edition. It appears as Volume XVII in the
Coleccion Chimalistac de Libros y Documentos Acerca de la
Nueva Espana, a valuable but limited and expensive set of
books and documents published in Spain. In a very able introduction Professor Jack D. L. Holmes summarizes United StatesSpanish diplomacy from the American Revolution to 1819. He
also provides biographical sketches of Adams and Onis including
a brief historiography of the Memoria. Equally important is the
select bibliography added by Holmes which reveals the need for
a good biography of Onis. The reprinting of the Memoria in
1969 was a fitting salute to the sesquicentennial anniversary of
the Adams-Onis Treaty of 1819 and the acquisition of the
Floridas by the United States.
University of West Florida

WILLIAM S. C OKER

The Atlantic Slave Trade: A Census. By Philip D. Curtin.
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969. xix, 338 pp.
Preface, illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index. $7.50.)
This latest work by Philip D. Curtin not only substantially
augments what has been called “the slim bibliography of the
slave trade,” but it is a tour de force in the application of the
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techniques of quantitative analysis to an historical problem that
has traditionally been the subject of vague generalities and conflicting conclusions by historians. The Atlantic Slave Trade: A
Census is not a book for the casual reader; it will not prove
particularly instructive to the mathematically unsophisticated.
Rather, it is a volume that is designed to serve as a source-book
of as accurate information on the “numbers” of the Atlantic
slave trade as can be secured through research and interpretation
of relevant statistical data. It is a pioneering effort to end the
predilection among historians of the slave trade to copy over
and over “the flimsy results of unsubstantial guesswork” and to
pass on from generation to generation “the hesitant guesses of
the past” as hard data (p. 11), by creating a “new synthesis”new knowledge derived from the exploration and manipulation of existing knowledge (xviii).
Through the use of computer and quantitative methods,
Curtin achieves an impersonal, scholarly, and detailed statistical
reconstruction of Spanish, Portuguese, English, French, Danish,
and Dutch slave-trading activities within the conceptual framework of distribution in time and space. “Time” ranges from the
fifteenth into the nineteenth centuries. The concept of “space”
centers upon the geography of the trade as revealed through
determination of various sources and locations of procurement
in Africa and areas of distribution in the New World. The data
for analysis is drawn from what the author calls “the literature
of the slave trade”-recognized monographic studies that have
been based upon such sources as government documents, company records, property inventories, food consumption and trade
goods accounts, plantation records, parish reports, customs house
figures, and shipping records. This array of quantitative and
quantifiable information produces the wealth of charts, statistical tables, maps, graphs, and diagrams that may either delight
or confound the reader, but which give impressive support to
the conclusions that Curtin presents in the chapter entitled,
“Major Trends.” For many, this is the chapter which will be
the true substance of the entire book, for whether the reader
has understood the techniques of analysis and the mathematical
calculations involved, it is here that the results are translated
into the hard data of the new synthesis. The results are the
evidence that will occasion revision of long established opinions
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and interpretations and suggest new research problems in the
demographic and societal history of Africa. These results are
the evidence that this book which is modestly subtitled . . .
A Census, may well be . . . The Census of the Atlantic slave
trade.
Florida A & M University

F RANCES J. S TAFFORD

Correspondence of James K. Polk: Volume I, 1817-1832. Edited
by Herbert Weaver and Paul H. Bergeron. (Nashville:
Vanderbilt University Press, 1969. xxxviii, 610 pp. Preface,
acknowledgements, bibliographical note, index. $15.00.)
This is Volume One of a projected multi-volume collection
of letters to and from James K. Polk. It covers the years 1817
through 1832, and it is truly an attractive beginning of a worthwhile project. The editors propose eventually to make available
all Polk correspondence regardless of whether or not it has been
previously published. This volume is impressive in its completeness, yet for the study of state and national affairs it may prove
the least valuable of the proposed volumes. There is little extant
family correspondence for this period - no letters from Polk’s
wife, only one from his mother, none from his sisters, and only
a few from his brothers. These throw little light upon family
affairs. Neither is there much material on state or national
affairs. There are very few letters to or from national figures
and even the few from Andrew Jackson are of minor importance.
Still this is an important volume and it probably proved the
most difficult for the editors. It is history at the grassroots. If
Polk did not truly consider himself the servant of his constituents
they certainly considered themselves his sovereign. One constituent jokingly addressed him: “Thos. J. Porter one of the
sovereign in and about the land of Duck [River] to his servant
and friend James K. Polk Send greetings and enquiries for
news.” The numerous veterans of the Revolution and the War
of 1812 who had settled in Middle Tennessee expected their
congressman to secure pensions for them. Their sons and grandsons wanted federal jobs, the establishment of post offices and
mail routes to serve their local communities, and newspapers
from the outside. Polk should have considered himself fortunate
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if he did not lose heavily from advancing money for scores of
subscriptions to the Washington Globe, the National Intelligencer, and the United States Telegraph. After the break between Andrew Jackson and John C. Calhoun, however, few
constituents wished to subscribe to the last. “I would take Duff
Greens paper too,” wrote one friend, “but he is such a hell fired
rascal that I being myself a virgin in politicks . . . I am afraid
he might beget me with bastard opinions.”
It is in the identification of these often obscure and semiliterate petitioners that the editors have performed their most
difficult and valuable service. Their success is almost unbelievable. As a native of the area once included in Polk’s congressional district the reviewer is fascinated by the local history
revealed in these letters from the grassroots. Professors Weaver
and Bergeron should be complimented for a job well done.
University of Georgia

JOSEPH H. PARKS

The Early Jews of New Orleans. By Bertram W. Korn. (Waltham, Massachusetts: American Jewish Historical Society,
1969. xxi, 382 pp. Preface, chronology, illustrations, abbreviations, acknowledgements, index. $12.50.)
This excellent volume should appeal to Jews interested in
their American experience, students of the frontier, and to historians of the lower South. It is the first major documented study
of Jewry in the Gulf coast area, concentrating on the years
1757-1850. Who were these Jews and why did they come to
New Orleans, Pensacola, and other settlements of the region?
Dr. Korn concludes, “They came from New York City, from
Charleston, and from England, France, Holland and the German-speaking lands, drawn by the promise of wealth, success and
personal fulfillment, driven, too, by personal failure or lack of
opportunity in their old homes. . . . Some found permanent
security, prosperity and fame; others ended in bankruptcy,
defeat or death. Some made a high mark, wrote their names
large in the economic and political life of the city; others left
a bare record of their passage. Most of them were engaged in
the hectic commercial pursuits of the city . . . but there was a
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sprinkling of attorneys, medical men, cultural leaders. Drama
there was in the lives of many, duels, divorces, public conflicts;
others lived quietly. They were people, and people are always
interesting. But they were Jews, too.”
The author, Senior Rabbi of Reform Congregation Keneseth
Israel in Philadelphia, is well-known for his classic study of
Jews during the Civil War and for thought-provoking monographs on such New Orleans Jews as Judah Touro and Benjamin
Levy. In this, his most notable contribution to date, he builds
on his earlier research and combines an exhaustive search for
documents in archives and private papers spread over several
continents and numerous countries. He particularly employs the
valuable Notarial Archives of New Orleans, and the Louisiana
parish (county) church and public records, an exhaustive study
of all New Orleans newspapers, cemetery files, and innumerable
published and secondary sources. Readers are advised to use
two bookmarks - one for the formidable array of detailed notes
in the rear, which do not confine themselves to mere bibliographical references, but add to his narrative additional data of
great value-and one for the scintillating narrative itself, characterized by the author’s superb command of the English language and how to express his story with good humor and
sympathy.
Dr. Korn refers to these Jews as his people and is generally
sympathetic to them, although Judah Touro comes in for a
strict berating because of his failure to support the early establishment of a synagogue in New Orleans-Temple ShanaraiChasset was not officially organized until 1827. The author
notes that prejudice against Jews in New Orleans was notable
by its absence, particularly when compared with other areas of
the United States. He explains this by saying that New Orleans
Jews considered themselves as Jews second, but as Americans
and New Orleaneans first.
The volume is generally free from errors, although this
reviewer noted several: Baton Rouge did not lack a military
force of regular troops of the Louisiana Infantry Regiment
(p. 107) ; the AGI, Cuba documents are in Sevilla, not Havana
(p. 283) ; and West Florida Protestant marriage records are to
be found, at least those concerning the Spanish Mobile District,
1780-1813 (p. 47). These nit-picking remarks do not detract
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from a book that is destined to earn a permanent place in the
historical annals of the Jews, Southern history, and the frontier.
University of Alabama in Birmingham

JACK D. L. H OLMES

In Pirate Waters. By Richard Wheeler. (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1969. 191 pp. Preface, map, illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index. $6.95.)
Nineteen year old Lieutenant David Porter, USN, relieved
his faint-hearted captain of command in Haitian waters and
successfully repelled twelve barges of picaroons attacking the
sixty-foot schooner Experiment and her merchant convoy in
January 1800. Because Porter succeeded and later gave credit
to his commander, his act of insubordination was not officially
acknowledged. This was the beginning of David Porter’s career
as a suppressor of pirates in the Caribbean and the Gulf of
Mexico. The picaroons, led by the mulatto general Andre
Rigaud, were defeated by Haiti’s liberator Toussaint L’Ouverture later in the year and they ceased to be a problem.
Master Commandant Porter became commander of the New
Orleans station in 1808 with orders to suppress the Baratarian
pirates led by the notorious Jean Laffite. Porter brought some
of his captured prizes to the district court at New Orleans where
the intimate connection between the Baratarians and local
officials resulted in the pirates bringing suit against Porter for
detaining their vessels! Eventually he won, but the proceedings
frustrated him greatly.
Captain Porter returned to sea in 1822 as commander of
the West India Squadron with orders to establish a base “at
Thompson’s Island, usually called Key West,” in order to protect
American merchantmen in the Caribbean. When two years later
one of Porter’s officers was briefly imprisoned by the alcalde of
Foxardo, Puerto Rico, he led an armed force ashore where he
demanded and received a public apology. Porter was courtmartialed, found guilty, and given a six month suspension for
this breach of international relations. Feeling that he had been
disgraced, he resigned his commission, and, for the next three
years, organized the new Republic of Mexico’s navy. In 1829
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President Andrew Jackson offered him a diplomatic post which
he accepted, and his last twelve years were spent in Turkey
where he died in 1843.
The author states this book is to “stir up a fresh breeze”
for David Porter’s reputation which has been becalmed, and,
if so, this reviewer feels that Porter’s work against piracy was
too limited a portion of his life to do more than create a puff
of wind. Whatever the author’s avowed intention, it is apparent
that he is using David Porter as a central theme around which
to spin pirate yarns. The book is unencumbered by scholarly
impedimenta, and, although there are many quotations, there
are no footnotes. In addition, most of the works mentioned in
the bibliography are published sources of a secondary nature so
that in the final analysis the author has not produced anything
new on piracy, but he does give the reader an enjoyable adventure narrative.
Jacksonville University

G EORGE E. B UKER

Bourbonism and Agrarian Protest: Louisiana Politics, 1877-1900.
By William Ivy Hair. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1969. viii, 305 pp. Preface, illustrations, maps,
appendix, essay on authorities, index. $7.95.)
With a cosmopolitan urban center and a heritage of French
culture, Louisiana has always seemed to be a slightly exotic
southern state. According to William Ivy Hair, associate professor of history at Florida State University, however, Louisiana
differs from other southern states only in degree, and Louisiana
politics in the late nineteenth century fit nicely into the interpretive framework established by C. Vann Woodward two
decades ago in Origins of the New South. It was a period dominated by a repressive and corrupt “Bourbon” oligarchy controlled by business interests and ineffectively challenged by
successive waves of agrarian reformers culminating in the unsuccessful Populist third party movement of the 1890s. In Bourbonism and Agrarian Protest, Professor Hair deviates from the
Woodward model only to argue, with great reason, that Louisiana’s Bourbons were less than paternalistic in race relations,
and that the period of their dominance was more corrupt,
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oppressive, and violent in Louisiana than elsewhere. Such exceptionalism appears justified by the existence of the lottery, the
thwarted black exodus of 1879, and the brutally suppressed
sugar workers strike of 1887. Professor Hair narrates these stories
in effective detail and pleasingly clear prose.
The author also does a number of other things very well. He
is extremely sensitive to the thread of race relations and makes
the most of the limited amount of traditional source material
to achieve some understanding of how blacks were reacting to
their declining status as the end of the century approached.
Though such heavy reliance on newspapers can result in an
unenlightening tendency to see the issues of the period in the
same terms as contemporaries saw them, it can on occasion
yield interesting material. The indications of biracialism in
Louisiana’s labor movement prior to 1900 are welcome additions to the growing body of similar evidence from elsewhere,
and Professor Hair’s discovery of the prevalence in Louisiana
of rural anti-Semitism is fresh and will rekindle a smoldering
dispute.
Other of Mr. Hair’s findings are likely to be healthily controversial as well. While recognizing in the Populists both progressive and retrogressive tendencies, he stresses the former without explaining the apparent paradox of the coexistence of the
two. The Populist bid for Negro support thus is termed a “brave
and sincere effort to break down some of the awful barriers
which lay between ordinary whites and blacks,” but a good bit
of the evidence (e.g. fusion with lily-white Republicians) would
support the assertion that the Populists were just as racist as
the Democrats or that at best their appeal for black votes was
narrowly pragmatic. The idea that the desire of the Bourbons
to avoid class warfare is a sufficient explanation of disfranchisement will probably not withstand the test of closer analysis.
But one of the strengths of this superior study in fact is that
it suggests the direction of future scholarship. Some imaginative
attention to the patrician reform forces that opposed the Bourbons in the 1880s, the urban progressives who began stirring
in the 1890s, the aborted alliance between the Populists and
urban reformers, and the lack of a Populist insurrection might
expand and reshape our current conceptions of the history of
the period. Though one cannot be sure until it is tried, a more
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sophisticated quantitative analysis of election returns and legislative behavior, and a more rigorous definition and intellectual
analysis of “Bourbonism” and its opposition, might increase
our understanding of the political forces at work in the late
nineteenth century. These are all matters for future investigation. Meanwhile, students of the Gilded Age, the South, and
race relations should give Professor Hair’s work a warm welcome.
Princeton University

S H E L D O N H ACKNEY

Liberalism in the New South: Social Reformers and the Progressive Movement. By Hugh C. Bailey. (Coral Gables:
University of Miami Press, 1969. 290 pp. Preface, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $10.00.)
Professor Bailey’s argument is that progressivism was southern as well as national and that Southerners contributed to its
national development. To do this he weaves his story primarily
around five men: George Washington Cable, forerunner and
last prominent pre-modern Southerner to seek full racial equality; Booker T. Washington who temporarily put aside equal
rights in favor of improvement through accommodation; Walter
Hines Page who hoped that industrialism and education would
be the solvent; Edgar Gardner Murphy who wanted justice,
education, and segregation; and Alexander J. McKelway who
carried on the fight against child labor. Altogether, it is a case
well made. Following the general pattern suggested by Professor
Herbert J. Doherty, Jr., in his “Voices of Protest” article which
appeared in the Mississippi Valley Historical Review (LII,
1955), does not basically improve on what we know about
many of his protagonists from existing biographical work, including his own excellent study of Edgar G. Murphy, but he effectively and informatively weaves them together. The book is a
well researched and needed general account of the middle class
leadership of southern welfare progressivism.
Bailey’s primary concern is the rhetoric and analysis of the
social argument. It is not, for the most part, concerned with
personality, or the regulatory, organizational, economic, and
political aspects of southern progressivism or with the southern
contribution to congressional progressivism. By his measure,
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the broadest goal of the reformers was to teach Southerners to
escape from a poor, unproductive, isolated, provincial society
which squandered its talents on self-deception and self-intimidation, It is difficult, however, to measure, inferentially, how much
this was accomplished by limited state reforms and by national
political influence in Washington. More usefully, Bailey underlines two basic tragedies of the era. These are that southern
patricianism gravitated toward rather than transformed the
mores of the new industrialism and that it was a bad bargain
for everyone to trade a concern with Negro rights and power for
advancement through dependency.
Overall, the book’s strength is in dealing with the concrete,
rather than the general, for there is a vagueness in the use of
the concepts of progressivism, liberalism, conversion of the
Bourbons, the role of New South industrialism, and in many
of the sentences in which such terms appear. But it is a highly
useful book that draws much together and points the way for
further research.
University of Florida

D AVID C HALMERS

Huey Long. By T. Harry Williams. (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1969. viv, 907 pp. Preface, illustrations, epilogue,
bibliographical essay, index. $12.50.)
This biography is exhaustive in its coverage and definitive
in its scholarship, and it is of a size usually reserved for famous
national statesmen of long standing, including the more notable
of the presidents. Yet Huey was only a one-term governor and a
one-term senator of a state not usually conspicuous in national
politics. While his reform program in Louisiana-paved roads,
free bridges, better schools, free textbooks, an upgraded state
university, more medical doctors, a charity hospital, severance
taxes-was revolutionary for Louisiana, it had no such significance for most other parts of the United States. The program
of Floyd B. Olson, who was governor of Minnesota at the time
Long was governor of Louisiana, was more seminal in its suggestions of future agrarian and industrial reforms for a socialdemocratic society. Long had scarcely achieved his stride in
national politics when he was assassinated.
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Then why this voluminous biography? Is it because Huey
symbolizes the southern agrarian demagogue? In understanding
him, do we get a better grasp of the other stormy petrels of
southern history? Long was certainly in the tradition of the
southern fire-eaters, but he was not typical of them. He did not
race-bait or ride to power on racism. He was not a Protestant
fundamentalist. He became a favorite among the Catholic
Cajuns. He counted many Jewish citizens among his closest
personal and political friends. He was not a prohibitionist.
Promises made to the “wool-hat boys” at the forks of the creek
were kept. He was far more benefactor than exploiter. While
all of this is important, it hardly seems to rate so detailed a
biography.
Because of the sensational way he operated on the national
stage, particularly the way he attracted to himself the nonMarxist radical forces impatient with President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Senator Long confidently believed that he was headed
for the presidency and a great place in history. If the author
does not actually accept Huey’s personal version of his own
destiny, he at least goes along with it sufficiently to make it the
dramatic story of the last third portion of the book. There is
no doubt that Long was aiming at a third party in 1936, one
which would subtract enough strength from Roosevelt to elect
the Republicans, thereby leaving the field to himself for a
triumphant showdown with the bumbling GOP in 1940.
But is this not moonshine? After its smashing victories in
the congressional elections of 1934, the Rooseveltian Democratic
party stood at a pinnacle of power rare in American history,
while the Republicans were demoralized and reached their
lowest ebb since the time they had become a major national
party. By 1934, Roosevelt himself had become a passionately
beloved national hero. Even had Long corralled all the lunatic
fringe opposition - the Epic planners of Upton Sinclair, the
Coughlinites, the Townsendites - it is difficult to see how at best
his third party could have captured more than two or three
states in the lower Mississippi Valley and two or three of the
northern plains states. Populist appeals were weaker than they
had been in the 1890s; by the 1930s American voters were more
middle class and sophisticated: and besides most of the Populistminded had found their leader in Roosevelt. Also countering
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Huey’s undoubted political fertility was the widespread national
image of him as dictator, vulgarian, and clown.
But had not Huey already made his mark? Was it not fear
of him that caused Roosevelt to move sharply to the left in 1935
by espousing social security and national taxation as a means of
redistributing wealth? Perhaps the puckish FDR was motivated
in part by “stealing a march on Huey,” but there is much evidence that this factor alone can scarcely account for the greater
social emphasis in the Roosevelt program after 1935.
What seems more probable is that Long would have become
even more of an isolationist and Roosevelt-hater as World War
II approached. Then, viewing American involvement in war as
a further concentrator of wealth, he probably would have
become an American Firster; and after that, like his former
subaltern Gerald L. K. Smith, a leader of the American right
wing (not the same thing as European fascism), thus in his
later career fighting many of those measures for which he had
stood earlier. From such probable bitter frustration, Long and
his historical reputation were saved by the timeliness and
manner of his death.
Despite all this, Williams’s monumental biography is more
than justified, for it is a classic study of practical politics on all
levels, particularly on the grass-roots level. This complex artwith its own set of values, its peculiar motivations, its gamesmanship, its professional tools and stratagems, its flexibility,
posturings, ruthlessness, volatility, and violence - the author,
unlike most academic historians, thoroughly understands. He
handles it even more expertly than a Claude G. Bowers, an
Albert J. Beveridge, a George Fort Milton, or a Theodore H.
White. Louisiana, no less than a Greek city state of antiquity
or an Italian Renaissance principality, was a fit microcosm for
such a study. In Louisiana, there was piney-woods shrewdness
and Latin finesse, individualistic red-neck “cussedness” and
French paternalism, and a conflict of the deceptively genteel
privileged classes from out of the past, the aggressive forces
spawned by a raw new industrialism, and the belatedly aroused
Populist aspirations of the masses. And all of these came out
of a Louisiana tradition which delighted in smart political
professionalism for its own sake.
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In addition, Williams is every inch the professional historian. He has made invaluable use of his several hundred taperecorded interviews with persons active in the politics of the
Long era. There is a discerning analysis of the socio-economic
situation in Louisiana which before Huey’s time had broken
the forces of Populism and Progressivism in that state. There
is also a provocative discussion of the role of the mass leader in
history and of the various types of popular “demagogues.”
Again, an authentic personal profile of Long comes out of
this study. In Williams’s hands, the “Kingfish” emerges not as
a tricky vulgaran but as a genius in the art of practical politics.
Huey did many vulgar, ruthless, and cruel things; but his
nimble, orderly mind and his considerable introspection raised
him far above the vulgarian or the ordinary politician and
caused him to ponder the perennial question of means and
ends-what the politician must do which he does not believe,
in order to achieve the things in which he does believe. However,
the continued relentlessness of the anti-Long forces drove Huey
to lose his appreciable detachment and objectivity; he pursued
his Louisiana enemies after they had in fact become impotent;
and he was concocting additional measures to centralize still
more power in his state organization when his blood was spilled
on the Marble Floor.
University of Florida

W ILLIAM G. C ARLETON

The Rise of Massive Resistance: Race and Politics in the South
During the 1950’s. By Numan V. Bartley. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1969. ix, 390 pp. Preface,
illustrations, essay on authorities, index. $10.00.)
It was only yesterday-but already the decade of the 1950s
is taking shape as history. Professor Bartley of the Georgia Institute of Technology, has produced a readable book on the
response throughout the South to the 1954 school desegregation
decision. Dr. Bartley’s study will appeal to the general reader
as well as to historians.
Events in Arkansas and Virginia are stressed; the coverage of
Florida is relatively unsatisfactory. The struggles in Florida over
interposition and school closing measures are sketched, but the
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boldness and scope of the leadership of Governor LeRoy Collins
is not adequately assessed. There is no discussion of Florida’s
pioneering biracial commissions, or of the Collins plan for joint
federal-state desegregation panels. Such Florida figures as Farris
Bryant and Haydon Burns, though mentioned in the text, are
not listed in the index. More attention to Florida might have
disclosed that the business community and the press could be
stronger bulwarks of moderation than the impression given by
the author.
Some newcomers to Florida may be surprised to find the
Collins administration portrayed in terms of “business conservatism.” In this characterization, Bartley follows William C.
Havard and Loren P. Beth in their The Politics of Mis-Representation: Rural-Urban Conflict in the Florida Legislature.
This approach is closer to the truth than the caricature of
“Liberal LeRoy” drawn by Collins’ opponents in the 1968 U. S.
Senate campaign, yet it is not quite the whole truth. Some misclassification takes place when the bulk of southern leaders are
divided into the categories of “neo-Bourbon,” “neo-Populist,”
and “business-conservative.” Since the old Populists sometimes
turned more racist than the old Bourbons, and the latter were
often the “business-conservative” proponents of a New South,
it is questionable how much the resurrection of these labels
clarifies the trends of the 1950s. Whatever may be said about
the terminology, however, Bartley clearly shows that massive
resistance was more a conscious creation by leaders than an
inevitable response from the Southern white masses.
Bartley relied heavily upon the summaries of the Southern
Education Reporting Service and the newspaper files of the
Southern Regional Council. More material will become available over the years through dissertation research and the opening of private papers. But until much sifting has been done,
this book will be our most useful and balanced summary of a
crucial era. Dealing as it does with a past that is far from dead,
the book does not pull its punches. Both the author and the
publishers deserve commendation for courage and scholarly integrity.
Florida Southern College
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Wild Refuge: Story of National Wildlife Refuges. By George
Laycock. (Garden City: Natural History Press, 1969. 151 pp.
Appendix, index. $3.50.)
A Florida “first” launched the United States upon its nationwide project to give wildlife, which was being crowded out by
progress, a chance to survive. In the process several disappearing
species were saved from extinction. The national program began
with the creation in 1903 of the Pelican National Wildlife
Refuge, about midway along Florida’s east coast. There now
are more than 200 such refuges, thirty in Florida. They are in
every state and the Aleutians and embrace more than 28,000,000
acres of land and water. It is the world’s largest system of
wildlife refuges.
With an easy and engaging clarity of expression, lightly
touching the dramatic and reflecting the authority of experience
and careful research, Laycock tells how this conservation and
rehabilitation project evolved to rescue varieties of wildlife ranging from birds to moose and bison. The author works out his
theses by taking his readers (beginning at Pelican Island) to
fifteen of the refuges. In each chapter he introduces the area, its
wildlife crisis, how it was overcome, and gives an insight into
the life-conduct and habits of its animals: Clumsy pelicans do not
look as if they have practiced diving for a million years; elk,
seldom tame, have learned that people treat them well in
winter; antelopes, fastest of runners, do not stand to fight; the
trumpeter swan is the largest waterfowl anywhere. In the Klamath Basin on the California-Oregon border (71,000 acres)
where as many as 5,000,000 wild ducks settle on the Pacific Flyway the manager raises tons of barley to keep the birds from
depleting the profitable barley and rice fields of neighboring
farmers.
Laycock does not preach, yet a reading will change an
innate vandal to a conservationist and heighten the fervor of the
stalwart. There are forty superb photograph reproductions,
many of them by the author.
Miami, Florida
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The National Register of Historic Places, 1969. By United
States Department of Interior. (Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office. xiv, 352 pp. Foreword, preface,
notes, index, illustrations. $5.25.)
This is the first biennial compilation in book form of The
National Register of Historic Places. It was compiled in the
Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, Department of
the Interior, and all photographs used are from the National
Park Service. Future listings in this National Register will be
made through additions to the National Park Service by acts of
Congress, designations as National Historic Landmarks by the
secretary of the interior, and by “nominations through appropriate channels by the several states.” The arrangement of the
historic landmarks is by state and territory, listed alphabetically.
There is also an index complete with cross references, where
the name of each individual landmark can be found. The section on “Notes on Arrangement and Terminology of Entries”
is also quite helpful in the use of the book.
Floridians, of course, will be most interested in the entries
from their own state. Florida has fourteen entries listed, ranging
from Fort San Carlos de Barrancas in Pensacola to Fort Jefferson
in the Dry Tortugas. There are excellent photographs of Fort
Matanzas, Fort Jefferson, and Fort Carlos de Barrancas. Though
the emphasis is on Spanish Florida, there are two twentieth century entries, the Ernest Hemingway House in Key West and
the Pelican Island National Wildlife Refuge in Indian River
county. The National Register of Historic Places is a fine
reference tool, and it is hoped that it will continue to be issued
biennially.
M ARGARET L. C HAPMAN
University of South Florida Library
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BOOK NOTES
In the spring of 1969 Elba Wilson Carswell of Chipley,
Florida, published a series of feature articles in the Pensacola
Journal which traced in detail Jackson’s route through Florida
during the First Seminole War (March 9 - June 1, 1818). Mr.
Carswell’s articles appeared now as a monograph entitled Onto
Pensacola: Retracing the Trail Andrew Jackson Once Blazed
Across West Florida.
Florida: The Strange and the Curious is a picture-book
filled with an odd and varied assortment of Florida facts and
folklore. The artist-author is Lloyd Turner Nightingale of
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea. Published by Vantage Press, New York,
the book sells for $3.95.
Seaboard Air Line Railway: Steamboats, Locomotives and
History, by Richard E. Prince, is a handsome book covering the
history of the Seaboard, its various predecessors, and its subsidiary lines. Included are the stories of the Florida Central &
Peninsular and the Georgia and Alabama which have played
such important roles in southern transportation. The Seaboard’s
history prior to 1900 and its reorganization by John Skelton
Williams is also detailed. The many photographs add to the
book’s value. It can be ordered from Mr. Prince, 8909 Broadmoor Drive, Omaha, Nebraska 68114; it sells for $14.50. A
revised edition of Prince’s volume on Louiville and Nashville
steam locomotives is available for $12.50.
Florida Sand: Original Songs and Stories of Florida by Will
McLean may be ordered from the author, 544 West Central
Boulevard, Orlando, Florida 32801. It sells for $3.50. A native
of Chipley, Florida, Mr. McLean has composed some 1,400 songs
and stories and has given many concerts throughout the state.
Audio reproductions of his songs are available on tape recordings.
The Third Library History Seminar was held at Florida
[91]
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State University in February 1968. Professors Martha Jane K.
Zachert from the University’s School of Library Science, and
Richard A. Bartlett of the Department of History directed the
seminar. The Proceedings have been published in a handsome
volume, which sells for $7.00. It can be ordered from the
Journal of Library History, School of Library Science, Florida
State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306.
History has largely ignored the important role that blacks
have played in the development of the American frontier. J.
Norman Heard in The Black Frontiersman: Adventures of Negroes Among American Indians, 1528 - 1918 describes some of
these activities. Of particular interest to Floridians, is the story
of Briton Hammon, the Massachusetts slave who was working
on a sloop that went aground in 1748 on a reef off the Florida
coast. Luis Pacheco (Louis Fatio) was born on a plantation
at New Switzerland near Jacksonville. His story, as told in Mr.
Heard’s book, derives from an account published in the Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 1872. This book is published by John Day Company, New York; it lists for $3.95.
The Fort Frederica Association, in cooperation with Fort
Frederica National Monument on St. Simons Island, Georgia,
has published Frederica: Colonial Fort and Town, Its Place in
History by Trevor R. Reese. This attractively illustrated
pamphlet sells for $2.00. It is the story of Frederica from the
time of its establishment in 1736 as a defense point against
Spanish Florida until the celebration in 1942 of the 200th anniversary of the Battle of Bloody Marsh.
Approximately half of Charles P. Cullop’s Confederate
Propaganda in Europe 1861 - 1865 (University of Miami Press,
1969), deals with the activities of Henry Hotze, who was ultimately in charge of all Confederate propaganda in Europe.
Hotze, an energetic, Swiss-born Alabamian, concentrated his
efforts in England where he edited his weekly Index. Edwin de
Leon’s activities in France and James Spence’s efforts to combat
Federal recruiting in Ireland and Germany are also discussed.
Professor Cullop in his book has made a significant contribution
to Civil War bibliography. The volume sells for $6.95.
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A new translation by Richard Switzer of Charteaubriand’s
Travels in America has been published by the University of
Knetucky Press, Lexington. Chateaubriand’s travels supposedly
took him from Baltimore up through Philadelphia and Albany
to Niagara Falls; then south to Pittsburgh, down the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers into Florida; and then north by way of the
Carolinas to Philadelphia. Whether he ever really traveled
through this vast area and visited Florida or whether he secured
his information from contemporary accounts is a matter that
has been debated by historians and scholars for more than a
hundred years. Regardless, it is a fascinating account. Travels
in America sells for $7.95.
The South Carolina Tricentennial Commission has published four more of its Tricentennial booklets. The Partisan
War: the South Carolina Campaign of 1780 - 1782, by Russell
F. Weigley, examines the guerrilla activity during the later
years of the Revolution. Colonial Forts of South Carolina,
1670 - 1775, by Larry E. Ivers, describes the southern colonial
frontier and shows why garrisons and fortifications were needed
to protect Charles Town and the exposed settlements and plantations against possible attack by Indians and the Spanish
operating out of Florida. The First Village and Settlement at
Charles Town, 1670-1680, by Joseph I. Waring, traces the
unsuccessful efforts of the Spanish and French to establish colonies along the South Carolina coast and the successful landing
of the English expedition from Barbados in 1670. “A Most
Important Epocha,” the Coming of the Revolution in South
Carolina, by Robert M. Weir, traces the events from the Stamp
Act crisis of 1765 until August 5, 1776, when America independence was proclaimed in Charles Town.
The Journal of Sauvole, translated and edited by Jay
Higginbotham, is a compilation of the letters and reports to
the French Minister of the Marine. It covers a period beginning
in May 1699, following the departure of Iberville for France,
to August 1701, just a few days before Sauvole’s death. Only
portions of these important manuscripts have heretofore been
translated and published. The book is available from Duvall’s
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Books, P. O. Box 1178, Pascagoula, Mississippi 39567. It sells
for $5.95.
Land That Our Fathers Plowed, compiled and edited by
David B. Greenberg, is a compilation of contemporary accounts
by pioneer settlers. Of particular interest to Floridians are the
two letters describing the activities of a Leon County plantation
before the Civil War. This book, published by University of
Oklahoma Press, sells for $7.95.
The Cherokee Publishing Company, P. O. Box 683, Atlanta,
Georgia 30301, is making available in reprint editions important
out-of-print books on the history of Georgia and the South.
The Most Delightful Golden Islands by Sir Robert Montgomery
and John Barnwell was first published in the eighteenth century. It describes the proposed but never established Margravate of Azilia between the Savannah and Altamaha rivers. No
settlers were ever sent to Azilia, but its concept to act as a buffer
colony against Spanish Florida was later accepted by the Trustees who established the Georgia colony in 1732. This volume
sells for $5.00. The introduction is by Kenneth Coleman of
the University of Georgia. The History of Georgia by Hugh
M’Call was originally published in two volumes and was reprinted in an abridged form in 1909. A reprint of the 1909
edition is now available from the Cherokee Publishing Company. M’Call, sometimes referred to as “Georgia’s first historian,” traces Georgia’s history from its founding through
the American Revolution. The reprint sells for $25.00. A
Gazetteer of Georgia by Adiel Sherwood is a reprint of the
1860 Atlanta edition. Sherwood arrived in Georgia in 1818,
and spent several years teaching school and serving as a Baptist
misionary. His was a pioneering effort to compile a compendium of information about Georgia. This book sells for $10.00.
A History of Savannah and South Georgia by William Harden
covers the period from the founding of Savannah through its
sesquicentennial in 1883. This reprint volume sells for $20.00.
The revised paperback edition of James W. Silver’s Mississippi: The Closed Society, which was reviewed in the Florida
Historical Quarterly (Volume XLIV) in January 1966, includes
a new preface by the author and an added section entitled
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“Revolution Begins in the Closed Society.” Published by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York, the book sells for $2.65.
Reconstruction: The Ending of the Civil War by Avery
Craven is available in a paperback edition. According to Craven
the Civil War did not end at Appomattox and Lee’s surrender
only marked the abandonment of organized armed resistance.
His book examines the continuation of the struggle through the
controversial election of 1876 and the seating of Rutherford B.
Hayes as President of the United States. Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, New York, lists this for $3.95.
The Changing South is a collection of essays edited by
Raymond W. Mack. Published by Albine Publishing Company,
it sells for $2.45. All the essays appeared originally in TransAction Magazine. They examine a variety of southern “issues
and problems,” all the way from “Is the White Southerner
Ready For Equality?” to a statistical analysis of “How Southern
Children Felt About [Martin Luther] King’s Death.”
In 1927 Arthur Preston Whitaker published his classic
study, The Spanish-American Frontier: 1783 - 1795, The Westward Movement and the Spanish Retreat in the Mississippi
Valley. It has now been republished as a paperback by the
University of Nebraska Press in their Bison Book series. It
sells for $1.95.
Four new volumes in the Southern Literary Classics Series,
published by the University of North Carolina Press at Chapel
Hill, have been released. The Planter’s Northern Bride by
Caroline Lee Hentz is of special interest to Floridians. She and
her husband, Dr. Charles A. Hentz, lived for several years in
Marianna, and Mrs. Hentz died there on February 11, 1856.
Mrs. Caroline Mays Brevard, another Floridian, is Mrs. Hentz’s
biographer. The Planter’s Northern Bride has often been called
the southern counterpart of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and apparently
Mrs. Hentz was deliberately attempting to counter Mrs. Stowe’s
arguments on slavery. Rhoda Coleman Ellison has written the
introduction to this edition of Mrs. Hentz’s book. It lists for
$4.25. The introduction to The Letters of the British Spy, by
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William Wirt, is by Richard D. Beale Davis. These ten essays
appeared originally in a Virginia newspaper in 1803, but
almost immediately they were published as a book, which has
gone through many editions. This new edition sells for $2.95.
Sidney Lanier’s Tiger-Lilies, with an introduction by Richard
Harwell, and Adventures of Captain Simon Suggs, Late of the
Tallapoosa Volunteers, by Johnson Jones Hooper, appeared
earlier in the Southern Literary classics series. Adventures of
Captain Simon Suggs carries an introduction by Manley Wade
Willman. These volumes list for $2.95 each.
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HISTORY NEWS
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award
By unanimous action of the board of directors and the
membership of the Florida Historical Society at the annual
meeting in May 1970 the Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book
Award was established. This award will replace the Rembert
W. Patrick Memorial Prizes for Junior Historians, and the Society will no longer sponsor an essay contest. The book award
will be given annually for the best monograph or book published in Florida history. Fiction, poetry, drama, and promotion material will not be considered. Three judges selected by
the editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly will decide on the
winner, and the author will receive a check for $100. The
presentation will be made at the annual banquet. The book
prize will memorialize Dr. Patrick who for many years served
as an officer and director of the Society and as editor of the
Florida Historical Quarterly.
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History
Dr. Harry P. Owens, associate professor of history at the
University of Mississippi, is the 1969-1970 recipient of the
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize for his article, “Port of
Apalachicola,” which appeared in the April 1969 number of
the Florida Historical Quarterly. The presentation was made
at the annual meeting of the Florida Historical Society on May
9, 1970, in Tampa. The prize of $100 is given annually for
the best article appearing in the Quarterly. Dr. Owens, a native
of Montgomery, Alabama, did his undergraduate work at Auburn University and received his Ph.D. from Florida State
University in 1966. This dissertation was a study of antebellum
Apalachicola. This past academic year he was a post-doctoral
fellow at the Institute of Southern History, The Johns Hopkins
University. The judges making the selection were Dr. Robert
L. Gold, University of Southern Illinois; Dr. Joe M. Richardson,
Florida State University; and Professor Julian I. Weinkle, University of Miami. The award honoring the late Dr. Arthur W.
Thompson, formerly a member of the Department of History,
University of Florida, was made possible by an endowment by
97
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Mrs. Thompson of Gainesville and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Siegel
of New York City.
Florida History Award
The Peace River Valley Historical Society has presented its
1969 Florida History Award for Distinguished Service in Florida History to Dr. James W. Covington of Tampa, Florida. Dr.
Covington is professor of history at the University of Tampa.
A graduate of the University of Oklahoma, he is a specialist on
the Indians of the South, and is completing a study of the Third
Seminole War. Dr. Covington is the author of four books and
monographs and a number of articles which have appeared in
scholarly and professional journals.
Announcements and Activities
The Florida chapters of Phi Alpha Theta, national honorary
history fraternity, held a regional convention at the University
of Florida on April 10 - 11. Among the papers was one on
“Captain James Franklin Jaudon, Miami Pioneer: A Versatile
Man” by Barbara Souza of Barry College. Professor Donald E.
Worcester, chairman of the Department of History at Texas
Christian University and former national president of Phi Alpha
Theta, was the banquet speaker.
The first Rembert W. Patrick History Lecture was delivered
by Dr. Fletcher M. Green, Kenan Professor Emeritus of History,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, on April 9, 1970,
at Guilford College, South Carolina. Dr. Green’s topic was
“Yankee Contributions to Education in the Old South.” The
Patrick lectureship, endowed by Mrs. Rembert W. Patrick as
a memorial to her husband, provides for a lecture each year by
some distinguished historian qualified to speak in the areas of
Negro history, black culture, southern history, or current problems in the South. Dr. Patrick was for many years professor of
history at the University of Florida and was intimately associated with the activities of the Florida Historical Society and
the Florida Historical Quarterly. Dr. Green was Dr. Patrick’s
major professor at the University of North Carolina. He edited
and wrote the introduction to the facsimilie edition of William
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Watson Davis’ The Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida
(University of Florida Press, 1964). Dr. Patrick was the editor
of this series.
The Florida Anthropological Society held its annual meeting
in Daytona Beach on March 28. The following officers were
elected: James W. Covington, president; Carl A. Benson, first
vice-president; William M. Goza, second vice-president; and
Sara B. Benson, secretary-treasurer. Thomas H. Gouchnour and
Cliff E. Mattox were elected to the executive committee. Ripley
P. Bullen was named editor of The Florida Anthropologist,
succeeding David S. Phelps. The following papers were read at
the one-day session: “A New Concept for the Busycon Shell
Receptacle,” by William J. Webster; “Preliminary Report on
the Peach Camp Site, Broward County, Florida,” by Wilma B.
Williams; “Current Archaeological Work at the Canton Street
Site, St. Petersburg,” by Walter Askew; “Charcoal Tempering
in Aboriginal West Indian Pottery,” by Charles A. Hoffman,
Jr.; “Regionalism in Florida during the Christian Era.” by
Ripley P. Bullen; “An Illustrated Presentation of Certain Heretofore Unclassified Florida Projectile Points,” by Jarl Malwin;
“The Old Fort King Site, Ocala,” by Ben I. Waller; “Brief
Comments on Florida and West Indian Skeletal Material,” by
Adelaide K. Bullen; and “Pre-Columbian Florida-West Indian
Connections: A Reappraisal of the Archaeological Situation,” by
Ripley P. Bullen. The Society has chartered the West Florida
Chapter which encompasses the Panama City, Fort Walton
Beach, and Pensacola area, and the Pinellas County Chapter.
The Florida Federation of Art held an exhibit of Florida
art and historical artifacts at its state headquarters, the DeBary
Mansion, in DeBary, Florida, in May. Hampton Dunn of
Tampa was the featured speaker at the reception marking the
opening of the “Re-Discover Florida” exhibit on May 10. The
exhibit included Florida books published by the University of
Florida Press, and maps, prints, and lithographs from the collections of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University
of Florida.
The historical musical drama “Cross and Sword” began its
sixth season in St. Augustine on June 26, and is planning an
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eight-week run. The play will be shown nightly, beginning at
8:30 p.m., with the exception of Sundays and Mondays. The
production is directed by Tom Rahner of St. Augustine, and
includes a cast of some seventy players.
The 1970 conference of the Florida College Teachers of
History was held April 3-4 in Pensacola. Among the papers read
were the following dealing with Florida: “Secretary of State
Seward’s Fort Pickens Policy” by Ernest F. Dibble, University
of West Florida; “Florida, 1763 - 1775: Bastion of the Empire?”
by Claude C. Sturgill, University of Florida; and “Pensacola
and the Southern Frontier” by Otis W. Shahan, St. Johns River
Junior College. Pat Dodson, formerly a member of the State
Board of Regents and formerly secretary of the Florida Historical Society, spoke on “The Pensacola Historical Restoration
and Preservation Society: A Challenge Met.” Dr. Ted Carageorge of Pensacola Junior College was elected president, succeeding Dr. George C. Osborn, University of Florida. Dr. Gerald E. Critoph of Stetson University is vice-president and Dr.
Frederick Aldridge of Jacksonville University is secretarytreasurer. The name of the organization has been changed from
Florida Conference of College Teachers of History to Florida
College Teachers of History. The 1971 meeting will be held at
Stetson University. For further information write Dr. Critoph,
Department of History, Stetson University, DeLand, Florida.
Dr. Robert H. Spiro, president of Jacksonville University
and a member of the board of directors of the Florida Historical
Society, has been named chairman of the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial Commission. Jacksonville will celebrate the 150th
anniversary of its founding in 1972, and a number of professional and scholarly organizations, including the Florida Historical Society and the Florida College Teachers of History,
are planning to hold their meetings in the city that year.
Working with the commission is a Sesquicentennial Executive
Committee which includes Hans Tanzler, John F. Lanahan,
Harold Clark, J. J. Daniel, Robert R. Reagin, Russell Hicken,
Earl Johnson, George M. Linville, Richard A. Martin, Gert H.
Schmidt, Dena Snodgrass, and Mrs. Lyle Vernier.
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The South Carolina Tricentennial Commission and the
University of South Carolina sponsored a symposium in Columbia, South Carolina, March 19-21, 1970, on “The Place of
the Southern Colonies in the Atlantic World.” The papers and
panel discussions examined “The Expanding Southern Frontier,” “The Legal Institutions in the Southern Colonies,” “The
Old British Empire in the South,” “The Slave Trade and the
Atlantic Community,” “Three Eighteenth-Century Mercantile
Communities,” “The Quakers and the Southern Colonies,” “Recent Archaeological Work: South Carolina and Jamaica,” “The
Southern ‘World’ in the Atlantic Economy,” and “South
Carolina and the Iberian World.”
A grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities
has been made to the American Association for State and Local
History for the continuation of its educational seminar programs. It will fund training sessions in historical administration, management, and interpretation of historical museums
and historical publications. The Seminar on the Administration of Historical Societies and Museums will be held in October
at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, with the co-operation of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. The session will
provide professional directors of small historical societies and
museums with a course in the administration of such institutions. The Kansas State Historical Society will co-sponsor the
two-weeks Seminar on the Management and Interpretation of
History Museums in November at Topeka, Kansas. Emphasis
will be on effective ways small and large history museums can
preserve, interpret, and communicate their special interest. Any
person engaged in the museum program of a historical society
or history museum will be eligible to apply for this seminar.
A Seminar on Historical Agency and Historical Museum Publications will be held again, with the cooperation of Vanderbilt
University, during the summer of 1971 in Nashville, Tennessee.
Thirty-five participants will be invited to attend this one-week
session. Full scholarships to cover travel and living expenses
during all the seminars are awarded to the selected participants.
Applications can be obtained by writing AASLH headquarters,
1315 Eighth Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203.
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Local Historical Societies and Commissions

Fort Lauderdale Historical Society: In the April number of
“New River News” there is an article on Dr. Odet Philippe by
William M. Straight, reprinted from The Journal of the Florida
Medical Association (August 1966). There is also a listing of
books, photographs, and artifacts acquisitions by the Society.
Jacksonville Historical Society: Herschel Shepard and Robert C.
Broward addressed the Society at its May 13 meeting. Their
topic was historical building restoration and preservation with
particular reference to the Jacksonville area. John B. Turner,
Jr., was elected president of the Society. Other officers are
Stoyte Ross and John Tillman, vice-presidents; William M. Bliss,
treasurer; Mrs. Carl Sasnett, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Edward McCarthy, recording secretary; Audrey Broward, archivist;
and, Dena Snodgrass, historian. The Society has received a gift
of seventy-one lithograph stones which depict significant historic Jacksonville sites and buildings. Karen Thomas, Ken
Grant, Deborah Roberts, Victor Lamar Smith, Jeanne F. Pyle,
and Robert McAloon were announced as winners in the essay
contest sponsored by the Society.
Madison
president
board of
Madison

County Historical Society: William M. Goza, former
of the Florida Historical Society and a member of its
directors, was the speaker at the annual reunion of the
County Historical Society in Madison on April 19.

Orange County Historical Commission: The March 1970 number of the “Orange County Historical Quarterly” carried a short
article on Pogey Bill Collins and a photograph of downtown
Orlando in 1911. The Commission is placing historical markers
at the sites of Fort McNeil and the Council Oak. It has also
added a number of city and county directories and land and
insurance maps to its historical collection.
Palm Beach County Historical Society: The March meeting of
the Society featured Will McLean, Florida balladeer, who sang
some of the music which he has composed and which is included
in his booklet, Florida Sand. Miss Thelma A. Boltin, director
of the annual Folk Festival at Stephen Foster Memorial, White
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Springs, was also on the program. Fred Dickson, Jr., spoke at
the April 16 meeting on “Recovering the Santa Maria, Flagship
of Columbus.”
Peace River Valley Historical Society: Dr. James W. Covington
of the University of Tampa and Professor David A. Forshay
of the Palm Beach Junior College have spoken recently to the
membership of the Society. Dr. Covington was the guest of
honor at the March dinner meeting of the Society at which
time he received the Florida History Award for Distinguished
Service in Florida History for 1969. This presentation was made
by Joe Dan Osceola, president of the Seminole Tribe of Florida.
Colonel Read B. Harding is secretary of the Society.
Pensacola Historical Society: The following officers were elected
and installed at the April meeting of the Society: Charles C.
Sherrill, president; William Sinton, Mrs. Dan B. Smith, and
Henry H. Cary, vice-presidents; Lucia Tryon, recording secretary; Mrs. Oscar P. Pickett, corresponding secretary; Joe Skinner, treasurer; and Woody Skinner, historian. Jack Gregroy
described “Creek and Seminole Myths and Legends” at the
March meeting, and Dian Shelley spoke at the May meeting.
Her topic was “Nineteenth Century Pensacola Theater and the
Tivoli.” A monthly listing of acquisitions by the Society’s library and museum appears in its “Newsletter.”
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society: “Saga of Juan Ortiz,”
the Society’s annual historic pagaent, was presented April 18
and 19 in Bayshore City Park, Safety Harbor. The pagaent is
part of the annual festival sponsored by the city of Safety
Harbor. In addition, the Society exhibited historical and archaeological artifacts during the festival activities. Charles
Knight of Tampa, chairman of the State Commission on Indian
Affairs, was the speaker at the May meeting of the Society. In
the March 1970 number of “Tocobaga,” the Society’s newsletter,
there is an interesting excerpt from a booklet entitled Espiratu
Santo Springs, published in 1910.
St. Augustine Historical Society: A color movie, The Story of
St. Augustine: 400 Years of America’s Heritage, was shown at
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the April meeting of the Society in the Art Association Gallery.
Produced by the St. Augustine Historical Restoration and Preservation Commission, the film summarizes the history of St.
Augustine from 1565 to 1959. The April 1970 number of El
Escribano, the Society’s quarterly magazine, carries an article,
“British Regiments in St. Augustine, 1763-1784,” and a translated document, “Pedro Menendez’s Commission as Governor
of Florida.”
St. Lucie Historical Society: The following officers were elected
at a meeting on April 21: Reuben Carlton, president; W. F.
Richards and Sam Lauder, vice-presidents; Mrs. Addie Emerson,
secretary; and Mrs. Ora Cox, treasurer. L. B. Halbe, organizer
of the Society and its first president, was the speaker for the
evening. Walter R. Hellier, county historian, is responsible for
the Society’s monthly newsletter, and each number carries the
“St. Lucie Historical Notes” writtten by Mr. Hellier.
Notes
The National Society of the Colonial Dames in the State of
Florida is compiling a list of portraits painted prior to 1870
which are in Florida. The Society is interested in portraits in
any medium or size. The list will be deposited in Gunston
Hall, the Washington headquarters of the National Society,
and a copy will be retained in the Florida Society’s library at
Ximenez-Fatio House, St. Augustine. Communications should
be addressed to Mrs. W. E. Perkins, 1617 Riverside Avenue,
Jacksonville, Florida 32205.
Dr. Charles Gauld of Miami-Dade Junior College, South
Campus, is accumulating material for a Florida Encyclopedia to
be published in 1971. Dr. Gauld invites anyone interested to
contribute articles dealing with any aspect of Florida. For further information write to Professor Gault, Department of History and Geography, Miami-Dade Junior College, South Campus, Miami, Florida 33156.
An Ohio firm, Presidential Art Medals, is issuing a series of
medals commemorating the states of the Union. The Florida
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Statehood Art Medal is the twenty-eighth in the series. The
New York Sculptor, Ralph J. Menconi, has produced a portrait
of Osceola from a painting made shortly before the latter’s
death at Fort Moultrie in 1838. The reverse side of the medal
portrays the Great Seal of Florida. The medal is available in
bronze, silver, and platinum. Those interested should write to
Presidential Art Medals, Inc., 10 West National Road, Englewood, Ohio 45322.
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G REAT EXPECTATIONS . . . . . .
Sept. 23-26 American Association for
State and Local History
Society of American
Sept. 30Archivists
Oct. 2
Nov. 11-14 Southern Historical
Association
Nov. 13-16 National Colloquium on
Oral History
2nd Annual Gulf Coast
Dec. 4-5
History and Humanities Conference
Board of Directors
Dec. 12
Florida Historical
Society
Florida
College Teachers
March
of
History
1971
May 1971 FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 69TH ANNUAL
MEETING
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